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FOREWORD
1970 has long been an ominous word in Japan. Increasing violence in the late sixties,
campus upheaval, the closing of university after university, microphones blaring, massed
riot police on every strategic corner with helmets and shields, scenes of hand to hand
combat resembling guerilla warfare, destruction of property culminating in the
multi-million dollar vandalism at famed Tokyo University, including the defacement of its
revered central hall--these were the fuels that fed national foreboding. Even Christian
institutions like International Christian University, Tokyo Union Seminary, Kanto
University, etc., found themselves unable to carry on.
Add to this the explosive issues needing settlement in the new decade: the reversion of
Okinawa to Japan; the Japan-U.S. Security Pact due for extension, revision, or
discontinuation in June 1970; the demands for university reformation; the China question;
the continuing war in Indochina; Expo 1970--all highly emotional issues for extreme leftist
academic circles--and this feeling of uncertainty becomes understandable.
The minority church shared in this upheaval. Seminary disputes, usurping of pulpits by
youthful dissidents, pastors and church leaders subjected to all-night kangaroo court and
physical violence by angry seminary students, church synods thrown into confusion, all
gave eloquent testimony to the church's involvement.
What is the Christian answer? What will the follower of Jesus do in this situation? What
can he do?
Seriously, sixty-odd missionaries from a wide spectrum of theological viewpoints gathered
to hear each other and the Holy Spirit. Discussions were lively. Unfortunately only the
major papers and critiques can be reproduced here.
How well we spoke to the issues involved, how clearly and decisively we saw what we can
and must do, to what extent we neglected resources other than political to which the follower of Jesus Christ has access--these are questions which the reader and the 70's
themselves will decide.
With gratitude to our speakers, the continuation committee, and all participants of the
seminar, we again make these papers available to you.

Carl C. Beck Compiling Editor
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THE CHRISTIAN AND REVOLUTION - A THEOLOGICAL ORIENTATION
Harvey A. Smit
A theological orientation to our Conference's theme, "The Christian's Responsibility in
Political Affairs in Japan," should, in my view, have at least two characteristics.
One, rather than a doctrinal presentation of a single viewpoint, it should delineate the
primary theological alternatives underlying various viewpoints on this question. Two, it
should deal with the contemporary political situation in the world and the theological
responses to this situation. Since it would appear evident that the following exegetical and
historical studies will bring before us the traditional problems and positions on this question,
and the later papers the concrete problems of the contemporary scene in Japan, I shall
attempt, by way of introduction, to present some recent theological thinking on this
question of the Christian's participation in political affairs.
I. The Revolutionary Situation
The political situation in the contemporary world has been described as revolutionary. 1 We
have become accustomed to this designation, without perhaps considering too deeply what
it actually means or what theological implications it has. However, during the last few years,
in response to this 'revolutionary' world situation, a number of theologians have been
attempting to develop a 'Theology of Revolution.' 2 It is this new thinking, in contrast to
the traditional Christian positions, that I should like to present to you.
What is meant by designating the present political situation as revolutionary? In Japan, as
demonstrated by the student riots and campus rebellions, it designates a situation in which
"unreasonable" demands are being pressed with "irrational" stubbornness. Extreme leftists
and Marxist professors, who have always thought of themselves as revolutionary, are
baffled to find themselves most vehemently attacked by the students. The key to an
understanding of this situation lies in a realization that the students' demands are not being
made in order that they might be granted and the situation ameliorated (the leftist purpose)
but rather in order that they might be rejected by the authorities, so that the subsequent
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confrontation and struggle might result in a basic, revolutionary change in the underlying
relationships. The student movements aim at something other than surface changes or
temporary improvements, and therefore may be called revolutionary.
Another characteristic of the present revolutionary situation is that political issues are no
longer purely political. They tend to be intertwined with social issues. The black revolution
in the United States illustrates this. Here is no simple striving for political power, but a
demand for basic social readjustment. The deeply emotional cry against all "colonialism" in
the underdeveloped countries of the world, is rooted in this politicalsocial intertwining.
"Colonialism" in these lands refers not so much to being a colony of a Western nation, but
rather to the political-social situation characteristic of all colonies, in which a small
privileged ruling elite have a different social standing and often a different cultural
mentality, and this elite controls and exploits the mass of the people. Most Latin American
countries, although long since politically independent of any foreign power, still have the
social character of colonies-3 For, although the institutional superstructure is wholly
western and the privileged class is of the western culture, the masses of the people have
never really absorbed these values or patterns of conduct. They do not understand the
institutions, nor do they know how to deal with them adequately. Because of these
similarities, these are called "colonial" lands.
In another striking example, the Black Panthers in the United States identify themselves as
a colonized people. 4
In purely political terms this is manifestly absurd, but from a
social point of view, it is a telling description.
A colonial situation is one which readily develops into revolution. So the colonial condition
of so many peoples in the world today, with a deep division between the politically and
socially oppressed majority and their oppressors, makes the world situation revolutionary.
Finally, the present world situation tends toward revolution because the stupendous growth
of military power in the developed lands tends to limit the use of this power. Extreme
power, if exercised, can become self-destructive. Not only the threat of Russian reprisal
limits American use of military power, and vice versa, but the danger of fearful internal
tensions generated by the use of such power. It appears that only militarily weak countries
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are free to use their power. The reason is that a war like the Israeli-Arab war does not
threaten the world structures as any war involving Russia, China or the United States would.
This phenomenon, combined with the influence of world public opinion, has given the
weak a peculiar power, which they seem ever more ready to use for the sake of revolution.
The weak, poor, and oppressed have relatively little to lose, so they tend not to fear
violence as much as the privileged, prosperous, and powerful. This situation also tends
toward revolution.
Traditionally the term revolution has had for the Christian community a pejorative meaning,
reinforced by a stereotyped conception. This conception and meaning are beginning to
break down. Various factors are causing a re-evaluation. Student and church leaders'
participation in various revolutionary movements as well as the claim to righteousness by
the blacks and the assertion that God is on their side in their revolution, has shaken the
traditional view in the United States. The common modern theological description of the
gospel and of God's Acts in history as revolutionary, has introduced an ameliorative
meaning to the term. The general result is that revolution has changed from a condemned
stereotype to a fluid conception, and in so doing become an open question and a problem to
Christians. We are no longer quite sure what we mean by "revolution" 5 or what our
attitude toward it should be.
Now, at this juncture and in response to the present revolutionary situation, basing their
approach upon the general thesis that the gospel contains a "revolutionary element" which
has helped form the modern world, various men have posed this question, "What is the
connection of this revolutionary element in the Christian message, and the revolution in
history?" 6 In attempting to answer this question, they have presented various new
theological positions which we shall be examining. They unite in a neglected area of
theological ethics and that the time has come to explore intensively the problems in this
area. But before we begin our study of this "Theology of Revolution," let us briefly review,
as a basis for contrast, the traditional theological position of the Christian community on
this question.
II. The Traditional View of Revolution
The use of the term, revolution, to refer to a political change in government is a relatively
late development of about the seventeenth century. Before this time, revolution was
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used primarily as a natural science or astronomical conception, describing the movement of
the stars in the heavens. The political meaning seems to have stemmed from this. As the
stars, determining the fates of men, revolve in the heavens, they cause a revolution in the
fortunes of men.
The first revolution, now so called, was the puritan rebellion in England against the
monarchy, although originally it was called the great rebellion. The American war of
liberation was also not commonly called a revolution until after 1789. 7 It is therefore
the French Revolution which gave the term its most general modern use, adding to the
objective, political alteration, a subjective, spiritual dimension indicating a deep change of
social consciousness. Although the anarchist movement and the Russian Revolution have
brought changes to the conception also, the churches' reaction to the term and the view
seems to have been set in response to the French Revolution.
The typical reaction from the Christian community is well illustrated by a book written by
the Archivist of the House of Orange in the Netherlands, Groen Van Prinsterer, entitled,
"Unbelief and Revolution." 8 Groen attempts to show the natural and necessary bond
between unbelief and revolution as embodied in the French Revolution. The entire
intellectual and spiritual climate out of which this revolution arose is portrayed as one
which rejected in unbelief the Sovereignty of God and the teachings of Scripture. This
religious atheism, combined with a romantic conception of man as being by nature good,
lead inevitably, says Groen, to radicalism in politics. The revolution is marked by hatred
against the gospel. When the sovereignty of God, the ground of all social order, authority,
and justice in the world is rejected in unbelief, man becomes free and equal in a
revolutionary sense. But such equality results in a disruption of society and the state, since
men are then related only as atoms, that is, so Epicures taught, in a chance configuration.
Groen's type of analysis and judgment of the Revolution was reinforced by the strong
emotional reactions to it which occurred in England and the predominately protestant
Northern countries of Europe. The revolutionary ideals of liberty, equality and fraternity
were seen as an attempt to undermine the basis of all social order and authority, and these
ideals became anathema to most conservative Christians. For instance, in the conservative
New England of 1800 there is a like violent rejection of Thomas Jeffersons's attempt to
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work a second American Revolution for the "common man" and to introduce republicanism
and democratic ideas. Any educated Christian man of property of that day was aware that
the common man was not to be trusted with governmental affairs. Only educated,
propertied men like Washington were able to harness the wild forces of revolution into law,
order, and federalism. Jefferson was vehemently attacked as a democrat, an atheist, and one
who had rejected the doctrine of total depravity.
The heritage of this tradition has resulted in a stereotype of revolution within the Christian
church. The simplistic identification of revolution and unbelief in Groen's type of analysis
not only neglects the true complexities of the French Revolution, which only in later stages
developed from a purely political struggle for liberty into one for social equality, and only
became anti-clerical after it was felt that the church had betrayed it, 9 but also neglects
the fact that other revolutions do not fit this faith-unbelief schema. The Puritan Revolution
especially displays striking similarities to the French. It also was individualistic and
spiritualistic and embodied a social rejection of all force and authority. Cromwall is a good
parallel to Napoleon, and a similar spy system existed after the revolution in England. 10
In fact, the traditional, conservative Christian view of revolution has become increasingly
untenable. More and more Christians have come to identify with oppressed peoples, seeing
the fault to lie not so much in the sloth, depravity, or lower natural state of the oppressed,
but rather in the rapacity, cruelty, and inhumanity of the oppressor. The claims of many
revolutionary movements to being inspired by the Christian teaching and example have
forced a re-evaluation of the entire concept of revolution-11 Even more telling has been the
assertion that many Christians are unable to live their faith in revolutionary situations
because of the negative bias against revolution. Harvey Cox points out how the Cuban
Christians, early supporters of Castro, after the revolution "found themselves in a
revolutionary situation with no theology of revolution," 12
and how, consequently, most
of them abandoned the movement, at that point still ideologically undetermined, thus
permitting communists, who had bitterly opposed Castro earlier, to take their vacant places
and form the movement. Thus a growing re-evaluation of the idea of revolution has
prepared the way for a new attempt to deal with the Christian's responsibility in a revolutionary situation.
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III. The Theology of Revolution
There appears, as yet, to be no single person or group which has been generally recognized
as spokesman for this new theologically directed thinking. While much of the impulse for
the need of this theology comes from the so-called third world, especially Latin America,
most studies of the phenomenon of revolution and of its ethical-religious ramifications
come from Europe and the United States. 13
As illustrative, however, we will follow the
introductory argument of Dr. Richard Shaull, Professor of Ecumenics at Princeton
Theological Seminary. 14
Based on his own personal experiences of the South American
revolutionary scene, he presents a passionate plea for Christian participation in revolution.
The time has come, he says, for a new Christian scandal, one which will disrupt the
self-satisfied peace of the Church and society. We who live in developed countries have
come to believe in the natural harmony of our societies and to trust in their continued
advance toward greater justice and a fuller human life. Modern technology has been so
successful in the physical world, that we believe this same rational method will be equally
successful in defining and solving social problems. This kind of faith underlies the
American zeal to export its democracy and "way of life" to underdeveloped countries. We
have a blind trust that by application of better methods and by encouraging the adoption of
better interpersonal attitudes continued betterment can be won within the present social
structure. This faith in an uninterrupted spiral advance has become characteristic of our
western ethos and rational view. As a result modern sociology tends to view all radical
social change as pathological and modern psychoanalysis, presuming a basic conflict between man and society, cannot understand a creative desire for revolutionary action.
The time has come, Shaull says, for the expression within the Christian community of a
clear "No" to this view. Yet such a negation is extremely difficult to express because the
very structure of the world in which we live is an embodiment of this "faith." In so far as
we men are socially determined, to negate this view is to negate ourselves. Still, some
Christians, through their attempts in the fire of social action to fight with Christian symbols
for justice and liberation for men have come to see the inadequacy of this so commonly
accepted view, have come to see new revolutionary perspectives as a genuine fruit of the
gospel, and have proclaimed "a new Christian scandal." This negation, these perspectives,
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and this scandal, says Shaull, we must study and develop theologically.
Because of the diversities of views within this Theology of Revolution and because no one
has as yet emerged as the spokesman for this movement, rather than trying to follow the
thinking of any one man intensively, we shall delineate certain basic theological positions
which appear to be shared by these men.
1) that the revolutionary movement is a legitimate consequence of the impact of the
Biblical faith on history.
The dynamism of the biblical perspective is seen as a basic factor in the development of the
impulse toward revolution in history. Precisely what role it has played and just how
responsible Christianity is for the revolutionary spirit in the world today, is a matter
concerning which these men show some difference of opinion. Harvey Cox asserts that the
biblically inspired desacralization of the political realm is a necessary pre-condition to revolutionary change. 15 Carl Friedrich Von Weizsacher in his Gifford lectures, The Relevance
of Science, sees a revolutionary, radical spirit as the true genius of Christianity and the
foundation of the modern world's structure; a rebellious spirit which, he contends, present
day Christianity has abandoned in order to conserve its favorable status and preserve its
faith in the Bible. Jurgen Moltmann speaks of Christianity's neglected, inherent
revolutionary potential in its prophetic hope, but Richard Shaull goes much further and says
that Christians belong in the middle of the revolution because the three biblical themes of
eschatology, Messianic expectation, and God's dynamic-historical Acts in this world are all
essentially revolutionary in character. 16 Variations therefore exist in interpretation of the
revolutionary character of the Christian faith and the degree of responsibility for the present
world situation, but each of these theologians asserts some sort of positive relationship
between Christianity and Revolution.
2) that a revolution, in the sense of a radical alteration of the social and political structure,
is necessary in contemporary society.
By revolution in this sense is meant a basic, deep reaching change in the very structure of
society; something that differs from any evolutionary, progressive change. It is, they say,
because the structure of society itself causes and maintains an imbalance in political and
social position that a radical upset is necessary. As an example of this view,
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Castello-Cardenas, a doctoral theological student from Colombia, points our the impasse
that is being experienced in Latin America. 17 The colonial situation in most South
American countries contrasts a power-possessing, capable, educated, privileged elite with
an uneducated mass, whose traditional individualism prevents real class solidarity, whose
superstitious respect for church authority results in social passivism, and whose lack of real
understanding of western political and social institutions makes them unable to seize or
exploit power within these existing structures. Attempts merely to increase their material
welfare lead to new forms of paternalism and exploitation. Assistance from the United
States serves also only to strengthen the position of the privileged elite through whose
hands this aid will pass. In such a situation, he contends, only a complete upheaval and
upset of the social structure will open the way to social and political development by the
masses.
Another similar view is presented by Cox, when he sees revolution as a "liberating
catastrophe." 18 A parallel is drawn on the Marxist theory that capitalists suffer from a
"false consciousness" caused by their ownership of personal property. Nothing is
accomplished by trying to argue someone out of this consciousness; rather a catastrophic
alteration of social reality must occur, which so radically changes the conditions of life that
the perception of reality is thereby also changed. So too, Cox believes that a revolutionary
change is needed in society before sermons and articles will elicit any real response from
people on social and political problems. Time magazine in a feature article, "From the '60s
to the '70s: Dissent and Discovery," points out how much of the modern revolutionary
tactics - nudity, casual sex, obscenity, confrontation tactics - are intended to shock and
upset people, thereby causing a re-evaluation of perspectives and views. Common to the
Theology of Revolution is this assertion that some sort of shock is necessary for true social
readjustment and for repair of present imbalances in society.
3) that the authority of a government comes but from the people, not from God.
Father Camilo Torres, the Colombian priest who died violently as a revolutionary,
abandoned by his church, stated clearly his own position on this question: "When an
authority exists contrary to the people, that authority is not legitimate and is called tyranny.
We Christians can and must fight against tyranny." 19 Traditionally Christians have
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viewed the state as divinely instituted for the purpose of restraining evil among men and
through enforcing justice permitting human freedom and individual development. However,
this conception has been largely rejected by the Theology of Revolution. Instead the state is
seen as a human creative development. In its ideal form, the state thus reflects not only the
will of the people but serves as a channel by which the people create the conditions under
which they may best realize themselves. In its false forms the state bars the way to freedom
and advance and becomes the source of evil and a power that dehumanizes. Modern
technology has strengthened such false structures so that they bind the individual and
dehumanize man.
Since the state is intended to be the creative vehicle for human self-expression and
development, as soon as it serves the purpose of a minority and restrains the mass of the
people, it becomes a tyranny, and revolution becomes not only a right, but also a duty.
4) that the goal of the revolution is the humanization of society and the liberation of the
individual man.
Under the present social structure, the lives of men are molded into conformity with the
prevailing aims of society. The system's drive to maintain itself dehumanizes social
relationships and blocks human freedom. For the ethical goal of the humanization of the
social situation and the anthropological-ethical aim of the liberation of the individual, this
social order must be disrupted by revolution. Only so can men become free and realize their
full humanity. This is the goal of the Theology of Revolution.
Even more basic than the humanization of man appears the drive toward the liberation of
the individual. Man is seen as being by nature a revolutionary being, a continued
self-determination, and, as humanity, a collective, self-creative manipulation of society. By
breaking down the traditional authority structure, a new, free, human self-consciousness can
be attained which adds a new dimension of freedom to man's existence. Revolutionary
force becomes a power used to free men to become human.
A psychological understanding of this goal may be found in Freud and Marx's view that
oppression is self-estrangement. An oppressed person tends to take in earnest the scorn and
belittling of his oppressor and to feel, as a result, self-scorn. So also a slave develops a
slave mentality and is psychologically and spiritually imprisoned, subject to his master's
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evaluation of him. Revolution seeks to break through this self-imprisonment and liberate
the oppressed individual from the self-evaluation pressed upon him, and thus set him free to
become his true self. That is, it breaks through the false, inhuman self-evaluation which
false social structures impose upon a man, and through this, liberate him to evaluate himself
rightly. It frees a man, therefore, to find real value within himself and then on the basis of
this to help in the formation of true social community. 20
A reflection of this same goal may be found in the students' identification of themselves
with the oppressed and unfree. It is harder to imagine a freer group in society than students,
yet they feel threatened by a subtler bondage in their own futures. They fear that as they
adapt to the economic necessities of the social structure, its attractions and duties will
imprison them. They struggle in a sense against themselves, but also against the necessities
they feel will be forced upon them by society. They fear their own future dehumanization
by society and it is against this they struggle so violently.
5) that the Christian should play an active role in the revolution.
Contending that the Church and Christians have in the past stood on the sidelines, and even
while benefiting from the revolutionary struggle, have not actively supported it, the
Theology of Revolution, with one voice, calls for an active participation in revolution. But
within this one call one can again discern differences.
For instance, Helmut Gollwitzer sees the special task of Christians in a revolutionary
movement as one of restraining the inherent self-righteousness of the movement by their
realization of shared guilt, and as the task of combating the tendency of every revolution to
make of their opponents devils and to sanctify the means by the end. Christians should then,
in his view, act as the good conscience of such a movement. 21
By contrast, Shaull sees the Christian faith as offering the possibility of producing true
revolutionaries, since the man who has been created by Christianity has experienced inner
death and resurrection and has become free and open in a radical way. New ideas, new
perspectives, new political possibilities, new institutions can come from the uniquely free
Christian creativity. The Christian should stand therefore on the forefront of the revolution.
At the same time, he sees the task of the church, in contrust to that of the individual
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Christian, as not being a power structure working for radical change or a creator of
Christian revolutionary movements; but rather as being the dynamic free community which
holds to a self-identity apart from the social system and by its critical consciousness creates
a living style which introduces the possibility of a new game with new rules of life - an
example, not an active participant. 22
Yet another variation is found in Jurgen Moltmann. He calls not only on the individual
Christian to prove his faith in practice and to show that he does the truth of Jesus in social
action, but also on the church to no longer stand aside as the heavenly judge of the world's
quarrels, but rather to commit itself on the side of oppressed humanity. The goal of the
church is a new human community and the path to this goal is a revolutionary one. God's
love and Christ's humanity are committed on the side of the burdened and oppressed, and
so. also should be the church. For the redemption of mankind, says Moltmann, it must
break down human barriers of superiority, and it must work for the truly human community.
23
IV. The Question of Violence
Although the Theology of revolution shows a broad area of agreement in its analysis of the
situation, its ethical goals, and its view of man and society, there is one point on which
basic disagreement is manifest. This is the question of the use of force. The alternative
methods toward the common goal are reflected by two men of the American scene: Martin
Luther King and Che Guevara. Both political martyrs, both working to free the oppressed
and give people true inner liberation, both aiming not just at a new society but also at a new
humanity; but with a basic opposition in the methods they proposed - non-violence and
violence; passive resistance and bloody revolution. 24
The question of the legitimacy of the use of force and violence has troubled the Christian
community for many centuries. The earliest position adopted by the Christian community
appears to have been pacifistic. Many early Christian writers interpreted the gospel as
rejecting all use of force. "Origen, Tertullian, and Lactantius, for instance, were the most
prominent early Christian writers who inveighed against killing and who asserted unconditional pacifism as the only proper Christian stance." 25 St. Augustine is the theologian
who disagreed with this position and first projected what came to be called the
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"just war" theory. He did this not only as a justification for Christian participation in the
armed services, but also as a means of limiting and controlling the violence of the time.
Augustine's position appeared to be that war is inevitable in this sinful world; the Christian
community should face the fact of this necessary evil, and from a moral position attempt to
control its violence. The pacifist position, therefore, seeks to eliminate the causes of war
and killing, while the "just war" position seeks to control it.
Over the centuries the Christian community in the West has had varying degrees of success
in its struggle to control the use of force. Around the turn of the sixteenth century, these
Christian attempts were summarized by Francisco de Vitoria and Hugo Grotius into the
"just war" ethos. It contained the following norms:
1. War must be declared by the legitimate public authority.
2. A real injury must have been suffered.
3. The damage likely to be incurred by the war must not be disproportionate to the
injury suffered.
4. There must be reasonable hope of success.
5. All possible means of peaceful settlement must have failed.
6. Those prosecuting the war must have the right intentions.
7. Only legitimate and moral means may be employed in prosecuting the war. 26
Embedded in this last principle of legitimate and moral means is the crucial and
problematic norm of non-combatant immunity. According to this norm, civilians and other
non-combatants must be regarded as innocent persons and spared any injury. There has
been no other norm so difficult to judge and apply, nor one considered so basic by the
majority of western people. Witness the reaction to the My Lai incident in Viet Nam.
These principles have served as at least a controlling factor and a basis for moral judgment
for many centuries. However, this just-war ethic has begun to break down in the modern
total war situation. The non-combatant can no longer be easily discerned nor protected. The
First World War already showed the difficulties involved in trying to act in terms of these
norms. It was therefore declared to be the war to end all wars. This naive expectation was
motivated by an unconscious realization that virtually all normative control factors had
disappeared, and consequently it was a move toward the pacifist position, that is, a seeking
to eliminate the causes of war. With the bombing of civilian population during the Second
World War and even more with the contemporary guerilla wars, the immunity of civilians
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and non-combatants has become almost impossible to maintain. Thus, as the possibility of
effectively controlling war from a Christian moral standpoint has become less, the strength
of the pacifist movement has increased.
We have here, however, a curious paradox; just at a time when the traditional theological
approval of the use of force by the Christian church is being questioned in Europe and
America and a strong wave of sympathy for Christian pacifism and non-violence has
developed, just at this time, in the underdeveloped countries of the third world, a movement
in the opposite direction is occurring. In their revolutionary situations, the Christians of
these lands are now arguing the legitimacy of violence as a Christian revolutionary means.
As a result, the general dividing line on this question of the use of force among the
Theologians of revolution tends to fall between the developed and underdeveloped
countries.
Even though there has been no true example in earlier Christian history of collective
non-violent resistance and little reflection upon it as a political method, and although the
primary modern example of this method was found in India, inspired by a non-Christian,
Gandhi, still there is much sympathy in Christian circles for the non-violent resistance
movement. It seems to offer an acceptable Christian alternative apart from the three
unacceptable paths of either withdrawing from the political struggle, or participating in
unfree political parties, or taking part in violent revolution.
The primary question appears to be, is non-violence only a tactic which fits certain
particular situations (such as the situation in India some decades ago, and the American
Negro situation today), or is it a basic Christian principle and strategy that should be
applied in all situations? Those who hold to the latter view, see all force and violence as
being unhuman and in variance with the Christian principle of love. They contend that all
use of violence is self-destructive to the individual and that only nonviolent resistance is
"the sword that heals." 27 Non-violence operates as a spiritual healing upon the men who
exercise it; it restores to them pride and honor, and opposes their moral force to the physical
force of their oppressors. The possibility of martyrdom, which has a long history in the
Christian church, and the symbolic importance of this ethical rejection of violence, has led
many to view this as a method uniquely Christian.
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In contrast, others, while supporting non-violent resistance, see it primarily as a tactic. They
maintain that the situation in India, where the strong English sense of fairplay was present,
and the situation in America, where public opinion and legal decisions supported the
resistance movement - that such unique situations may permit effective non-violent
revolution, but that this type of movement cannot be used indiscriminately. 28
It is true, I believe, that the non-violent movement in both India and America depended
upon a general acceptance of the "immunity of the non-combatant" norm of the just-war
theory. If one examines the example of non-violent resistance, the entire actions appears to
depend on two factors; a portrayal of the non-violent resistors in the role of the "innocent,"
and publicity which gains public sympathy for these innocent victims. Thus women and
even children often participate, and public prayer and passivity under attack are used to
emphasize the non-combatant character. It could be argued that non-violent resistance
operates effectively only when it incites violence, not from the participants but from the
opponents; that it is a contrived situation, a sort of play, which tries to show to a
sympathetic public how the innocent, oppressed group is victimized by the brutal oppressor.
When the "oppressor" is enforcing an existing law of the land, the question may well be
raised whether the situation, since contrived, is really true, or whether the "oppressor" is not
being forced into an untrue position. On the other hand, as Helmut Theilicke has pointed
out, a contrived situation is not necessarily untrue, if it reflects the realities of oppression
and the unfairness of the law. 29
In contrast to this non-violent teaching, other Christian writers in discussing the Theology
of revolution contend that, while only necessity justifies the use of force, there are
situations in which violence is necessary for the Christian. Force and violence, they
maintain, are already established in the world. The privileged in the social order of the
underdeveloped lands have great and violent power, although it is disguised as justice under
the law, or as financial power. The realities of South American politics require a structural
revolution of such extremity that only a violent revolution can accomplish it. 30
Furthermore, they say, violent action is not necessarily self-binding, but may be
self-liberating. Che Guevara saw violence as a human method that would free men to
become truly human; a method that would break the psychological chains binding them
within the established order-31
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The main argument for violent revolution remains that of necessity. The contention is that
any change in the structures of power can only come by the use of force-32 This necessity
being granted, the questions that remain are those of effectiveness and means. Christians
must ask whether violent revolution will be effective in the particular situation, or whether
it will settle into a permanent rebellious attitude that achieves nothing-33 Short term
violence which achieves no permanent goal is also pointless. Further the question of means
must be carefully considered. Inappropriate violence in which the means take over from the
ends, betrays the Christian position. Thielicke points up the danger of violent action for the
Christian by his "law of the inclined plane." 34 By this he means that when a Christian
descends to the level of illegality, that action entails unforeseeable consequences because of
an underlying law of progression. A downward movement of progressive involvement leads
to greater violence and illegality. It is only, he says, by recognizing throughout the guilty
necessity of such violence and by making it a matter of continual confession and
forgiveness, that the Christian can take part in violence and yet be free of the effects of this
law.
V. The Basic Theological Questions
It has undoubtedly become obvious to all of you that certain basic theological questions are
involved in this Theology of Revolution. Let me briefly, in conclusion, point up some of
these.
1) Is revolution and the revolutionary spirit a legitimate child of the impact of Christian
teaching on history and society? That there is a relationship is generally accepted nowadays,
but the question remains as to what that relationship precisely is. Is revolution a child for
which Christianity must claim responsibility, as a true child of its spirit, or is it a bastard
child, that is, the result of certain Christian emphases and teachings which have been taken
out of the context of Christianity and then applied in human society? The majority of the
arguments for the legitimacy of the relationship appear to be based upon the similarities
between the Christian teaching and the modern movement; but the question remains
unanswered whether the direction in which they move and the spirit they dispkay is the
same. This is often assumed. This question has, to my way of thinking, not yet been
adequately debated.
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2) It may be seriously questioned whether the basic anthropological view underlying much
of the Theology of Revolution is a biblical view of man. The goal of revolution is the
liberation of man and the humanization of society. In some cases this freedom seems to
have been absolutized into a basic ethos. The freedom concept then becomes one of
absolute self-creativity, without bound or limit; quite different from the Christian idea of
freedom as walking in voluntary obedience to God.
There appears further to be a movement in this theology toward portraying man as
essentially good and toward finding the source of evil in bad social structures. Freedom
from sin then becomes freedom from limiting society and man is saved by the revolution to
become his true self in creative self-expression. Such an extreme re-interpretation of
Christian teaching is not found in most of the theologians who write on revolution, but the
basic anthropological view does seem to tend in this direction.
Correlative with this is a frightening lack of debate concerning what concrete forms the
new social order will take, so that it appears to be assumed that whatever order comes after
the revolt will, of inner necessity, be better than the present order. This trust in human social
creativity and self-improvement contrasts, I think, with the biblical position. The warning
by some theologians that this Theology of revolution tends to propound an ideology rather
than a theology and hypostatizes the revolutionary element in man into a complete
anthropology, seems to have real ground.
3) Related to the proceeding, is the question whether established governments have a sacral
character or not. Are the authorities that exist sanctioned by God, so that the right of revolt
is strictly limited; or is society basically a human invention and thus a theory of perpetual
revolution permissible? Bonhoeffer traces three historical views of the state. 35 The Greek
idea that the state is the supreme consummation of man's rational nature and creative
activity is the first. This conception was revived in Christian circles by the romantic
movement. The reformation idea of the state as the divine institution of God necessitated by
the fall and sin comes next. This in turn divided into a view which sees the state as an
essentially deplorable but necessary force in the world, and another which sees it as a just
authority under God.
The idea of the degree of proper Christian participation in or reaction to the state tend to
vary with these ideas. The first view permits either wholehearted participation or
revolutionary activism against the state. The second view tends toward either Christian
withdrawal from all
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governmental activities or non-violent resistance. The final view tends to encourage
Christian support of the state and qualified participation in it.
4) Another underlying question which would also determine the degree of Christian
participation, is the question of God's primary interest and purpose. It may be phrased in
this way: Is God's interest the growth and spread of the church and its mission, so that any
social order which does not prevent this is permissible; or is God's interest general human
well-being so that certain social orders are an affront to God because they are an affront to
man, and the Christian must oppose such orders and work to change them? Or again: Is
God's purpose in history the preservation of a community of believers, followers of Jesus
Christ, who embody the new humanity created by His Spirit, or is His purpose the bringing
into being of a new humanity which can be defined in terms of new social structures in the
world which lead to progressive humanization of the world situation and a growing human
liberation and development? The second of these two interpretations appears to be strongly
held by most of the Theologians of revolution. It may well be questioned whether these are
valid alternatives and whether the question should even be posed in this way, yet these are
the alternatives which are being consciously adopted within the Christian community today.
5) Is the new criterion of theology and faith to be found in action? Is practice the real test
for truth also in theology? This "functional" view appears to be common in the Theology of
revolution.
The essential question hinges on whether practice is viewed as a positive criterion of truth
or only as a negative one. Here lies the difference between a dangerous operationalism and
a legitimate functionalism. That a theory which cannot be put into practice must not be a
true theory, but must contain false elements is an excellent negative criterion, but the
positive criterion of truth must be sought elsewhere.
6) Is the social order in any given country an open one or a closed one? The Theology of
Revolution tends to view all present social structures as by nature closed, self-maintaining,
and self-defending to such a degree that they will resist all change and only revolution can
bring any alteration. An alternative view is that while some social orders are indeed closed,
others are open to social progress and to growth in the new directions. We may well pose
this question among ourselves concerning the Japanese social order.
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7) Does the gospel teaching of love require a rejection of all use of force and all violence?
This is a question which is progressively coming to divide the Christian community and I
doubt if we here will find any unanimity; but we should be aware in our subsequent discussion of any essential differences on this point.
V. Conclusion
The Theology of Revolution is still a developing phenomenon on the contemporary scene.
Where it will lead, how influential it will be on the Christian community, whether it will
provide a viable ethics for Christian political and social action in the present day, we must
wait to see. But the basic shape of its answer is, I believe, already manifest, and I have tried
to outline this for you.
This is, at any rate, an attempt to deal theologically with the ethical questions raised by the
modern political and social situation, and may therefore serve as a good introduction to our
own attempt, in this Conference, to understand the Christian's responsibility in political
affairs here in Japan.
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CRITIQUE OF
"THE CHRISTIAN AND REVOLUTION"
A Theological Orientation
David M. Wood-Robinson
To those with a yen for the auspicious (and who hasn't a tinge of it in Japan?) a good start is
vital when undertaking any enterprise. I feel sure that Hayama '70 has made just this. I
hesitate to use the word masterly for fear of sounding patronizing, but I would like very sincerely to thank Harvey for a paper which, in the reading of it, stimulated me again and
again to a new upward struggle on the maintain of truth and, in the hearing of it now, has
given many of us, I feel sure, the satisfied feeling of one contemplating a well-balanced
work of art.
However, "more matter..." as Hamlet said, and my task is to try to assess the paper as
objectively as I can and to suggest lines we might pursue in our discussion. The title of the
paper will be seen at once to signify a very great narrowing of the scope of our overall
subject for this conference, not geographically of course, for here we have rightly
broadened out the world scene, but in terms of the area of political life examined. I found
the reasons stated for this somewhat inadequate, but I agree with the conclusion, since
revolution is certainly the great significantly new political factor and indeed, as the paper
points out, is far more than just political. However, I must confess to some slight hankering
after a fuller discussion of the question of the relationship between Christianity and
democracy, only touched on in the paper. There may be some who would like to take this
up shortly.
To his chosen subject our speaker has done, in my view, beautifully balanced justice. He
has consistently avoided coming down on one side or the other in each of the issues
involved, but presented opposing points of view with great fairness. It is rather for us to
make the existential decision of whether we ourselves are to be committed to revolution or
riot, and if so, whatt sort. Yet there are some issues over which not quite everything has
been said, as Harvey has suggested himself. One such basic question concerns the nature of
the revolutionary impact of the original announcement of the Gospel. Although this will
take us into Biblical studies, we must ask "Was Jesus a revolutionary, and if so, in what
sense?"
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THE SOVEREIGNTY OF GOD AND CHRISTIAN RESPONSIBILITY
Leroy Seat
This paper has been written as an Old Testament study concerning the sovereignty of God
and Christian responsibility. Before entering into the subject proper, however, the following
delimitations should be noted. (1) It is, no doubt, immediately apparent that within the
scope of this paper the complete teaching of the Old Testament concerning the sovereignty
of God cannot be treated adequately. In the preparation of this paper, the writer deliberately
sought breadth rather than depth. (2) Even though the assigned topic includes the words
"Christian responsibility," since this is an Old Testament study, the present paper has been
limited to what can be learned about Christian responsibility from a study of the
sovereignty of God in the Old Testament. A full treatment of the topic would, of course,
necessitate full use of the New Testament also. (3) Because of the writer's educational
background and personal limitations, the approach in this paper will be from the standpoint
of Old Testament theology rather than strict Old Testament study. There will be no detailed
explanations arising out of scholarly interpretations of fine points of Hebrew grammar or
Old Testament exegesis.

I. THE SOVEREIGNTY OF GOD IN THE OLD TESTAMENT
Edmond Jacob, in the first sentence of Part One of his excellent book Theology of the Old
Testament, makes the following assertions "What gives the Old Testament its force and
unity is the affirmation of the sovereignty of God." 1 This seems to be a fair appraisal of the
situation, and it shall be the purpose of the first part of this paper to elucidate the Old
Testament teaching about the sovereignty of God. In attempting to fulfill this purpose, first
the meaning of the concept of God's sovereignty will be considered. Next, attention will be
turned to the development of this concept in the Old Testament. This will be followed by a
section setting forth the ways in which the concept of the sovereignty of God related to the
Hebrew kings, priests, and prophets. Finally, the three main doctrinal implications of the
concept of God's sovereignty will be briefly summarized. On the basis of this presentation
of the Old Testament teaching about the sovereignty of God, the second part of this paper
will attempt to state as concisely as possible the implications of this belief for Christians
living at this critical period of the twentieth century.
_______________
1 Edmond Jacob, Theology of the Old Testament, trans. Arthur W. Heathcote and Philip J.
Allcock (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1958), P. 37. The concept of the sovereignty of
God is the pivotal point around which Jacob writes his "theology of the Old Testament."
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The Meaning of "The Sovereignty of God"
Before seeking to ascertain what the Old Testament teaches about the sovereignty of God,
the basic meaning of the concept must first be stated. This is the purpose of this initial
section.
The sovereignty of God as the Kingship of God. When one seeks to discover what the Old
Testament says about the sovereignty of God, he must look at the old Testament teaching
concerning the Kingship of God for these two concepts are inseparable. God is sovereign
because He is King. God's Kingship cannot be understood apart from His sovereignty nor
His sovereignty apart from His Kingship. It has been said that the expressions "kingship of
Yahweh" or "kingdom of heaven" as used in the Old Testament "denote not the place or
extent of the Kingdom of God (i.e. the ordinary implications of the word kingdom) but
rather the fact that God is king, i.e. the majesty and sovereignty of God."' Since these two
concepts, the kingdom of God and the sovereignty of God, are so intimately related, Jacob,
who sees the sovereignty of God as the unifying concept of the Old Testament, can also
quote with approval Sigmund Mowinckel, who sees in the kingship of Yahweh the central
theme of the Old Testament, and Martin Buber, who has defined the religion of Israel as
that of the kingship of Yahweh. 2 It has rightly been pointed out that "it is incorrect to
identify the belief in Yahweh's kingship and the belief in the kingdom of God in the
eschatological sense," 3 but the Old Testament concept of the kingdom of God is not
merely an eschatological concept. Actually, the Hebrew words usually translated
"kingdom" could as easily be translated "sovereignty." Millar Burrows has pointed out that
the "Hebrew nouns ordinarily translated 'kingdom' all mean primarily 'kingship' or
'sovereignty,' though they are used also in the derived senses of 'reign' and 'realm.'" Thus,
Burrows concludes: "The Old Testament speaks of God's kingdom in the sense of his
sovereign rule of the universe." 4
_______________
1 H. Roux, "Kingdom," A Companion to the Bible, J.-J. von Allmen, editor (New
York: Oxford University Press, X958), p. 217. As examples of Yahweh's kingship, Roux
refers to Numbers 23121 and Deuteronomy 33:5.
2 Jacob, op. cit., p. 59. Jacob makes reference here to Mowinckgl's Psalmenstudien
II and to Buber's Des Konigtum Gottes.
3 Th. C. Vriezen, An Outline of Old Testament Theology (Wageningen, Holland: H.
Veenman & -En-en N. V., 1958), p. 351. Vriezen here draws from the lengthy Theologie, a
work by the German theologian Otto Procksch.
4 Millar Burrows, An Outline of Biblical Theology (Philadelphia: The Westminster
Press, 1946), p. 65. At the close of the above statement Burrows cites the following Biblical
references: I Chronicles 29:11f.; Psalms 22:28; 47:2, 7f.; 9311; 96:10; 97:1; 9911; 103119;
145:10-13; Isaiah 52:7; Daniel 4:3, 17, 34; 5121; 6:26. The three words
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The sovereignty of God as a past, present, and future reality. In elaborating upon the
centrality of the sovereignty of God in the Old Testament, Jacob states: "God is the basis of
all things and all that exists only exists by his will." 1 This being the case, there is,
therefore, a natural connection between the concept of God's sovereignty and the
affirmation that God is the Creator of the heavens and the earth. But the sovereignty of God
cannot be thought of as merely a Deistic concept. The Creator God is also the present Ruler,
the allpowerful Lord of the world. In his Dogmatics, Emil Brunner stresses that the central
feature of God's revelation is that He reveals Himself as the Lord. "God reveals Himself as
One who has an absolute right to lay His claim upon us; and He reveals Himself as One
who exercises absolute power over us." Both of these ideas can be gathered up "in the idea
of the Divine sovereign majesty." 2 The concept of God's sovereignty, thus, includes belief
in God as Creator and as Lord. But one more element must be embraced; God must also be
the Perfecter.
________________
used in the Old Testament for the kingship of God are malkuth, mamlakhah, and melukah.
The Hebrew lexicon lists the English meaning of malkuth as "royalty, royal power, reign,
kingdom." Francis Brown, S. R. Driver, and Charles A. Briggs, A Hebrew and English
Lexicon of the Old Testament (Oxfords Clarendon Press, 1907; reprinted with corrections,
1957), P. 574. (Hereafter this work is cited simply as BDB.) Gerhard von Rad says that the
initial meaning of this word is "kingship; its use in the sense of royal sovereignty, in
relation to the concrete sphere of power, is a simple inflection from the root meaning."
Gerhard von Rad, "Melek and Malkuth in the O.T.," Basileia (in Bible Key Words, Volume
II; from Gerhard Kittel's Theologisches Worterbuch zum Neuen Testament, trans. and ed. J.
R. Coates and H. P. Kingdon. New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1958), p. 12. This
word, which is most widely used in reference to earthly kings, is used in reference to God
in I Chronicles 17x14, Psalms 45:6; 103:19; and 145: 11-13. "God's sphere of sovereignty
is occasionally described as His malkuth" (ibid.; see Psalms 103:19; 145:11, 13; Daniel
4:34). "Mamlakah differs little from malkuth" (ibid.). The English meaning of this word is
given as "kingdom, sovereignty, dominion, reign" (BDB, loc. cit.). It is used in I Chronicles
29:10-12 and in II Chronicles 13x$. Finally, melukah "also means sovereignty" (von Rad,
loc, cit.). It is used in a religious sense only in Psalm 22:28 and Obadiah 21. BDB gives the
English equivalents as "kingship, royalty" (loc. cit.).
1 Jacob, op. cit., p. 37.
2 Emil Brunner, The Christian Doctrine of God, trans. Olive Wyon (Vol. I of
Dogmatics. 3 vole.; Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1950), p. 137. In a footnote,
Brunner points out that in the Bible more than 1,000 sentences begin with the Divine "I"
(ibid., n. 2), and it can be said that in nearly all of these there is at least indirect reference to
God's Lordship or sovereignty. Sometimes these statements explicitly refer to God's
sovereignty. E.g., see Isaiah 43:11.
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This means that the concept of God's sovereignty must include eschatology, the doctrine
"which sets forth the end or goal toward which God is moving all history and for which he
created the world." 1 The sovereignty of God means that God is the absolute creator of the
world, the present Lord of the world, and the One who will lead the world to perfect
fulfillment of His divine purposes. If any of these elements are missing, the absolute
sovereignty of God cannot be affirmed. However, study of the Old Testament leads to the
conclusion that this was indeed the faith of the classical prophets, who stand at the highwater mark of Old Testament revelation. But how did this concept of God's sovereignty
develop? It cannot be supposed that the people of Old Testament times possessed this
concept of God from the beginning. On the contrary, this is where Old Testament faith
ended rather than where it began.

The Development of the Concept of God's Sovereignty
To be faithful to the Old Testament writings, one must speak
of the "growth of the Hebrew conception of God until Yahweh came to be thought of as the
supreme and only Sovereign of the universe." 2 In order to trace briefly the way in which
this concept of God's absolute sovereignty was reached, attention is now turned to the
development of the idea of the Kingship of God in the Old Testament.
The concept of God's sovereignty in early Israel. The Old Testament study at mast year's
Hayama Seminar was entitled "Yahweh-the King of Early Israel," so there is no need to
deal extensively with this topic. The point was well made last year that Yahweh was the
true king of early Israel. 3 In spite of the fact that von Red states that "Yahweh is in no case
described as King before the era of the monarchy, 4 it seems quite obvious that the
"kingship of Yahweh was already taught by Israel at a very early period." 5 In contrast to
von Red, Eichrodt quotes several Old Testament passages "to prove that the tit ]e of 'king'
was already applied to Yahweh in the pre-monarchial period." 6 This does
__________________
1 Gordon D. Kaufman, Systematic Theolology: A Historicist Perspective (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 19--7, p .25.
2 Burrows, op. cit., p. 63. Burrows presents a brief exposition of this growth on pages
54-60.
3 See Barry L. Ross, "Yahweh--the King of Early Israel,"Indigenous Church Processes,
ed. Carl C. Beck (1969 Hayama Missionary Seminar
Report) pp. 26-35.
Avon Red, op. cit., p. 12, n. 1.
5 Vriezen, op. cit., p. 349. Vriezen here makes reference to Judges 8:22 f.
6 Walther Eichrodt, Theology f the Old Testament, trans. J. A. Baker (Vol. 1;
Philadelphia? The Westminster Press, 1961), p. 195.
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not mean that the title of king was a distinctive mark of early Yahweh worship. On the
contrary, "the conception and designation of the deity as King are primitive Semitic
practice." 1
It must be recognized, therefore, that the early concept of Yahweh's
sovereignty was definitely "a limited thing." 2 Just as the other Semitic peoples referred to
their gods as their king, so Yahweh was King over Israel. This limitation of the concept of
God's sovereignty in early Israel applied to both Yahweh's territory and subjects as well as
to His influence; that is, God's kingship was limited at first to the land of Palestine, to the
Hebrew people, and to the functions of protection, counsel, and judgment. Moreover, "the
sovereignty of God was conceived as limited by the fact that his people and his land were
as essential to him as he was to them." 3 Nevertheless, from the beginning of the Hebrew
nation there was a definite concept of a sovereign God. In the words of John Bright, "As far
back as the biblical records go, we see the God who is powerful over nature and history. 4"
The concept of God's sovereignty during the monarchy. The early limitations in the concept
of the sovereignty of God were nearly all removed during the period of the monarchy. At
first, however, there was a tension between the concept of Yahweh's Kingship and the
suggestion that Israel have an earthly king like the other nations. As Vriezen says, 'Israel's
ideal was not the state governed by a king, but theocracy, the national community under
God's guidance." 5 The attempt to cling to this ideal, therefore, "accounts for the late rise
_______________
Eichrodt here refers to Numbers 23,21; 2417, 8a; Exodus 15,18; and Deuteronomy 33:5.
After presenting some other arguments, this noted Old Testament scholar concludes that
"there is not much force in the argument that Yahweh could only have been spoken of as
King after the introduction of the monarchy into Israel" (ibid.). Regardless of when the
term "king" was first applied to Yahweh, it seems certain that the concept of God's
sovereignty goes back at least to the establishment of the Covenant at Sinai. Of. T. W.
Manson, The Teaching of Jesus' Studies of Its Form and Content (Cambridge: University
Press, 196 ),
l Eiohrodt, op. cit., p. 194. Since the neighboring peoples referred to their gods as their
kings, Eichrodt asserts that "one should have to have very weighty reasons for denying the
ancient Hebrews any acquaintance with this designation of God; and such reasons are not
forthcoming" (ibid., pp. 194-195).
2 Manson, op. cit., p. 123.
3 lbid., p. 144 Of. Oven E. Evans, 'Kingdom of God, of Heaven," The Interpreter's
Dictionary of the Bible, George Arthur Buttrick, editor New York' Abingdon Press, 1962),
III, 18.
4 John Bright, The Kingdom of God: The Biblical Concept and Its Meaning for the
Church (New York: Abingdon Press, 1953), p. 26
5 Vriezen, op. cit., p. 219.
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of kingship in Israel and the objections raised against the institutions of kingship in the time
of the first kings." Nevertheless, the prevailing attitude is that "Israel's acceptance of a king
involves no rejection of Yahweh's sovereignty, but that the king is the agent through whom
this sovereignty will be realized. "2 As shall be pointed out again later, the earthly king was
regarded as a vassal of the heavenly King, Yahweh. Thus, Eichrodt says that "with the
introduction of the monarchy, the title of King for Yahweh also came into favour." 3
Moreover, Manson says that the concept of the sovereignty of God gained "in clearness and
definiteness" when the earthly kingdom "became a wellestablished institution under David
and Solomon." 4 It was especially from the eighth century onward, however, that the
concept of Yahweh's sovereignty grew in both breadth and depth. Manson affirms that the
removal of the previously limited concept of God's sovereignty "was the work of the great
prophets from the eighth century onwards. . . . When the full prophetic message has been
proclaimed, Jehovah is no longer a local god with a limited domain." 5 From the time of
Amos onward the sovereignty of God was proclaimed over the whole world.° Not only is
the concept of God's sovereignty broadened to include all nations, but it includes more
areas of life than before. "The divine King is no longer just a convenient helper in time of
need; he is the ever watchful guardian of justice and mercy in the relations of man to man,
the swift judge of all wrong and oppression." 7 Finally, the third limitation of the
sovereignty was removed 'by the prophetic announcement that the relation between
Jehovah and Israel was not one of mutual dependence." 8
_______________
1 Vriezen, op. cit., p. 197. It is a well known fact that the Old Testament presents a dual
attitude toward the earthly monarchy. "On the one hand, the attitude is expressed that the
demand for a king is a rejection of the sovereignty of Yahweh (Judges 8:23; I Sam. 8,4-9;
12,17), and that only a person of inferior quality, a mere bramble bush of a man would want
to be king (Judges 9:7-21)." Robert H. Culpepper, Interpreting the Atonement (Grand
Rapids, Michigan, William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1966), p. 30.
2 Ibid. See I Samuel 10,17-27a; Psalms 2; 18; 20; 21; 45; 89; 101; 110; 132; 144,1-11. Cf.
Manson, op. cit., pp. 172-173.
3 Eichrodt, op. cit., p. 195. Eichrodt gives numerous Biblical references to support this
contention on pages 195-196. von Red asserts that Biblical references to Yahweh as King
comes only "after the advent of the empirical kingship" and cites Numbers 23:21;
Deuteronomy 33:5;
I Kings 422t19; and Isaiah 6:5 as the earliest examples (op. cit., pp. 9-10).
4 Manson, op. cit., p. 174. Manson asserts that the idea of Yahweh's kingship "grew up
along with the earthly kingdom" (ibid.).
5 Ibid., p. 145. Cf. Evans, op. cit., pp. 18-19.
6 Amos proclaimed, for example, that not only Israel but other nations as well were
accountable to Yahweh (Amos 1-2). See also Isaiah 5126 and Jeremiah 27:5-11. Cf.
Evans, op. cit., p. 18.
7 Manson, op. cit., p. 147.
8 8 Ibid., p. 148
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The concept of God's sovereignty after the Exile. After the Exile and the Restoration, "the
idea of Yahweh's kingship became more prominent. The reluctance of the pre-exilic
prophets to use the term 'king' for Yahweh was a thing of the past." 1 This was especially
true of Deutero-Isaiah, the prophet in whom the concept of God's sovereignty reached its
apex. It is through this prophet, for example, that the Lord says clearly; "I am . . . your
King." 2 Moreover, it is this prophet who announces the inauguration of Yahweh's reign by
the formula "Your God has become king," a phrase "modelled upon that used to announce
the installation of a new sovereign." 3 Finally, it is this prophet who even influenced the
cult into a new emphasis upon the sovereignty of God. 4 This strong emphasis upon God's
sovereignty, however, led to a problem; the problem of "how to maintain an honest belief in
a sovereign God of perfect goodness in face of appalling suffering and apparently
triumphant evil in the world." 5 At first this problem found its solution in the prophets
themselves, in their eschatological hope .6 The main answer came, however, according to
Manson, with the apocalyptic writers.? Thus, the history of the concept of God's
sovereignty can be summarized in the following words of Manson:
At the beginning it is national: in the end it is universal. At the beginning it is
limited in its scope: in the end there is no limitation from without, and any
self-limitation which there may be is only for the time being. . . . A rule of God
spiritual, world-wide, all comprehensive: this is the apoca lyptic faith, the final
result of the travail of religious souls over more than a thousand years 8.
1 J. Lindblom, Prophecy in Ancient Israel (Oxford; Basil Blackwell, 1963), p. 379.
See also ibid., p. 395. For a clear statement of the nature of the reluctance of the pre-exilic
prophets to speak of Yahweh's kingship, see Eichrodt, op. cit., pp. 197-198.
2 Isaiah 43:15.
3 Jacob, op. cit., p. 61. The Biblical reference is to Isaiah 52;7. The English
translation reads "Your God reigns," but to say that God reins is the same as to say that he is
King. See ibid., n. 1.
4 See Eichrodt, op. cit., p. 198 and 497. It is widely thought that Psalms such as 29,
84, and 93-99 were directly influenced by Deutero-Isaiah.
5 Manson, op. cit., p. 149.
6 More will be said about the eschatological position of the prophets in the third part
of the next division.
7 See Manson, op. cit., pp. 150-158. Eichrodt also speaks of "another creative
development" in the understanding of God's Kingship. "The divine dominion, embracing
the whole world, is seen not so much as a hope . . . but as a fact of the present moment."
This idea, which is found in such passages as I Chronicles 29&11; Daniel 3:33; 4:31, 34,
"was to dominate later Judaism" (op. cit., p. 199).
8 Manson, op. cit., p. 158.
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The "Ministries" and the Concept of God's Sovereignty
Having taken a cursory look at the development of the concept of the sovereignty of God in
the Old Testament, attention is now directed toward the relation of this concept to the three
"ministries" of the Jewish people, i.e. the work of the kings, the priests, and the prophets.
The Hebrew kings and the concept of God's sovereignty. In recent years the concept of
kingship among the Near Eastern peoples during Old Testament times has been the subject
of extensive study. Also, as is widely known, a group of Scandinavian scholars have been
intensely interested in the theology of the Israelite kingship, 2 and this group has come to
emphasize that there is great similarity between Israelite kingship and that held in the
different theological environment of Canaan and Mesopotamia. S. H. Hooke, whose name
is usually linked with the so-called "myth and ritual" school, states that "deep in the
consciousness of the people of the ancient Near East was imbedded the idea of a divine
kingship, a divine rule mediated by earthly kings, upon which the present and future
well-being of mankind depended." 3 This is no doubt true; and it is also probable that "early
Hebrew religion conformed far more to the pattern of Canantique religion than the
post-Exilic editors believed to be the case. 4" Nevertheless, it is necessary to recognize that
there was a vast difference between the Hebrew concept of kingship and that of their
neighbors. As G. Ernest Wright says, Hebrew kingship "never achieved the sanctity or the
absolutism which it encountered elsewhere." 5 This point is well made by Henri Frankfort,
who, in the epilogue of his book Kingship and the Gods, asserts that the Hebrew kingship
stands in contrast to the kingship of Egypt in which Pharaoh was the god incarnate and the
kingship of Mesopotamia in which the king was the chosen servant of the gods. 6 The thing
that made the Hebrew view
__________
1 One of the key works setting forth the result of this study is Henri Frankfort's book
Kingship and the Gods: A Study of Ancient Near Eastern Religion as the Integration of
Society and Nature Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 19148).
2 Three of the most widely known of these scholars are Ivan Engnell, Aage Bentzen,
and Sigmund Mowinckel. For a concise critique of this position see G. Ernest Wright, The
Old Testament Against Its Environment (London: SCM Press Ltd., 19557, pp. 65-68.
3 S. H. Hooke, The Kingdom of God in the Experience of Jesus (London) Gerald
Duckworth & Co., Ltd., 1949, p. 11.
4 Ibid., p. 12.
5 Wright, op. cit., p. 67.
6 Frankfort, op. cit., p. 337. Later Frankfort states: "If kingship counted in Egypt as a
function of the gods, and in Mesopotamia as a divinely ordained political order, the
Hebrews knew that they had introduced it on their own initiative, in imitation of others and
under the strain of an emergency" (p. 339).
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of kingship so different was the belief in the kingship or the sovereignty of God.
This faith among the Hebrews bereft kingship of a function which it exercised all
through the Near East, where its principal task lay in the maintenance of the
harmony with the gods in nature. . . . The transcendentalism of Hebrew religion
prevented kingship from assuming the profound significance which it possessed in
Egypt and Mesopotamia. It excluded, in particular, the king's being instrumental in
the integration of society and nature. In Hebrew religion--and in Hebrew religion
alone—the ancient bond between man and nature was destroyed. 1
Arend Th. van Leeuwen makes great emphasis upon this basic difference in his book
Christianity in World History. Referring to the pattern of kingship such as existed in Egypt
and Mesopotamia as that of an ontocratic state, van Leeuwen asserts; "The major theme
running right through the Old Testament is that which proclaims the kingship of the Lord
and the unremitting struggle against the challenge of the ontocratic state." 2 The Hebrew
concept of kingship was this different. There can be little doubt that the Hebrew kings were
highly esteemed. 3 Nevertheless, the king was always considered "God's anointed." "The
king's role was that of a vassal of Yahweh." 4 The Hebrew king, therefore, "normally
functioned in the profane sphere, not in the sacred sphere." 7 He, as well as all of his
subjects, stood under the absolute sovereignty of Yahweh, the true King.
_______________
1 Frankfort, op. cit., p. 343.
2 Arend Th. van Leeuwen, Christianity in World History: The Meeting of the Faiths
of East and West, trans. H. H. Hoskins (London: Edinburgh House Press, 1964), p. 173.
The heart of van Leeuwen's argument is summarized by Lesslie Newbigin, who says that,
according to van Leeuwen, secularization is "the present form in which the nonwestern
world (hitherto firmly held within the ontocratic pattern) is meeting the impact of that
attack upon the ontocratic pattern whose centre and source is to be found in the biblical
story"; Honest Religion for Secular Man (London: SCM Press Ltd., 1966), p. 29.
3 See, for example, passages such as II Samuel 19:21-22 and I Kings 21:10-13,
where it is implied that whoever curses the king deserve to be put to death.
4 Stephen Szikszai, "King, Kingship," The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible,
George Authur Buttrick, editor (New York: Abingdon Press, f962), III, 14. The whole
problem of the relationship of the earthly king to the divine King is clearly set forth in the
last part of this article, which is entitled "Religious aspects of the Israelite kingship," (pp.
14-17).
5 Frankfort, op. cit., p. 342. Frankfort had earlier stated that "the relation between the
Hebrew monarch and his people was as nearly secular as is possible in a society wherein
religion is a living force" (p. 341).
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The Hebrew priests and the concept of God's sovereignty. It seems quite clear that the
Hebrew concept of kingship was directly related to their faith in the sovereignty of God. In
spite of the desires of many of the Hebrew people, their earthly king from the beginning
was never like the kings of "all the nations"; rather, the Hebrew king was "only the true
king's viceroy or representative." But what can be said about the relationship of the priests
and the cult to the concept of God's sovereignty? It is a well known fact that there is
considerable opposition to the cult in the writings of the pre-exilic canonical prophets. But
this should not be taken to mean that all cultic practices were in opposition to the
sovereignty of God. In spite of the degradation of the priestly practices from time to time, it
must be concluded with Jacob that "the general purpose of the cult" was none other than
"the affirmation of God's sovereignty." 3 It is especially in the Law that the priestly relationship to the sovereignty of God is seen. As van Leeuwen says, "The Torah is concerned
with the Lord's rule over his people in the here and now . . . . The Torah constitutes the real
presence of the Lord with his people." This point is stressed by Eichrodt. This scholar says
that "the unapproachable majesty and otherness of the divine nature" can be regarded as
"the distinctive character of the priestly conception of God." 5 This leads to the following
assertion about the priestly understanding of the relationship between God and the world:
It is obvious that so emphatically transcendent a conception of God was bound
also to colour any description of God's dealings with the world. Here the basis of
thinking was the one so
1 Martin Buber, The Prophetic Faith, trans. Carlyle WittonDavies (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1949), p. 66. This quotation occurs in a section in which Buber
discusses the "great tension" in Israel between "the rule of God and the rule of man" (pp.
60-70).
2 See, for example, Amos 216-8; 4:4-5; 514-5, 21-23; Hosea 6:6; 8913; Micah 6:6-8;
Isaiah 1:11-15; Jeremiah 6:20; 7121-22; 14,12. For an excellent summary of the prophetic
attitude toward the cult see Lindblom, op. cit., pp. 351-360.
3 Jacob, op. cit., p. 269. Later Jacob asserts that the law "brings out God's
transcendence and sovereignty as they are expressed by his word, on the other hand, it
shows how God intervenes in the world, leaving nothing, not even the smallest details,
outside his sovereignty" (pp. 270-271).
4 van Leeuwen, op. cit., p. 91. This was especially true after the Exile. Manson, for
example, emphasizes that in the post-Exilic era "recognition of the sovereignty of God
means unreserved obedience to his will as revealed in the Law" (op. cit., p. 185). Cf. Hooke,
op. cit., pp. 14-16.
5 Eichrodt, op. cit., pp. 406-407. "The distinctive character of the priestly conception
of God" is discussed on pages 406-410.
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forcefully proclaimed by Moses--the unconditional sovereignty of the divine Lord over the
people whom he had chosen. The more decisively this divine sovereignty made itself felt in
the concrete circumstances of the national life, the more definite was the fact of a real
connection between God and the world bound to become; and the more necessary, therefore,
was it for priestly thought, in view of the ease with which its strong emphasis on God's
transcendence could be perverted into a complete separation from the world, to combine
with this emphasis an equally real communication between the divine and human spheres, a
genuine incursion of God's power. The need was met by a concept inseparably associated
with the Mosaic foundation--that of the Law. 1
At their best, then, the priests of the Hebrew people, whose work was always based
upon the Torah, held fast "to the conviction of Yahweh's unbounded sovereignty
with unbroken confidence through centuries of political impotence and dependence
on pagan world powers."
It must be concluded, then, that the priests, as well
as the kings, carried out their "ministry" under submission to the sovereignty of
God.
The Hebrew prophets and the concept of God's sovereignty. As has already been stressed
earlier in this paper, the concept of the sovereignty of God finds its strongest emphasis in
the work and preaching of the Old Testament prophets
More than any other group in
the Hebrew society, the prophets' function was one of calling people to submit to the
Lordship of Yahweh. If the concept of the sovereignty of God is directly related to the
ministry of the king and the priest, as the two previous sections have shown, God's
sovereignty is indispensably related to the prophet. In contrast to the offices of the kingship
and the priesthood, both of which were basically hereditary offices, the prophet always
stood under direct responsibility to the sovereign lord. W. F. Albright interprets the
etymology of the word nabs' to mean "one who is called" and uses this interpretation to
present his conception of the true prophet: "The prophet was a man who felt himself called
by God for a special mission, in which his will
_______________
l Eichrodt, op. cit., pp. 410-411. The underscored words are in italics in the original.
2 Ibid., p. 431. Eichrodt's entire analysis of "the religious structures of the
priesthood" (pp. 402-436) repeatedly relates the ministry of the priesthood to the concept of
God's sovereignty.
3 It should be noted here that there are various kinds of prophets in the Old
Testament. Lindblom, for example, speaks of five different types of prophets (op. cit., p.
83). The prophets, therefore, are far more heterogeneous than the kings or priests. However,
in this section the writer is referring only to the classical, canonical prophets such as Amos,
Hosea, Isaiah, et cetera.
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was subordinated to the will of God."' Wright also stresses this aspect in distinguishing the
canonical prophet from the ordinary nabi'. He says that since the true prophet was chosen
and empowered by God, it was not fitting or desirable that he experience the rite of human
induction. "His was an office regulated not by the consent of those to whom he was sent,
but solely by the divine King." 2 This is the reason the prophet often stands in opposition to
the cult and the state, the priest and the king. As Jacob asserts: "The preaching of all the
prophets could be summarized in the Decalogue's exhortation: 'Thou shalt have no other
gods beside Yahweh.' Anything that attacks that sovereignty falls under the lash of their
censure." 3 Thus, there are many attacks upon cultic practices, but these are not "a
condemnation of the cult itself but of the measures of a magical and meritorious nature
which man had introduced into the cult in order to launch an attack on God's sovereignty."
4 Similarly, there are time and time again instances in which the prophet stands before the
king with his "Thus saith the Lord" pronouncement. But this does not mean complete
prophetic rejection of the office of kingship itself. Rather, the prophets recognized "a
gradual dissociation of the political institutions from responsibility to . . . God and the
standard of his will."; There was a tendency for the Israelite kings to be increasingly
surrounded by the aura of Near Eastern divine kingship. Thus, as Eichrodt points out:
This threat to secularize the Yahweh religion found an inexorable opponent in that
radical subordination of the whole of life to the Lordship of Yahweh for which the
prophets fought--an opponent so ruthless, indeed, that it was prepared to jeopardize
the very existence of the nation rather than betray the logged-for kingdom of God to
the pretensions of a 'divine kingship.' 6
It was to this extent, then, that the prophets were dominated by the concept of the
sovereignty of God. Much more could be said about the relationship of the prophets to the
concept of God's sovereignty, but space does not permit further treatment of the prophets at
this point. However, the next section summarizes three of the main doctrinal implications of
belief in the sovereignty of God, and in each case the apex of the Old Testament teaching is
found in the writings of the prophets.
______________
1 William Foxwell Albright, From the Stone Age to Christianity: Monotheism and the Historical
Process (second edition; Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company, 1957), p. 303. Cf.
Lindblom: " . . . the conviction of having been called by Yahweh is an essential element in the prophetic
consciousness" (op. cit., p. 192).
2 G. Ernest Wright, The Rule of God: Essays in Biblical Theology (Garden City, New York:
Doubleday and Company, 1960), p. 103.
3 Jacob, op. cit., pp. 245-246.
4 Ibid., p. 246.
5 Eichrodt, op. cit., p. 329. Cf. Buber, op. cit., pp. 67-68.
6 Eichrodt, op. cit., p. 330. The relationship of the prophets
to both priests and kings is clearly summarized by Eichrodt in a section entitled "The Theological
Significance of Nabism" (pp. 328-332).
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The Doctrinal Implications of the Concept of God's Sovereignty
To complete this study on the concept of the sovereignty of God in the Old Testament,
attention is now turned to the three main doctrinal implications of the concept of God's
sovereignty.
The sovereignty of God and creation. As has been elaborated above, by the time of the
eighth century prophets there was strong emphasis upon the absolute sovereignty of God.
On the basis of this historically derived belief in God's sovereignty, there developed the Old
Testament belief in God as the absolute Creator of the universe. In his book Maker of
Heaven and Earth, Langdon Gilkey makes the following summary statement of the relation
of God's sovereignty to the belief in creation:
The revelation of God's total sovereignty over Israel led to the insight that He was
their Lord; and the further revelation of His sovereignty over all history led to the
faith in His creation of all existence. God as the Almighty Lord, who claims, judges,
and rules all men, was seen at last to be the Creator of all- 1
It can be said, therefore, that the belief in creation did not give rise to belief in the
sovereignty of God; on the contrary, belief in God's sovereignty led to belief in the creation.
Thus, creation "does not offer a starting-point for faith"; rather it is "an ultimate
consequence" of "the knowledge of God founded on revelation and on the history of
salvation." 2
It is for this reason that the Old Testament doctrine of creation arises with
the great prophets, such as Jeremiah. 3
The most positive proclamation of belief in
divine creation is made by Deutero-Isaiah, the prophet who understood the sovereignty of
God most clearly. It is he who proclaims,
The Lord is the everlasting God,
the Creator of the ends of the earth. 4
______________
1 Langdon Brown Gilkey, Maker of Heaven and Earth: the Christian Doctrine of
Creation in the Light of Modern Know edge "Anchor Books" edition; Garden City, New
York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1965), p. 330.
2 Vriezen, op. Cit., p. 347.
3 See Jeremiah 3l:35 ff. Vriezen says that while it is possible that God was worshipped
in the cult as the Creator of heaven and earth before the prophets assimilated the idea of
creation into their preaching, still "this element of the confession does not
. come to the
fore until the period of the later kings, in Jeremiah's work" (ibid., p. 343). This Old
Testament scholar also asserts that it is quite probable that "the history of creation as
contained in Gen. 1 sprang up during this period" (ibid., p. 344).
4 Isaiah 40128. This entire chapter, as well as 43:1-13 and 44:24-26, emphasizes the
creativity of the sovereign God.
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One might agree with Jacob that the concept of creatio ex nihilo was an idea "foreign to the
old Testament, where God is content to mould matter without creating it," 1 yet the apex of
Old Testament faith in the sovereignty of God leads inevitably to the first basic tenet of this
doctrine, namely, that "God is the source of all that there is." 2 This is the reason why Jacob
also says that "creatio ex nihilo was the only possible issue from the thought of the Old
Testament."3 The sovereign God is the absolute Creator of all that is; were this not so He
would not be sovereign in the fullest meaning of the word.
The sovereignty of God and providence. Vriezen asserts that the knowledge of God's
providence. springs
the experience of salvation granted by Him and is not a
consequence of theories about the Creation." Thus, the doctrine of God's providence is
independent of and was developed prior to the doctrine of creation in the Old Testament,
but it is equally dependent upon the concept of God's sovereignty. In his recent book
Systematic Theology, Gordon Kaufman states that in contrast to non-Christian
interpretations of the world, central belief in God affirms that "God is in fact the sovereign
Lord of the historical process, the latter being a movement toward his purposed goal."5 In
other words, the sovereign God is the Lord of history. This is the meaning of the providence
of God, and a direct outcome of belief in the sovereignty of God. Because he is sovereign,
God "overrules our historical existence so that often our sinful intentions and rebellious
plans are made to serve his purpose." This was the conclusion arrived at by the prophets of
the Old Testament. "The leaders of world empires in Old Testament times were seen by the
prophets as serving purposes far other than their own objectives of pillage and empire "
Deutero-Isaiah saw Cyrus, the pagan, as the savior of Israel. 8 Norman K. Gottwald
points out that "the profuse praise of Cyrus has impressed some interpreters as unwarranted
and
_______________
1 Jacob, op. cit., p. 143.
2 Gilkey, op. cit., p. 44. Gilkey discusses this statement on pages 44-58. He says that
there are three main concepts contained in the doctrine of creatio ex nihilo. The first is what
has just been atated above. The other two are as follows, "Creatures . . . have a being or
existence which is at one and the same time dependent upon God, and yet is real, coherent
and 'good.'" And, "The action of God, the source, in creating the world is to be understood
primarily in terms of the concepts of freedom and purpose" (pp. 43-44). All three of these
concepts derive from belief, in God's sovereignty.
3 Jacob, loc. cit.
4 Vriezen, op. cit., p. 193.
5 Kaufman, op.cit., p. 269.
6 Eric C. Rust, Towards a Theological Understanding of History (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1963), p. 169.
7 Ibid., p. 170.
8 See Isaiah 4511-7, where Cyrus is called God's "anointed."
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misguided." However, Deutero-Isaiah
does not imply that it is in his capacity as a Yahweh convert that Cyrus will free
the Jews. Cyrus will topple the Babylonian power and release Israel by virtue of
the vast designs of the Creator-Redeemer God who controls world history . . . 1
Since God is the sovereign Lord of history, it can be said that 'historical man often achieves
more and other than he himself intends. '2 This was the case with Cyrus, and, if God is
really the sovereign King of the universe, it must also be the case in countless other
historical events. This does not mean, however, that there is ever justification for talking
about inevitable progress in human history. "History is always a story in which Providence
is countered by human aberration."3 Neither should one interpret providence with the
rationalistic conception "of a god as impersonal as possible who directs events from afar
while ensuring balance and harmony everywhere." 4 On the contrary, as Jacob asserts,
The personality and holiness of the God of the Old Testament are too dynamic to be
satisfied with an aloof ordering of things, but precisely Yahweh's intervention in the
world and his will to leave nothing outside his sovereignty give us the authority to
speak of a biblical notion of providence which is exercised at the same time in
creation and in history. 5
Once again, therefore, we find the prophet with the greatest belief in God's sovereignty
being the voice by which Yahweh expresses his providence:
Remember this, and consider, recall it to mind, you transgressors remember the
former things of old; for I am God, and there is no other; I am God, and there is none
like me, declaring the end from the beginning and from ancient times things not yet
done, saying, My counsel shall stand, and I will accomplish all my purpose.' 6
This continuous active presence of God working through time and history toward the
accomplishment of His purpose is, as Kaufman says, "precisely what is meant by his
providence."7 And this is the second doctrinal implication of the concept of God's
sovereignty.
_______________
1 Norman K. Gottwald, A Light to the Nations: An Introduction to the Old Testament
(New Yorks: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1959),
P• 410.
2 Rust,, op. cit., p. 169.
3 Herbert Butterfield, Christianity and History ("Fontana Books" edition London:
Collins, 1957), p. 159.
5 Jacob, op. cit., p. 226.
6 5 Ibid., pp. 226-227.
6 Isaiah 46:8-10. Cf. Isaiah 14,24, 26-27.
7 Kaufman, op. cit., p. 262.
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The sovereignty of God and eschatology. Owen E. Evans, in his instructive article on "The
Kingdom of God in the Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, states:
The Bible regards the kingly rule of God under three different aspects: as an eternal
fact, as manifested upon earth in its acceptance by men, and as a consummation to
be hoped for in the future. In the last of these aspects, the idea is an eschatological
one. 1
As was mentioned earlier, the Biblical idea of the Kingdom or sovereignty of God is not
merely an eschatological idea, but it certainly includes and depends upon eschatological
considerations. Eichrodt asserts: "Eschatology is to history what fulfilment is to prophecy-justification and interpretation in one."2 Recognition of God's providence in history leads
naturally to consideration of the end and fulfilment of history. If God is sovereign, the
world must actually fulfill the purpose of the Creator God who is presently ruling the
affairs of men. This also was the conclusion reached by the prophets in the Old Testament
who came to be thoroughly convinced of the reality of the sovereignty of God. Thus,
Eichrodt emphasizes that from the eighth century onward "the dominating feature in the
foreground became the consummation of God's sovereignty,"5 i. e. eschatology. This does
not mean that Hebrew eschatology did not develop until the time of the prophets, for, as
Eric C. Rust indicates, "Israel's eschatology was implicit in the faith and promise of the
Exodus covenant." 4 This same point is also made by John Bright who says that "a definite
notion of 'the last things' emerged only in a later period, and it may be misleading to use the
word 'eschatology' in connection with the faith of early Israel. But the germs of it are
there."5 It was primarily the prophets, however, who came to realize the full implications of
the latent eschatological faith in God. Vriezen asserts that
By this faith Israel's greatest prophet, Isaiah, not only saved Jerusalem from disaster
at one of the most critical moments in the history of Israel, but also brought about
that turn in the religion of his people by which it learned to think eachatologically 6.
_______________
1 Evans, op. cit., p. 17.
2 Eichrodt, op. cit., p. 387.
3 lbid., p. 481.
4 Eric C. Rust, Salvation History: A Biblical Interpretation (Richmond, Virginia;
John Knox Press, 1962), p. 111.
5 Bright, op. cit., pp. 29-30. Cf. Vriezen, op. cit., p. 370, where it is affirmed: It
was not national optimism or mythical thou ht that led to the hopes of salvation, but only
the certainty of /h-7 reality of God, of that God who had from the beginning been
proclaimed to the people as the holy God of the Covenant, of that
God who carried His work into effect in spite of the sine of mankind."

6 Ibid., p. 371. The last section of Vriezen's book is entitled "The kingdom of God in
the expectation of the future" (pp. 350-372).
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This eschatological thinking saved Jerusalem from disaster, for, as Manson says, 'Whenever
a living faith in a righteous, holy and loving God ie brought up hard against the facts of
human experience, some sort of eschatology must emerge if men are not to deny either their
faith or their experience."1 Toward the end of the Old Testament era, Eichrodt says that "the
eschatological imagery is already becoming bewilderingly complicated, and betrays an
excessive profusion of mythological trappings" (i.e. it is merging into apocalypticism);
nevertheless,
the perfect sovereignty of God, which is the object of this longing, is mirrored with
wonderful clarity in a series of cultic hymns celebrating Yahweh's kingship, and
deriving from Deutero-Isaiah's gospel of the king 2.
So, in conclusion, it must be affirmed that belief in eschatology is as central to the concept
of the sovereignty of God as is belief in creation and providence, for, after all, as Vriezen
says,
Eschatology is the expression of the belief that God holds history in the hollow of
His hand, and that He will make the history of the world end in complete
communion between God and man, so that He will come as King; or, in other words,
so that He may be all in a11. 3

_______________

1 Manson, op. cit., p. 244. For a lucid summary of the content of the eschatological
faith of the prophets, which, in spite of its great importance, cannot be included within the
scope of this paper, see ibid., pp. 247-260. Of. Rust, Salvation History, pp. 108-133.
2 Eichrodt, op. cit., p. 487. Of. Psalms 93; 96; 97; and 99.
3 Vriegen, op. cit., p. 371.
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II. THE SOVEREIGNTY OF GOD AND CHRISTIAN RESPONSIBILITY
The final part of this paper must be very brief and to the point. In contrary to what was
intended to be an objective analysis of a concept in the first part, this second part is a
subjective attempt simply to suggest several implications which the concept of the
sovereignty of God has for Christians in the 1970's. Assuming that it is agreed that the Old
Testament must be regarded as Christian Scripture, what guidance does the teaching found
there concerning God's sovereignty give modern-day Christians? How should the Christian
of today respond l to the concept of God's sovereignty as found in the Old Testament?
Faith as a Christian Responsibility
In the first place, it is suggested that Christians should respond to God's sovereignty with a
strong and vital faith. In today's world there needs to be faith in God as the sovereign
Creator of the universe. It is this belief that gives meaning to one's existence and purpose to
one's life. 2 There also needs to be faith in God's providence, His sovereign guidance of the
world--including history. If there is a real faith in God as the Lord of the present world and
the King who will accomplish His purpose, then the Christian can trust God and realize that
everything does not depend upon man's frantic efforts. Moreover, there needs to be faith in
God as the Perfecter, the sovereign Consummator of all things. With such a faith as this,
there is always a hope which is strong enough to conquer all discouragement and to destroy
all pessimism. This three-pronged faith should serve the Christian as a firm foundation
which cannot be moved. But faith also implies faithfulness. It has been said that God
required three things from the subjects of His Kingdom in Old Testament times: loyalty,
trust, and obedience. 3 The same is true now. Absolute
loyalty, complete trust, and unqualified obedience--this threefold selfcommitment is the
only true and proper response to the King of the universe. All of this may call for "a new
sense of the reality of God,"4 but what is needed today more than anything else is a new
emphasis upon "the idea of the God-dominated individual."5
_______________
1 It will, of course, be immediately recognized that the verb "to respond" is
inseparably related etymologically to the abstract noun "responsibility."
2 See Gilkey, op. cit., pp. 25 and 55.
3 Manson, op. cit., pp. 193-194.
4 Eichrodt emphasizes that "the overall spiritual pattern of classical prophecy" may
be described as that "of a dynamic power released by a new sense of the reality of God" (op.
cit., p. 387).
5 Eichrodt also relates this idea to the prophetic office (see ibid., p. 331).
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Works as a Christian Responsibility
As James, whose teachings were thoroughly grounded in Old Testament thought patterns, has
emphasized; "Faith apart from works is dead." 1 The Christian's response to God's sovereignty,
thus, can never be merely faith apart from works. There must be active striving for righteousness
and justice in the world. This was one strong theme of the prophets who believed most firmly in
God's sovereignty. Listen to the words of Amos:
Let justice roll down like waters
and righteousness like an everflowing stream. 2
of Micah:
He has showed you, 0 man, what is good
and what does the Lord require of you
but to do justice, and to love kindness
and to walk humbly with your God. 3
and of Isaiah:
Wash yourselves; make yourselves clean;
remove the evil of your doings from before my eyes; cease to do evil,
learn to do good;
seek justice,
correct oppression;
defend the fatherless,
plead for the widow. 4
This kind of practical action is the responsibility of Christians in today's world. If history is to
achieve the goal which God purposes for it, 5 this will be the result of God's action, not man's.
But those who are subjects of the sovereign God have both the privilege and responsibility to be
instruments which God can use to reach this goal. More than anything else, however, the
responsibility of the Christian in the world today is the proclamation of the sovereignty of God
and the invitation of the peoples of the world to become subjects of the King of the universe. But
this task must not be too narrowly defined. While redemption certainly must begin with individuals, it does not end there. Salvation cannot be regarded merely as saving "souls" from this
Devil-dominated world for the bliss of a future world. However, the opposite extreme of thought
must also be avoided: while salvation history must embrace secular history, the two realms
cannot be considered as identical. There must be an eschatological tension between the Church
and the world, between time and eternity, between the secular city and the city of God. The
Church
_______________
1 James 2t26.
2 Amos 5:24. 3 Micah 6:8.
4 Isaiah 1:16-17.
5 Kaufman says that "the goal toward which human history labors is a communal order of
peace and justice and productivity under the rule of God, shared in by all peoples and nations"

(op. cit., p. 458).
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must be busy
interfering with the world, opposing unjust systems in the name of Christ, seeking
by the Christian vocation of its members to incorporate Christian meanings into the
common life, fighting evil and tyranny as Christ's instrument by the way of the
Servant, suffering redemptively with the world in its judgment, seeking always to
lift its cultural milieu into a more manifest expression of the lordship under which it
stands. 1
This, in part, is the responsibility of Christians who fully recognize the implications of the
concept of God's sovereignty as taught in the Old Testament.
Thine, 0 Lord, is the greatness, and the power, and the glory, and the victory, and
the majesty; for all that is in the heavens and in the earth is thine; thine is the
kingdom, 0 Lord, and thou are exalted as head above all. Both riches and honor
come from thee, and thou rulest over all. In thy hand are power and might; and in
thy hand it is to make great and to give strength to all. And now we thank thee, our
God, and praise thy glorious name.
(I Chronicles 29:11-13)

_______________
1 Rust, Towards a Theological Understanding of History,
pp. 255-256.
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CRITIQUE OF
"THE SOVEREIGNTY OF GOD AND CHRISTIAN RESPONSIBILITY"
Lloyd Neve
Professor Seat has done an admirable piece of work in tracing the growth of the concept of
sovereignty through the O.T. He has related the concept primarily to the idea of the
kingship of Yahweh which he views as developing from a limited kingship in the
post-exilic period. He finds that Christian responsibility issues from this universal
sovereignty.
If we are to stick with the author's theme of kingship, it might be worthwhile to question
whether Yahweh's was a limited kingship in the early period. I have reservations about this
assertion. I wonder if an examination of Psalm 29 and Exodus 15:1-18, both very early, or
Psalm 68, which is no later than the beginning of the monarchy, would not show Yahweh's
kingship to be a universal sovereignty.
Or we might ask whether Yahweh's universal sovereignty derives more from the fact that he
is creator rather than king. This could be the point at which we should initiate our
discussion. Yahweh's kingship is one of the original elements in the Sinaitic covenant, of.,
Exodus 19:6, and is thus limited to the same extent that the covenant is limited to Israel.
Also, kingship by its very nature is limited. A king is limited to his realm, which was
always geographically limited. Universal kings just didn't exist.
Thus I believe that it was the creation tradition which asserted the universal sovereignty of
Yahweh. The creation tradition appears in some of the oldest OT contexts, e.g., Psalm 29. It
was certainly emphasized as a theme during the exile as a result of contact with similar
creation themes in the Babylonian mythologies and cult. When it was joined to the kingship
theme as in II Isaiah or Psalm 95, then it could be said, "The Lord is a great God, and a
great King above all gods. In his hand are the depths of the earth; the heights of the
mountains are his also. The sea is his for he made it."
Finally, I wonder if Christian responsibility toward the world could not be more firmly
rooted in the creation theme rather than in Yahweh's kingship. I must serve the world
because it is God's world, his creation.
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF CHURCH AND STATE
Mark Maxey
INTRODUCTION
Each of us comes with strong views on the subject of church and state. How did we arrive
at those views? Did they come from our study of the Bible; from our varied experiences
with these two spheres; from our reading and discussions on this subject; or, for those of =s
who are from the United States, from our long residency in that country where've have
staked our very existence ... on the faith that complete separation between the state and
religion is best for the state and best for religion?" l
As I finished this paper, I found that while I still had the same views as I had when I began
I was not able to classify these views so neatly nor ground them so readily in biblical
precedent as I had imagined.
A New Testament study should examine the relevant passages with a view to discovering
how they apply to the relationship of church and state. The force of such a study will
depend on one's attitude toward the New Testament. Is it the word of God? Are its
teachings universally applicable? I affirm that it is the word of God and that its principles
apply to all men at all times and in all places.
To define our terms: By state, we refer to "the operations, activities or affairs of the
government or ruling power of a country: the sphere of administration and supreme
political power of a government.." 2 When we speak of the church, we mean "the total
body of Christians regarded as a spiritual society." 3 Relationship is defined as "a state of
fairs existing between those having relations or dealings." Terms in common use which
have a similar meaning to church and state are "the spiritual and the secular", "the natural
and the divine" and "the civil and the religious."
The obvious manifestations of the state are seen in its head of government; its system of
law and order; its need to coin money and to level taxes; and in the method it chooses to
protect its citizens and to defend its borders. The relationship of the church to the state then
can be seen in the way it either accepts, rejects or modifies these manifestations of the state.
THE NEW TESTAMENT PERIOD
The Christian church began its history under the remarkable religious toleration of the
Roman state so it is here that we must begin our study of the relationship of the church to
that state.
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At the outset we must observe that the church was only being called out during the life time
of Christ and did not begin to function until the day of Pentecost. We also must observe that
the New Testament is first of all a religious document and references to the state only
appear incidentally in its pages. While these references occur more frequently than we
might suppose, there is no fully developed theology concerning the church and state to be
found.
The state was Rome. While it had its darker side it was, for its time, enlightened in its
attitude toward the church. The church was the #spiritual society' of Jesus. It was not a
nation and in the eyes of Roast only a sect. 5 It had no territory, no power, no ambitions and,
as far as the state was concerned, no prospects. It was a despised minority whose time had
not yet come 6.
How did such an infant church, then, relate to the colossus at Rome? There were two ways:
First, it established a relationship under guidance of the sacred writings and the examples
they had seen in Christ and His apostles at the actual times and places where they came in
contact with the state. Second, by teachings given at quieter moments, which touched on
these relationships. The two most significant passages must be examined first, then other
less direct teachings.
RELATIONSHIPS
1. Duties to the state vs. duties to God.
The right of the state both to levy and collect taxes is basic to government. The Romans
required a tribute from the Jewish state and one from individuals as well. It was small, only
one drachma per year, but it was collected rigorously. The Jews were bitterly opposed to it.
So when the disciples of the Pharisees and the Herodians joined forces, they had prepared
for Jesus a cruel dilemma: "Is it lawful to give tribute or not?" (Matthew 22:17-21) To have
said 'yes' would have impaled Jesus on the horn of popular displeasure. To have said "no'
would have impaled him on the horn of Caesar's retribution for encouraging riot. The
danger of the situation can not be overstated. Nor can the importance of Jesus' reply:
"Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's and unto God the things that are God's.'
Clearly Jesus had done something more than merely leaving his questioners 'marvelling."
He had enunciated the fundamental teaching that has governed the relationship of church
and state since that time. That is, he has said both have their rights, both have their spheres,
both lay obligations on their subjects but these obligations, rightly understood, are not
incompatible. Edersheim says:
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"It did far more than rebuke their hypocrisy and presumption; it answered not only
that question of theirs to all earnest men of that time, as it would present itself to
their minds, but it settles to all time and for all circumstances the principle
underlying it. Christ's kingdom is not of this world; a true theocracy is not inconsistent with the secular power in things that are really its own; politics and religion
neither include, nor yet exclude each other; they are, side by side, in different
domains. The state is divinely sanctioned, and religion is divinely sanctioned - and
both are equally the ordinance of God. On this principle did Apostolic authority
regulate the relations between church and state, even when the latter was heathen."
7
Upon this doctrine rests the doctrine of the separation of Church and State. Johnson and
Yost note:
"Separation of the church from the state was the prevailing condition in the early
years of the Christian church, both from principle and necessity. The government
was hostile. The church sought to fulfill, in spite of an inimical society, what it
considered a divine mission." 8
After the church and state became one under Constantine, this continued the normal state of
affairs for 19 centuries. The situation did not really begin to change until the first
amendment to the constitution became a part of the United States Constitution on
November 3, 1791. It read in part, "Congress shall make no law respecting the
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." A noble beginning had
been made to return to the secular state. It was not easy and the frontiers of this concept are
still being explored in the courts. Man is still hopeful that he can idealistically make
possible what Christ said we should do: Obey the laws of the land while leaving man
completely free to obey God.
To return, Jesus' statement has two parts and the Christian must discern which is the
weightier, duty to the state or duty to God. Foster declares "The declaration that they were
to render to God the things that are God's is the crowning word of the reply. It rules all else.
It implies that we must not render to Caesar the things that are God's... When the days came
that the Romans, in a frenzy of corruption and hate, turned upon the Christians to compel
them to worship Caesar and deny Christ, then the Christians, true to this marvelous, all
inclusive word of the Master refused to render unto Caesar the things that belong to God..."
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Far from giving a pat answer to fit every situation, Jesus had laid down a principle which
the church must continually apply to discern what truly is our duty to God. This must be a
matter of prayer and meditation often accompanied by distress of soul. Different men may
arrive at different answers to this question, all in good conscience. But man who believe in
neither God nor the rights of the state can hardly appeal to this principle to approve of their
actions.
2. The state is divinely ordained.
I wonder what Pilate thought when Jesus told him, "Thou wouldest have no power against
me, except it were given thee from above." (John 19:10-11) To this representative of
imperial power, that must have been a remarkable bit of news. It shook him though, and
Pilate tried to release Jesus then and there.
Civil power ordained from above is the principle the Apostle Paul also develops in Romans
13. "There is no power but of God," he says. "The powers that be are ordained of God."
"He that resisteth the power, withstandeth the ordinance of God." "(The ruler) is a minister
of God to thee for good."
To today's modern, the chapter reads like a defense of the establishment, a declaration for
the status quo. It would seem utterly laughable to read it to a beligerent armed with a
Molotov cocktail standing at the barricades. But laughable or not, this is the ground laid out
for us in the New Testament. Government is not only vital to man's existence it is God's
will for man. If man gets rid of one government, he will surely have another. That much is
fact, is history, is God's truth.
George Barker Stevens has a word of caution about this passage:
"Paul does not discuss the character of the Roman power as snob ...He is not
attempting a political philosophy. He does not mention the defects of existing
governments or express any view respecting the fate of the Roman Empire which he
doubtless regarded as nearing its end. (2 Thess. 2:T) He says nothing of the limits of
obedience or of the right of revolution. It is enough for him to emphasize those
considerations which were adapted to save his readers from the practicai errors and
perils to which they were exposed. 10
Yet it was in the reign of Nero, one of the moat bloody, antiChristian rulers of history, that
Paul was writing to the Romans. In another place Paul urged that prayers be made "for
kings and all that are in high places." (I Tim. 2:1.4) For Peter joined in the same command
when he said, "Be subject to every ordinance of man for the Lord's sake: whether to the
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king, as supreme,or unto governors, as sent by him..." (II Peter 2:l3ff) These were the
guiding motives of the early church. From these principles it did not move. With a mixture
of sarcasm and praise, Gibbon is moved to say:
"The passive and unresisting obedience, Which bows under the yoke of authority, or
even of oppression, must have appeared, in the eyes of an absolute monarch, the
most conspicuous and useful of the evangelistic virtues. The primitive Christians
derived the institutions of civil government, not from the consent of the people, but
from the decrees of Heaven. The reigning emperor, though he had usurped the
sceptre by treason and murder, immediately assumed the sacred character of the
vice-regent of the Diety. To the Diety alone he was accountable for the abuse of his
power; and his subjects were indiseluly bound by their oath of fidelity, to a tyrant,
who had violated every law of nature and society. The humble Christians were sent
into the world as sheep among wolves; and since they were not permitted to employ
force, even in the defense of their religion, they should be still more criminal if they
were tempted to shed the blood of their fellow creatures, in disputing the vain
privileges, or the sordid possessions, of this transitory life. Faithful to the doctrine
of the apostle, who in the reign of Nero had preached the duty of unconditional
submission, the Christians of the first three centuries preserved their conscience
pure and innocent of the guilt of secret conspiracy, or open rebellion. While they experienced the rigor of persecution, they were never provoked either to meet their
tyrants in the field, or indignantly to withdraw themselves into some remote and
sequestered corner of the globe." 11
Times changed and so did the practice of the church. The church became the state and the
struggle see-sawed back and forth as to whether the emperor or the ecclesiastics would be
the voice of government to the people. In time the relationship became too comfortable.
The state paid the bills of the church and the church supported the actions of the state. A
vital point was forgotten: the state is ordained of God. In other words there is a higher
power than government. God, too, has His rights.
Nazi Germany provides an all too recent example of a church subservient to a pagan power.
William L Shirer documents it in his "Rise and Fall of The Third Reich. 12 In citing the
reason for the behaviour of most German Protestants he says that Martin Luther was a
"ferocious believer in absolute obedience to political authority." 13 He was willing for the
peasant uprising of 1525 to be put down. Out of this the church became the instrument of
the state. Even Pastor Niemoeller first welcomed the advent of Adolf Hitler. When he found
out what he had espoused, he resisted it stoutly.
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Shirer says that Hitler had a contempt for Protestants and quotes him as saying, "You can
do anything you want with them. They will submit...they are insignificant little people,
submissive as dogs, and they sweat with embarrassment when you talk to them." 14 The
arrest and intimidation of the clergy began. Shirer says that what really interested the
Germans was jobs, prosperity, military might and Hitler's triumphant foreign policy. "Not
many Germans lost much sleep over the arrests of a few thousand pastors and priests. And
even fewer paused to reflect...(that) the Nazi regime intended eventually to destroy
Christianity in Germany, if it could..." 15
On June 27, 1937, Niemoeller spoke his conscience to his church at Dahlem. He declared:
"We have no more thought of using our own powers to escape the arm of the
authorities than had the Apostles of old. No more are we ready to keep silent at
man's behest when God commands us to speak. For it is and must remain, the case
that we must obey God rather than man." 16
It was his last sermon. He was in prison till the Allied troops released him at Dachau some
years later.
Most of us are too close to Japan emotionally and spiritually to want to probe into the
response of the church in Japan to the pressures of the Japanese government upon it in the
late 30's and early 40’s. My superficial knowledge in this field indicates that there were too
few who were willing to resist the inroads of the state upon the duties due to God and many
too ready to submit to the government, beginning with placing the Emporer'a picture in the
churches and justifying the bowing to it on the verbal pretext that this was really not
worship.
The church, in my opinion, is not in a similar position today vis a’ vis the government in
Japan or the United States to name the two most familiar. But what the church is thinking
and doing about the possibilities of acceptance or resistance now and in the future is vital to
each of us and to the church itself. Where does duty to Caesar end and duty to God begin?
This is the question to decide.
For example, at the present time missionaries in Japan are engaging in political activities. Is
this biblical? A writer in The Mainichi Daily News for December 9, 1969, says definitely
not: "...a Christian must be a law-abiding citizen, must not oppose superior authority
(governments) and must wait patiently for God to destroy the wisked nations that are
presently destroying the earth." 17 Not so, says another writer in the same paper four days
later. Stressing the powerless, minority position of the church in Roman time, he says,
"How different is our situation today. That is why the New Testament cannot be normative
for us at this point ... It is our business to learn, to teach, to talk, to petition, to protest,
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to expose, to lobby, to vote, to boycott, to write, to march - if our faith is to be relevant in
our time." 19
Now if men of faith say that the New Testament is no longer normative for us in the matter
of the relationship of church and state, then is it normative for us on any matter where we
choose to disregard it? If it is not normative on this matter, then the alternative is every man
for himself, i.e. chaos. Is there no middle position? I believe that there is and that it lies in
the responsibility of the Individual Christian, as a member of the spiritual society, to fulfill
his own responsibilities both to the church and to the state. To the church by stimulating it
to action by his own position and to the state by demonstrating in actuality his Christian
faith as a citizen of that state. It is my belief that when one wants to search for examples of
the church in its finest hours of rendering its duty to God, that you will first find a noble
Christian who set the example for the church to follow. It is my belief, further, that these
outstanding Christians of history moved both the state and the church to action by being
willing to die for their faith rather than to fight for it.
There are other options available to the church vs. the state than we have noticed so far,
What are they?
3. Military.
Roman military as they appear in the pages of the New Testament come off very well. As
individuals I am sure they did their duty but they were also capable of kindness,
understanding and spiritual perception. John the Baptist encouraged the soldiers who came
to him not to extort, not to accuse wrongfully and to be content with their wages. (Luke
3:14) Jesus commended the faith of the Roman Centurion who brought his servant to be
healed. (Matt. 8:5-13) The Centurion at the cross, moved by what he saw, could exclaim,
"Truly this was the Son of God." All of us are indebted to Cornelius, a soldier, a gentile and
a devout man of God, whose conversion opened the way for the evangelizing of non-Jews.
In all these references, there is not a hint of condemnation of their occupation or a
suggestion that they should leave it for some other. This is a remarkable silence when
contrasted with the attitude today of some Christians who are willing to reject soldiers as
individuals. I live in a town that has a Japanese Naval Air Station with 2000 men. Recently,
a Christian school-teacher phoned me to say he would be changing schools in the spring. I
urged him to consider Kanoya. "Oh," he said, "No school teacher wants to come to
Kanoya." "How's that?" I inquired. "Because the people of Kanoya like the members of the
kokutai* he replied. It made me sick at heart.
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Jesus warns that there may be conflict ahead when He says, "I came not to send peace, but
a sword." (Matt. 10:34) At the end of His ministry however, he advises his disciples that if
they have a cloak and buy a sword. (Luke 22:35) Peter said, "Here are two." But shortly
later when Peter uses one of them to cut off the ear of the high priest's servant, Jesus gave a
judgment that still stands: "they that take the sword shall perish by the sword."
I am not a pacifist. Aggressive by nature, it is by the power and example of Christ that I can
control physical aggressiveness. Still I recognise within myself that there are situations
when I would try to defend myself and my loved ones in a personal way. In regard to the
state, I recognize that it is within its power to have military forces and that in a world where
evil is a reality sometimes those forces must be used. I do not thereby approve of all wars
or any war. Even when the state enforces military service on its subjects, the church is
under no necessity to send the army forth to kill in the name of Christ. Sadness and horror
must be the watchword. As a military chaplain, I was very careful on this point. One
supervisory chaplain was not at all happy when I told him I would not champion the cause
of universal military training in the military pulpit or elsewhere. I served in the past war
voluntarily because I believed that to have allowed the evil to continue was a greater evil
than waging war to stop it. I am not so sanguine as to think that war has made the world
better but it has made it possible for life to continue and for hope to exist. Every person
must make his own judgment about this. Every soldier in going forth must realize that as he
has taken up a violent means of settling conflicts, so he must be prepared to suffer violence
himself. This applies as well to the policemen on his beat as to the rock throwing
demonstrator on the street.
4. Use of law.
"The idea of law had grown up with the growth of the Romans: and wherever they went
they carried it with them... We have seen how the Greek science and commerce were
wafted, by irregular winds, from coast to coast: and now we follow the advance of legions,
governors and judges along the Roman roads ... to the furtherest extremeties of the
provinces." 19
The church had reason to be grateful for the basic justice of Roman law. Jesus, Peter,
Stephen and Paul fared very badly in the religious courts of the Jews. Pilate was afraid to
give

* Kokutai = air force
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Jesus justice but Paul had the benefit of Roman law on at least five occasions: at Phillipi
when the magistrate appeared in person to ask him to leave. (Acts 17:37,38) At Corinth
where Gallic laughed his accusers out of court (Acts 18:15); at Ephesus where Paul was
able to leave peaceably after the town clerk had persuaded the mob to try legal means.
(Acts 19:38); at Jerusalem where he avoided scourging by referring to his Roman
citizenship (Acts 22:25); and at Caesarea where he escaped the endless harrassment of the
Jew by appealing to Rome's highest tribunal. (Acts 25:11)
The law then is a function of the state to help ensure the peace and protection of its citizens.
The church is entirely within its rights in using its benefits. At the present time, the church
seems reticent to use the law while the enemies of the church are using it to the full. Some
with the intention of destroying the legal system altogether. If they succeed in this, there
will be no method other than brutal force in the hands of some as yet unknown dictators to
control mankind. The church will be the principal loser and it will have its own
unwillingness to use this vital function of the state to blame.
5. Prudence.
Prudence in the face of danger from the state or its agents is often seen in the New
Testament. Joseph and Mary fled to Egypt with the infant Jesus (Matt. 2:13-15) to escape
Herod's wrath. Jesus avoided the inevitable confrontation in Jerusalem until His time was
come (John 7:6). Peter went into hiding after he had been miraculously delivered from
prison to avoid death at Herod's hands (Acts 12:17). Paul escaped from Damascus at night
in a basket (Acts 9:25). Paul was either thrown out of or left voluntarily in the face of
trouble: Antioch of Pisidia (Acts 13:50-51), Iconium, Lystra, Derbe (Acts 14: 5-20), Phillipi
(Acts 16:35-40), Thessalonica (Acts 17:10), Beroea (Acts 17:14), Ephesus (Acts 20:1),
Macedonia (Acts 20:3) and, finally, from Jerusalem at night under military escort to
Caesarea (Acts 23). But he did not agree never to return and Paul visited most of these
places again, some very shortly after he had been mobbed. That was courage. One time
around is more than enough for most of us. But for Paul there were churches to be established, Christians to be encouraged, letters to be written and Rome to be visited. Life
was not to be risked or to be thrown away recklessly. For the church as well as the
individual Christian there is a time to wait, a time to prepare, a time to retreat and make
ready again to resist the dangers and pressures of the state.
6. Non-violence.
No teaching of Jesus is more universally praised than his teachings on non-violence as the
way of spiritual power in the Sermon on the Mount. Rather than non-violence he taught the
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power of positive Christian example in solving spiritual conflicts and tensions between men.
Jesus advocated meekness and mercy and commended both the peacemakers and those who
endure persecution. Citing the command against killing, he said that anger is a dangerous
response as well. Agreement with one's adversary is to be preferred to court proceedings
and imprisonment. Instead of vengeance, non-resistance to evil is the way of the disciple of
Christ - non-resistance to the point of offering an assailant more of an advantage than he
expected. Love is to be the governing law. At the same time he cautioned against offering
spiritual things "pearls before swine" he said, to those incapable of appreciating them
(Matthew 5 and 65. Paul echoes Jesus when be says that we are to bless our persecutors
(Romans 12:11x); not to seek vengeance; (v. 19) and to overcome evil with good (v. 21).
Paul often urges both forgiveness and acceptance. Peter tells us to "seek peace and pursue
it." (I Peter 3:11)
There are seemingly impossible demands for love and peace when such tension exists today
between Christian and Christian; church and believer, church and state and state and
Christian. Can we act positively to correct evils in the world and still march under the
banner of love and mercy?
Can we eschew vengeance and anger and the seeking of our rights? The "peace churches"
declare that love and non-resistance on the part of sincere and noble Christians is the
strongest force the world has ever known, just as Christ's willing submission to the Cross
has been the strongest spiritual force at work in the world since that time.
What shall we say then of violence today committed in the name of Christ? O6 young men
physically attacking a pastor in the pulpit in Kyoto? 2 Of endless harangues by young
dissidents in the morning worship services in the same city so that no other voice can be
heard and no worship offered? Of "A Statement of the National Committee of Black
Churchmen" which ends with Eldrige Cleaver's shout, "We shall have our manhood. We
shall have it or the earth will be leveled by our efforts to gain it." 21 These are not the kind
of teachings or examples I find either in the New Testament or in the practice of the early
church as it related to an oppressive state and a hopeless political situation.
7. Disobedience.
It is significant that in the New Testament we have examples of overt disobedience to the
authorities.
In Acts 3 when Peter and John healed the lame man at the gate "Beautiful" they had little
reason to expect the difficulties it would cause them. But when the Sanhedrin asked them,
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"By what power, or in what name, have ye done this?", Peter's answer was clear. It was
done "in the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth," he said. Ordered to cease and desist by the
Sanhedrin, Peter again gave a firm reply: "Whether it is right in the sight of God to hearken
unto you rather than unto God, judge ye: for we cannot but speak the things which we saw
and heard." Arrested again,, the high priest accused them, "We strictly charged you not to
teach in this name. Peter's reply is more direct: "We must obey God rather than men,"
Again they were told to be quiet. They left and began a continual disobedience of that order.
"And every day, in the temple and at home, they ceased not to teach and to preach Jesus as
the Christ."
This is one of the thrilling episodes of the New Testament. It is an effective antidote to the
supineness that sometimes characterised the church when it came in conflict with civil
authority attempting to intrude on duties due to God.
What do we note here?
1. For the first time, Peter put into actual practice Jesus' dictum that God has His rights
and the state has its rights. When the two come to head-on conflict, duties to God come
first.
2. This disobedience to the order of a court was done neither in secretor at some place
and time distance from the court. It was declared openly and honestly at that moment in the
court room. There is a lesson here for those who would disobey court orders today.
3. Peter is saying both by words and action that the court he is standing before has no
competence on matters of duties toward God. The Proconsul Gallic accepted the same
position when he refused to pass judgment on Paul at Corinth. (Acts 18:12-15) In other
words, the church has the right and the duty to let the state know that it can not act when
man's superior obligation to God and conscience is involved. Conversely, the church should
not be surprised when the state says that the church has no competence to attempt to disrupt
the processes of the state while it is carrying out its civil functions. 22
8. Martyrdom.
There is another more radical approach that the church (as seen in individual Christians)
has employed in resisting the demands of the state - martyrdom. We see little of it in the
pages of the New Testament and those whose deaths are recorded did not seek it, Being at
peace with God and themselves however, thy were not a afraid of it. John the Baptist died
suddenly at a wom~nrs whim. Jesus went willingly to the cross. Stephen was drug from before the council during his peroration and stoned to death. While he must certainly have
known his words would anger the council, we have no reason to think he did this in order to
court death.
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Gibbon assigns quite a different attitude to the Christians of the early centuries:
"The sober discretion of the present age will more readily censure than admire, but
not more easily admire than imitate, the fervor of the first Christians, who according
to the lively expression of Sulpicus Severus, desired martyrdom with more
eagerness than his own contemporaries solicited a bishopric... The Christians
sometimes supplied by their voluntary declaration the want of an accuser, rudely
disturbed the public service of paganism, and, rushing in crowds around the tribunal
of the magistrates and called upon them to pronounce and to inflict the sentence of
the law ... On these melancholy occasions there were many among the Gentiles who
pitied, who admired and who were converted. The generous enthusiasm was
communicated from the sufferer to the spectators; and the blood of martyrs,
according to a well-known observation, became the seed of the church." 23
Martyrdom, then, is the ultimate rejection by the church of any relationship with the state. It
is entirely beyond the range of this discussion to consider whether it is right or not to willfully seek such a death. It is correct to observe that when martyrdom has come naturally to
a devout servant of God in the noble pursuit of his godly duties, then profound changes
have taken place both in the church and in the state. This kind of sacrifice can not be
ignored.
9. Other-worldliness.
One relationship the church has often employed with regard to the state, is to have nothing
whatever to do with it. Frequent references to the world occur in the Gospel of John, but a
key statement is the one Jesus made to Pilate: "My kingdom is not of this world; if my
kingdom were of this world, then would my servants fight, that I should not be delivered to
the Jews: but now is my kingdom sot from hence." (John 18:36)
The Apostle John also emphasized this other-worldliness in his letters. "Love not the
world..If any man love the world, the love of the Father is not in him..The world passeth
away..(I John 2:l5-18) Whatsover is begotten of God overcometh the world.. This is the
victory that hath overcome the world, even our faith ... (I John 5:1s-5) he taught. Paul told
his readers to be prepared for Christ's coming at any time (I These. 3) but he also urged
them "Not to be fashioned according to this world." (Romans 12:3) H1s teachings of the
duties of Christians in this present world are most exact. (I Cor. 5:9) He believed in the
sacredness of this life and in its use as a preparation for the next.
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But it was in the world to come that the Christians looked to for comfort, Gibbon notes that
"the contempt of the world exercised then in the habits of humility, meekness and patience.
The more they were persecuted, the more closely they adhered to each other.” 24
This other-worldliness led them not only to separate from other people but from
participation in things of the state itself. Again quoting Gibbon:
"The Christians felt and confessed that such institutions (of government) might be
necessary for the present system of the world, and they cheerfully submitted to the
authority of their pagan governors. But while they inculcated the maxims of passive
obedience, they refused to take any active part in the civil gdministration of the
military defense of the empire." 25
After Constantine, the spiritual kingdom that Christ taught and practiced, became the
kingdom of this world. No one knew where the church ended and where the state began.
We are still trying to sort these responsibilities out.
Some church groups have tried to solve the problem by formulating a statement of faith
which makes the churches' position plain in regard to the state. Members of the Reformed
Presbyterian Church in North America pledge themselves tot "pray and labor for the peace
and welfare of our country, and for its reformation by a constitutional recognition of God as
the source of all power, of Jesus, Christ as the Ruler of all nations, of the Holy Scriptures as
the supreme rule, and of the true Christian religion." 2 Until that time comes, these
believers do not vote nor hold public office.
The General Synod branch of the same group allow voting and office holding, but
encourages dissent from "all immoral civil institutions." 27
George Fox (1621a-91) must be credited for hacking a roadway out of the church-state
wilderness. He and his fol]pers rebelled against theology, church houses and taxes to
support a state church. "They not only refused to go to church but insisted upon freedom of
speech, assembly, and worship; they would not take oaths in court; they refused to go to
war; they doffed their hats to no man, king or commer; they made no distinctions among
people, in sexes or social classes; they condemned alavery and Thgland'a treatment of the
prisoner and the insane." 26 For this stand, they endured the full measure of persecution of
the state allied with the church.
The followers of Menno Simons (11196-1561) met a similar fate because of "their
determined distrust of any union of church and
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state." 29 His spiritual heirs have spread around the globe united in respect for and
obedience to civil government claiming only exemption from armed service for
conscience's sake.
CONCLUSION
The dichotomy for some is clear. For others the problem remains both on a personal level
and on a church level. They believe that the early church had no choice but to act as it did
in its beginning days when it was both in a minority and also in an inferior status. Now it is
different, they would contend. Since the church is strong now, it ought to use its power to
influence the state in its actions using all modern techniques to do so.
For others, the appeal of the New Testament status is strong, Far from the church acting as
power unit for or against the government, they would claim that the church should be
content to be the church waging a spiritual warfare "against the world-rulers of this
darkness." (Eph. 6:12)
They would ask these questions:
1. If the early Christians could overpower the Roman Empire in 300 years without resort to
arms, force or civil power relying only on one God and one Lord why can not the
Christians of today harness the same power?
2. Are not the principles of example, love, mercy, forgiv ness, and self-sacrifice still valid
principles for moving the state to action today?
3. Can not individual Christians acting in their capacity as members of the spiritual body be
trusted to render unto God the things that are God's and unto Caesar the things that are
Caesar's.
4. If the church substitutes physical power for spiritual persuasion in its struggle against the
state, then into whose hands will we commit the spiritual factor.
5. If the church stands in relationship to the state only in terms of one power group against
another, isn't it inevitable that the church become but a vassal of the state without power
and without hope?
After Paul had faced Nero and been set free 30 he wrote to Timothy declaring his allegiance
to the living God and denying allegiance to any other in these immortal words: (I Tim.
1:17; 6:15) "Now unto the King eternal, immortal, invisible, the only wise God, be glory
and honor forever and ever. Amen."
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Which in His times He shall show, who is the blessed and only Potentate, the King of kings,
and Lord of lords; who only hath immortality, dwelling in light unapproachable; whom no
man hath seen, nor can see: to whom be honor and power eternal. Amen."
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CRITIQUE OF
THE RELATIONSHIP OF CHURCH AND STATE"
Arthur R. Eikamp

Mr. Maxey's position can be summed up as follows: both the Church and the State are
divinely sanctioned. They each have their sphere and are to be respected within that sphere.
When there is conflict, loyalty to God must come first. Jesust words, "Render unto Caesar
the things that are Caesar's, and unto God the things that are God's" would be the Scripture
to substantiate this position.
While this is undoubtedly a valid general principle, I would have liked to see a little more
discussion of "middle principles." How do we determine the boundaries of these two
realms? What do I do when obedience to the will of God as I see it would lead me into acts
which I know to be against the law?
Mr. Maxey's comments on the two letters in the Mainichi newspaper would seem to
indicate that he believes that any word in the New Testament, regardless of the situation of
the person to whom it was addressed, is normative for me, regardless of my situation. Does
this mean, then, that an attempt to understand the background and situation of the
Scriptures is meaningless and that there is no difference in emphasis among the writers of
the New Testament due to their being relevant to the situation of their hearers?
It seems to me that the reference to the situation in Nazi Germany and its relation to Luther
may be misleading. Ile quotes Mr. Shirer: "Martin Luther was a ferocious believer in
absolute obedience to political authority." The inference is drawn that this made Hitler's rise
possible. It is true, of course, that Luther inculcated reverence for government and
repudiation of rebellion, but he certainly did not advocate that the church be servile to the
state. In speaking of Christ before Pilate, he said: "We recognize the authority, but we mast
rebuke our Pilates in their crime and self-confidence. . . to keep still and let it appear that
you do right when you do wrong, that we cannot and will not do." While Shirer sees a line
running from Luther to Hitler, it seems to me that the line runs more logically from Luther
to Niemoeller and to the resistance.
All in all, I think this paper poses many of the important questions that need to be asked,
and that, after all, is what a paper of this kind is supposed to do.
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THE CHURCH'S APPROACH TO POLITICAL ISSUES
Cyril H. Powles
1. Introduction: Basic Presuppositions.
Few subjects present more difficulties--or arouse stronger emotions-than the question of the
Church and politics. It seems safest, therefore, for me to present my presuppositions frankly
at the outset, without defense; then go on to give you my reading of the way in which
Christians have approached political issues, finally ending up with some suggestions for
our own action as foreign missionaries in Japan. So here are my assumptions, stated as
simply and baldly as possible.
First of all, Christianity by its very nature is concerned with politics, as it is with economics
and indeed with all other areas of human existence. We believe that we were created by
God, along with the rest of nature. As creatures we are dependently related, not only to God
as our Creator, but also to other areas of the created world. We cannot live apart from our
natural environment, of which we are a part, although God has given us the power in some
measure to control nature. By the same token we are helpless without the continual support
of our fellow human beings. We cannot even begin to live without parents, but dependence
and cooperation extend far beyond the biological realm. The marvels of space travel show
us what men can do when they cooperate to control their environment. This cooperative
activity first gives man the chance to achieve the truly human level of existence we know as
culture. As a cultural being he most fully becomes what God created him to be.
We call this cooperative, communal activity of man politics, after the ancient Greek word
for living in community. But politics carried on without reference to God's will--the city not
built by God (Psalm 127)-are doomed to failure, as the story of the Tower of Babel teaches
us (Genesis 11:1-9). Consequently, God's command to Adam (man) to "subdue the earth
and every living thing that moves upon the earth" (Genesis 1: 28) includes the command to
take part in political activity to his glory and the welfare of our fellow man.
The Old Testament is a thoroughly political document, from Exodus to Exile. It is
concerned with the social life of the Jewish nation in its covenant relation to God, who
reveals Himself to His people in the stresses and strains of political change and conflict.
The New Testament reveals am equally political approach to life. Jesus may have expected
the nations of the world to be destroyed and the Kingdom of God to take their place. But he
had already begun the process of choosing his candidates for the government of the new
age (Luke 22:28-30). He may not have expected his famous reply to the Pharisees any
Herodians to be much more than a quick way out of a ticklish situation. But the
_______________
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Passages abound: e.g., Gen. 11:4-9, Lev. 19:9-35, 1 Sam. 8:4-22,
Kings 9-10, Isaiah 45:1-7, etc.
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Church in its tradition has correctly interpreted his mention of our debt to Caesar
(apodidomi, translated in most of our English versions as "render," means to pay back
something to a person that belongs to him by right) as a command to take with equal
seriousness both the political and the religious areas of man's life. It is highly unlikely that
the Romans, who were religiously tolerant, would have agreed to prosecute Jesus just
because he was an heretical rabbi. They executed him becuase they felt him to be a political
threat to the stability of their colonial administration. Consequently following Jesus means
to become a political rebel as well as a religious reformer.
The two realms--Caesar's and God's--can be thought of as two poles of the Christian's life.
"Render unto Caesar" represents our duty to human society which St. Paul spells out fully
in Romans 12 & 13 and beyond. But his teaching of willing cooperation with the reigning
secular power must be interpreted in the light of his conviction that Christ would soon
sweep away all earthly powers. It is counterbalanced by St. Peter's assertion (Acts 5:29),
"We must obey God rather than man." Even St. Paul never meant that the Christian was to
support the political status quo blindly. "Do not be conformed to this world," he warns us
(Romans 12:2), making political encounter--usually in opposition to the current establishment--inevitable for the believer. Because the Christian lives according to the vision of
a future Kingdom of God, whose mores are "not of this world," he will often be out of step
with the mores of this present age. He will be a chronic nonconformist.
The form of the Christian's encounter with the world will vary with the situation. It may
involve resistance to an unjust ruler or society, as in the case of Christian action to integrate
the races in the United States; or it may mean cooperation with a government that is judged
to be doing God's will, as with Christians in China. Invariably political action for the
Christian will involve the defense of the poor and oppressed (Luke 4:18-21). Seldom, if
ever, will it mean wholehearted support of any established institution. Few Christians today
would dispute the thesis that they are expected to be responsibly involved in the business of
human society. The problem is, to what extent and an what side?
The point is that, as long as man exists on this earth, he can never draw a clearcut
distinction between his duty to God and his duty to Caesar. The two realms continually
overlap and intermingle. Religious commitments turn out to have political implications, and
vice versa. When St. Paul healed the crazy girl of Philippi (Acts 16:16-40), he may not have
realised that he was acting from any other motives than Christian compassion. But his act
involved economic consequences because it took away the livelihood of the girl's masters.
And the incident end ed up with a thoroughly political act on Paul's part: the invoking of his
right as a Roman citizen (v. 37).
________________
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Matthew 22:21, Mark 12:17, and Luke 20:25. See also D. E. Nineham, Saint Mark
(Pelican Gospel Commentaries, Harmondsworth, 1963), p. 316.
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In Japan the prewar controversy over shrine worship or, nearer our own time, the current
dispute in the Kyodan over whether or not to support the Christian Pavilion at Expo '70, are
other questions in which religious and political factors have become hopelessly entangled.
One is tempted to conclude that in the end all one can do is to take a stand on the basis of
conscience.
But even the appeal to the individual conscience can be an escape. Christians are
commanded to bear one another's burdens. Corporate decision forms an important part of
the Christian tradition. We need some further guidelines for the Christian in politics. So I
should like to propose two final theses:
1. The Christian will always be a radical. I take this in the basic sense. Christ's call to him
involves a radical rejection of the world and all its established institutions. He must "hate
his father and mother" (in fact his whole family--Luke 14:26). If he possesses riches "it will
be hard for him to get into the Kingdom of Heaven" (Matthew 19:23). Herod (the ruler) is
"that fox" (Luke 14:32). The most upright leaders of the Jewish community, the Pharisees,
are hypocrites and blind guides (Matthew 23:14, plus many other places). The Christian
must reject them all because they are idolatrous images of the self and thus hinder him from
entering the Kingdom. In the end he must be prepared to reject life itself, as Jesus did in
dying for us all on the cross.
This radical reorientation results in a New Man in Christ. The old Adam has been killed,
and with him all the established institutions of society (Colossians 2:20-3:11). As Paul says,
"human rules and regulations" (2:22) can now have no absolute power over him. The New
Man is a "man for others" who rejects all institutions founded on self interest and
exploitation.
2. Consequently, the Christian will also be a political radical. He sees all human institutions
as relative and transient: in need of continual reform. He can never rest content with any
established order that falls short of his dream of the~ingdom: he "hungers and thirsts after
righteousness" (Matthew 5:6--the word comes from the Old Testament prophetic tradition
and implies an obsession with social justice). Thus it is natural that the Christian radical
should feel fellowship with other political radicals, even non-Christians (Mark 9:38-40;
Matthew 21:28-31). If the occasion demands it, he will be prepared to work with
Communist guerrillas or atheistic anarchists, though he will not, forthat reason, reject his
own motivation for doing so.
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2. Christian Political Attitudes in History.
Before we launch forth into our survey of history we need nise certain differences in
thinking which exist between those of us who live in the twentieth century and our
ancestors. These differences condition the ways in which we and they approach political
problems. In the first place we differ in the way we understand social change. The ancients
looked on social change much as we today think of earthquakes or typhoons, as "Acts of
God". They saw the structure of society-its divisions of class and race--in much the same
way as they understood structure in a geological or biological sense. That is, they were immutable and fixed divisions, laid down by the Creator at the beginning of time. The success
or failure of a society they thought largely to be governed by the personal character of the
ruler. If the ruler was good, God would reward the nation, but if he sinned the nation would
be destroyed. Apart from that the individual counted for little except to obey laws and pay
taxes.
Today two great discoveries have changed all that. The concept of evolution in nature has
broken down the fixed boundaries of species and substances. Races aid breeds are seen for
what they are; nothing more than names given them by men for convenience of distinction
(Gen. 2:1920). Man can make a donkey and a horse mate to produce a mule and otherwise
control environmental selection to change genetic characteristics. He is a co-worker with
God in the process, rather than the act, of creation.
Secondly, the rise of the social sciences has shown us that man can engineer social change
just as he can move a mountain or change the course of a river. It is significant that both of
these discoveries should have appear5d in Christian cultures. Both are closely related to
Biblical teaching. Both are now taken for granted by modern man, whether or not an
individual accepts the particular scientific formulations underlying them. Thus Americans
today who are Christians accept as a blessing, as beneficial as the blessings of medical
science, the power conferred on them by a democratic society to change the structure of
their own social system and to express their criticism of national policies when they think
them to be wrong. This is the "eternal vigilance" that goes with our newfound privilege of
political freedom.
A second difference applies more directly to us in our special situation as foreign
missionaries in a strange land. Ancient and medieval societies were both more provincial
and more international than the modern world. You were looked on as a foreigner if you
came from a town five miles away and could be subject to all sorts of discrimination. At the
same time institutions like the Roman aspire or the Catholic Church
_______________
3
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provided the basis for a great deal of cosmopolitanism. A Balkan colonial like Diocletian
could get to be Emperor. Could you imagine a first generation Puerto Rican or Mexican
immigrant being elected President today? Or an Italian like Anselm--or even someone from
the Near East like Theodore of Tarsus--could become Archbishop of Canterbury. Such men
never seem to have felt inhibited from participating in the politics of the countries of their
adoption, quite the opposite!
It was only with the rise of exclusive national states in the modern period that the right to
act politically came to be linked with citizenship in some particular nation. And even
though this right was laid down by law, it has often been honoured more in the breach than
the observance. Europeans like Karl Marx, who had inherited the older tradition, never
conformed to the newer pattern. They shifted from country to country throughout their lives,
just like St. Paul. In a sense we missionaries, too, are following the older tradition. We
assert the right to interfere in the religious practices of a nation that is not our own, an
action that inevitably involves political consequences. But, as we shall see, the newer
situation faces us with complicating factors our forebears never had to meet.
Christians down through history have related to society--and therefore to politics--in a
number of different ways. The late Richard Niebuhr discerned at least five patterns which
will help us to distinguish these variations. The first two patterns, because they stress either
Caesar or God to the neglect of the other, have been judged heretical (that is, unacceptable
to the continuing tradition or consensus of the Christian movement). The first of these
attitudes represents Christ as totally opposed to all cu~ture, so that the Christian despairs of
any possibility of social action. This, the classical sectarian position, attempts to withdraw
the Christian from the world as completely as possible in order to keep the members of the
sect unsullied by a sinful and disordered society. In short, it attempts to serve God, but
consigns Caesar to the devil.
The second view represents just the opposite approach. It identifies the will of God with the
current social system and6seeks salvation in the attempt to achieve excellence within the
system. In other words, it virtually equates the service of God with loyalty to Caesar. It is
what many of us do when we equate the American way of life with God 's will for mankind
(e.g., the Vietnamese people). In doing so we fail to see that God judges all cultures
because they all fall short of his glory.
Consequently the Church has historically attempted to keep the two
_______________
4 Compare Karl Marx's assertion, "The working man has no country" (Communist
Manifesto), with John Wesley's, "The world is my parish."
5 H. R. Niebuhr, Christ and Culture (New York, 1951), P• 45 and following: "Christ
against Culture."
6 Ibid., p. 83 & ch. 3: "The Christ of Culture."
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poles of Christ and culture, Caesar and God, in some sort of relation, or tension, to one
another. Niebuhr has classified the attempts into three patterns, but there can be, and have
been, variations and mixtures of them all. For instance, St. Thomas Aquinas taught that
Christ stood over and above culture, fulfilling man's natural reason and giving it meaning.
His solution provided a standard of political behaviour for the greater part of the Middle
Ages. It represented, for example, the basis upon which Thomas a Becket dared to oppose
the dictates of Henry II.
Martin Luther, who stood at the end of the Middle Ages, reflected a second approach. He
saw Christ and culture in paradoxical tension, just as he saw the paradox of man before
God, at once justified and a sinner. nis fateful stand provided a rationale for later Lutherans
in Germany who refused to oppose Hitler's rise until he acted in a ;way that directly
challenged religious interests.
Finally, other reformers in the Augustinian tradition understood the relationship as one of
dialectical interaction: "Christ the Transformer of Culture." This dialectic furnished a
dynamic for social action, not only to generations of Puritan revolutionaries, but also to
later, less radical, thinkers like F. 9. Maurice of the Church of England. Of even greater
interest to us in Japan, the dialectical approach represented an important factor in the
Gospel preached by the earliest missionaries from America to this country. It lay behind the
dynamic faith of men like Captain Janes of the Kumamoto Band, and Dr. Clark of Sapporo.
So naturally it became the basis for a type of Christianity that has always stressed social
activism, a marked charactersitic of the Christian tradition in Japan since the nineteenth
century.
Whoever they were, and however they understood the 3slationship, all of the representative
Christians we have mentioned insisted that the believer relate his faith in some real and
dynamic fashion to the complex activity of human society and culture. This means that no
Christian can be excused from taking part in political action of some sort at some stage in
his life.
Even the sectarian, who thinks he is rejecting politics, acts politically. His pessimistic view
of society may result in the most radical political action possible, as the British Marxist
historian, Hobsbawm, has shown. The Apocalyptic tradition reflected in such biblical works
as Daniel and the Revelation, whose writers prophesied the political overthrow of the
Alexandrian or Roman Empires and the triumph of God's saints, represents this attitude.
Paradoxically, the sectarian negation of political reponsibility can equally lead to a
conservative affirmation of society as it is.
_______________
7 Ibid., pp. 116-120.
8 E. J. Hobsbawm, Primitive Rebels (New York, 1959), pp. 6, 130-133.
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The sectarian Christian is often so busy perfecting himself that the wider contradictions of
society escape him. The late second century theologian, Hippolytus of Rome (c.160-c.236),
reflected both these opposing tendencies. His total rejection of the Roman state led him to
reject anyone for membership in the Church who in any way served the state, whether as a
soldier, a judge, or even as a schoolmaster. Yet he accepted uncritically the secular Roman
custom which prohibited marriage between slaves and free people, a union that some of his
fellow Christians who possessed a broader view of society were quite prepared to accept.9
Christian missionaries in Japan exhibit a similar inconsistency when they disapprove of the
fornication committed by U.S. forces around the military bases, but are nevertheless quite
willing to accept PX privileges when given the chance!
What is happening here is a kind of dualistic, or compartmented, approach to life. A man's
duty to God and his duty to the state are kept separate, in watertight compartments, because
to allow them to relate to each other would result in conflict and raise distressingly difficult
problems. Such dualism can appear in any one of the typical Christian patterns of approach,
not just the sectarian. It has been a favourite method whereby Christians could work out a
compromise relation of coexistence with the world. For instance, Niebuhr shows how the
relation of synthesis between Christ and culture during the Middle Ages changed, under the
stresses of modernisation, into a conservative affirmation of society as it stood.
Pietism--whether Calvinist or Lutheran--developed similar attitudes. By accepting the
modern division of life into autonomous areas (politics, economics, religion, art, etc.) it
relinquished its responsibility for all but the personal sanctification of the individual
Christian. Accordingly its attitude toward society moved in an increasingly conservative
direction. The English Evangelicals (who were Calvinist Pietists) for instance, started out
ae social reformers of a somewhat paternalistic nature (slave trade, prison reform). But they
ended up in the nineteenth century as enthusiastic supporters of the Establishment.11
One firm conclusion emerges from this rapid survey of the attitudes of Christians to politics.
Whatever the pattern of approach they may have followed, Christians who obeyed the
command of Christ to be involved in political action understood this as requiring some sort
of tension, or interaction, between their political commitment and their duty to God.
_______________
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Gregory Dix, ed., The Treatise on' the Apostolic Tradition of St. Hippolytus of
Rome (London, 1937), pp. 24-28.
10 Op. cit. , pp. 139, 146.
11 K.S. Inglis, "English Nonconformity and Social Reform, 1880-1900," Past and
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When this tension disappeared, an unproductive state of compartmentalisation, or
coexistence with the world, resulted. In almost all oases the Christian then ended up as a
social conservative, in effect siding with the powers of this world. But wherever the
Christian insisted on carrying his faith into the political realm he was almost certain to
become critical of the status quo. In these cases the establishment would generally respond
by resisting the Christian's criticism, which usually led
to persecution. This is why the martyr--the ultimate witness to the faith --has always
represented the highest level of the Christian life. It is his witness--political as well as
religious--to the possibility of a new kind of life for mankind that has been described as the
seed of the Church. When martyrs are lacking the Church languishes.
For modern man the martyr is an even more explicitly political figure than he was in
ancient days. Then, as we have seen, the witness of faith may have involved a passive
resistance to political power for conscience' sake, as in the refusal to bear arms. But the
early Christians had no hope of altering society. Today we are fully aware of our ability to
influence social change. The Christian witness cannot escape active involvement in the
drive to build a better world. That is why, as Harvey Cox has pointed out, the modern saint
is an unmistakeably political figure. He is a Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the Protestant minister
who was executed for plotting Hitler's assassination; or a Camillo Torres, the Catholic
priest shot as a guerrilla in the hills of Colombia; or a Martin Luther King, imprisoned over
and over for' civil disobedience and finally executed as a traitor to the Southern way of
life.12
3. The Christian Missionary in Japan: 1549-1945.
As with Christians in general, the approach of the Christian missionary in Japan to politics
varied with his view of culture.13 By and large missionaries consciously attempted to keep
away from politics. They were guests in a strange land and did not wish to force on their
hosts the attitudes of an alien culture. But their preaching of the Gospel often brought with
it consequences of a political nature.
The Jesuits who first came to Japan with St. Francis Xavier in 1549 learned by experience
to avoid political entanglements. They understood that they were accepted by the rulers of
the day as a gateway to trade, but they tried not to let themselves be used for that purpose.l4
_______________

12 Harvey G.Cox, On Not Leaving It to the Snake (New York, 1967), pp. xi-xiii.
13 C.H. Powles, "Foreign Missionaries and Japanese Culture," Northeast Asia
Journal of Theology (Tokyo, September 1969)
14 C.R. Boxer, The Christian Century in Japan (Berkeley, 1951),P.99.
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The Franciscans and other orders which had worked under the Spanish in America and the
Philippines were not so careful. Historians say that it was their willingness to invoke the
naTp of Spain that brought down on them the wrath of the Japanese authorities. 7 We ought
to recognise, however, that the Jesuits cannot escape all blame. They had taught a way of
life that challenged the traditional values of Japanese society. Anything which so
endangered society would naturally be interpreted as political and would call forth a violent
response from the rulers of that society. l6
The French Catholic missionaries who entered Japan in the middle of the nineteenth
century leaned even more heavily on their home government than did their forebears. 17
But when France found herself on the losing a side at the Meiji Restoration, the political
involvement of the Paris Mission proved to be a disadvantage. Consequently, Roman
Catholicism in twentieth century Japan has tried to act "a-politically", which is just another
name for being a social conservative.
Paradoxically, Protestant missionaries, who are known for the influence their message had
on the changes of Meiji society, actually tended to avoid political commitment. In theory
the Americas belief in separation of Church and State, together with their Pietist othereorld.
liness and their feeling of being guests in a strange land, kept the missionaries from
interfering politically in Japanese affairs. But, like their Jesuit forebears, they could not
entirely avoid implication. They agitated with their own home governments to put pressure
on the Japanese to stop persecuting Christians. 18 They supported the Japanese people in
their desire to revise the unequal treaties that had been imposed on them by the Western
powers. And some of them took an active part in the movement to abolish legalised
prostitution.
_______________
15 G.B. Sansom, The Western World and Japan (London, 1950), p.137.
16 Ebisawa Arimichi, Kindai nihon bunka no tanjo (The Birth of Modern Japanese
Culture) (Tokyo, 1956), ch. 3.
17 Ebisawa Arimichi, Ishin henkakki to Kirisutokyoo (Christianity and the Changes
of the Restoration) (Tokyo, 1968), p. 469.
180. Cary, A History of Christianity in Japan (New York, 1909),I, ch. 11; Sansom, op.
cit., pp. 494-495.
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In general such activity consisted of pressure on the western governments to which the
missionaries themselves belonged. For instance a meeting of missionaries of the Kansai
area, held in Kyoto on April 22, 1884, passed a resolution which stated that
The Osaka and Kobe Missionary Association having discussed the question of
extraterritoriality in connexion with the proposed revision of the Treaties ...
record. . . their opinion that the time has arrived when substantial modifications
should be made in those provisions of the existing Treaties which give exceptional
privileges . . . and which are considered by the Japanese Government and people to
be an infringement of their just and sovereign rights . . . . 19
Twenty-eight British and American missionaries whose names are still well known--men
like Otis Cary Sr., C.F. Warren, D.W. Learned, D.C. Greene and Bishop Poole--signed this
petition which was then sent to the American and British legations for forwarding to their
respective governments.
Mention of the name of D.W. Learned reminds us that the Christianity which these men
taught was not always as unpolitical a doctrine as they themselves thought. Christian
teachings in Meiji Japan revolutionised not only the lives of individuals but produced
Christians whose way of life challenged old traditions. It is said of Learned that he
"evangelised the country with a Bible in his right hand and a textbook on economics in his
left" Z0 Many of the early socialists like Abe Iaoo and Yamakawa Hitoshi had been his
students at Doshisha. Learned himself was not a political radical, but the effect of his
teaching produced radicals. Other mission• aries as well, though they themselves usually
avoided direct political interference in Japanese society, seem not to have neglected to pass
on to their disciples the political implications of the Gospel.
Actually, men like Learned, Janes or Garet, whose Gospel was unashamedly ethical and
social, appear to have been in the minority. Most American and other western missionaries
in Japan were politically more conservative than their converts, because they themselves
were not compelled to experience in their own lives the tension between a new faith and the
old traditions and customs. Their lack of social consciousness, together with their strong
emphasis on individual conversion, made them unprepared for resistance to the pagan state.
Their social passivity naturally also communicated itself to their converts. Accordingly,
when the nationalist reaction set in around 1890 Christianity, which had been at least
potentially a force for
_______________
19 File Gl:J/02:1884 in C.M.S. Archives, London
20 Takeda Iiyoko in Kuyama Yasushi ed., Kindai nihon to kirisutokyoo (Christianity
and Modern Japan), Meiji volume, p. 261.
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change, withdrew from society and settled down to the kind of unproductive state of
oexistence with the pagan state which we have noted in other places. 2~ Nevertheless the
clash of values between the Christian teaching of universal love of God and neighbour, and
the local and relative demands of the pagan family state, always make the Church a
potentially dangerous element in Japanese life. For this reason the police during World War
II treated even the United Church of Christ, which had been officially recognised, with a
good deal of suspicion and hostility.
4. The Christian Missionary in Japan after 1945.
We now turn to consider our own position. In doing so we need to recognise how our
standpoint differs from the situation in which missionaries found themselves before the War.
It is this peculiar position that makes our approach to political issues even more complex
than it was for our forebears. They may have been guests in an alien land, but they held a
position in their respective churches that was, on the whole, much freer and more powerful
than the one which we now occupy. Moreover the Japanese Church itself now possesses
much greater freedom to act politically than it did under the old constitution. The exercise
of this freedom raises new problems for us missionaries.
The prewar missionaries, at least the ones who worked with the older churches, worked as
officials of a foreign missionary society. They participated directly in the making of their
mission's policies and decisions. In my church today, we have no mission in Japan. We
work as foreign personnel on loan to an autonomous, indigenous church, the Nippon
Seikokai. Some of you may feel that this is a special case. Many missionaries still enjoy a
position in their own mission or denomination that superficially differs little from the
prewar model. Yet even in their case they must take account of an indigenous Christian
church that already exists in Japan. That church has more right to call itself the Christian
Church in Japan than we or our organisation. Thus any action taken by missionaries always
remains secondary to the decisions of the Japanese Church.
The scope of our action, therefore, is limited by the interests and goals of the Japanese
Church. In a given situation these may not be identical with our own, which will face us
with a dilemna. We have come to Japan to serve--or at least to work alongside--an
indigenous church whose autonomy we are bound to respect. What do we do if that church
decides on a course of action that clashes with the interests of the missionary, or of the
country to which the missionary belongs? Ordinarily the answer would simply be that we
follow our conscience and decide one way or the other.
2l
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But the situation is still more complicated. If, for instance, an American missionary should
decide to take a stand in opposition to his Japanese brother, he would have to remember
that, in the eyes of the Japanese, his stand would represent something much bigger than his
own individual conscience. Although he personally may act as a servant of the Japanese
church, he also represents by his national allegiance a powerful foreign nation. That
particular power at present supports, through the Mutual Security Treaty, a conservative and,
at times repressive, government in Japan. Many Japanese Christians find themselves today
called to fight against the injustice of this very government, which they have a perfect right
as Christians and as Japanese to do. The point is that in doing so they will almost
undoubtedly clash with U.S. foreign policy as well.
Even when the missionary is not American, he symbolises for Japanese a power of which
he may not even be conscious. Among older Japanese Christians the memory of an
autocratic and quasi-colonial mission board, whose directives often treated Japanese
converts as second-class Christians, influences their attitude toward all missionaries, even
today. The humiliation remembered from that time is associated in Japanese minds with all
types of imperialism so that even yet the foreign missionary is thought of, even by his own
fellow Christians, as a representative of a dominating political power. How is the
missionary going to act then? If he acts unthinkingly, motivated by emotion rather than
reason, he may find himself pushed into serving his own Caesar in opposition to the Church
of God in Japan.
As you may imagine, I know of no easy solutions to this dilemna. All I can do is to tell you
of a few cases in which missionaries have found it possible to participate in meaningful
political action and leave you to judge whether or not you would have agreed with their
approach.
Without doubt three of the biggest problems that have faced the Japanese people since the
end of World war 11 have been the question of nuclear arms, the Mutual Security Treaty,
and the war in Vietnam. As the present student unrest is associated with all three of these
problems, I do not feel compelled to treat it separately. I myself have had the privilege at
one time or another of serving with both Japanese Christians and fellow missionaries on the
executive of Gensuikyo before that body fell apart into opposing factions.22 This type of
action seems most satisfactory because it represents joint action between missionaries and
indigenous Christians who can cooperate in a mutually acceptable project.
When missionaries belonging to the British Commonwealth petitioned the government in
England to stop testing nuclear weapons on Christmas Island
_______________
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Gensuikyoo -- The Japan Council against Atomic and Hydrogen Bombs.
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in 1957, their action received nationwide notice.23 In press interviews they were able to
tell why, as Christian believers, they had taken this stand. This second type of action
represents a situation in which missionaries act independently in the cause of humanity and
out of sympathy with their Japanese brothers to pressure their own government. Similar
types of project have more recently been carried out by American Missionaries. Some have
organised protest marches against Vietnam to the U. S. Embassy. Others have concentrated
on study and analysis through the Council on Asian Policies. The experience gained,
whether by study or by action, not only helps fulfil their responsibility as Christian citizens
of their own country, but also gives them insight into similar questions which trouble their
fellow Christians in Japan.
5. What can we do today?
In conclusion, I would like to state quite simply certain directions in which this4 study has
led me to believe any one of us can move today.
1. We can try to understand the local political situation better. We need to study and analyse,
not only the religious and social situation as a means to more efficient evangelism, but also
politics as well. Otherwise we are liable to panic in a crisis and act out of ignorance and for
the wrong reasons. For instance, we are all put off by the amount of violence and downright
rudeness in the student movement. These characteristics have overflowed from secular
society into.the churches themselves, as evidenced by the recent troubles in the Kyodan
(United Church of Christ). Our natural reaction is to oppose such tactics and to feel hostility
for those who practise them. But Ian MacLeod and Jim Phillips have shown us the true
course the missionary should follow.24 To understand need not mean that we necessarily
have to condone, but it will help us not to react in an ignorantly self-justifying or fearful
manner.
Analysis will further help us to understand where we can participate, and also where we
ought not to interfere. Because of the special position we occupy as postwar foreign
missionaries, we need to be able to distinguish these alternatives carefully.
2. We can recognise the right of Japanese Christians to act politically. As citizens of this
country it is their democratic duty. For instance, some of us were able to see why Christians
had to oppose the bill to establish the Yasukuni Shrine, because that was a clear case of the
constitutional right to religious freedom. But we were less clear about why they should
become involved in such questions as the opposition to renewal of the Mutual Security
Treaty, or Expo '70. Neither of these
_______________
23 See, for example, Asahi Shimbun, April 12, 1957, and English Mainichi, April 20, 1957.
24 What is it that the Students are Really Saying?" Supplement to Christian Activity News, Tokyo, October
1969, and "A Seminary in Transition," mimeographed for private circulation, Tokyo, November 1969.
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seemed to bear much direct religious reference. Analysis will show us that they are being
motivated--just as St. Paul was with the Macedonian slave girl--by a question of human
rights. Those problems are just as important for them as Christians as the right to vote was
for our forebears, or the race problem is for us.
Analysis will show us that much deeper issues are involved in the present controversies
than the immddiate issues themselves. The establishment of a democratic state in Japan
following 1945 left many questions to be worked out before this country could become a
truly modern society. This is now being done, and a certain amount of pain and disorder is
inevitable. Similarly with the church, the tension regarding the Christian Pavilion reflects
more deeply rooted problems that have to be solved if the church is to become a mature and
healthy Christian community.
3. We can act as responsible citizens of our own nations. Because much of the tension in
Japan today issues from a situation that directly concerns only Japanese, we may at times
feel left out of the action, on the sidelines. But we are not thereby excused from
involvement in the politics of our own countries. Many of us cannot vote while we are in
Japan. But, as we have seen, we still have a wide choice of alternative action. It may even
be that God is today calling us back to our own lands to make our Christian witness there.
We can use the experience we have gained in Japan to work--in partnership with our
Japanese brothers in their country--for a society that will better mirror the aims of the
Kingdom of God.
Gotemba,
January 6, 1970,
The Feast of the Showing of Christ to the Gentiles.
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CRITIQUE OF
THE CHURCH'S APPROACH TO POLITICAL ISSUES
KARL KARPA
Christians have been looking on the scenes of disruption and discord, student violence and
government callousness, wondering, and fretting about his role in a world which seems to
be bypassing the Church. Our paper seeks to show us just how the Church has been, and
should be, involved with politics. If politics is the cooperative, communal activity of man
through which he lives, and achieves a truly human kind of existence, then the Christian
should be very much involved. The Christian is involved with the total life of man, as
illustrated by Christ's story of the man being visited in prison.
This involvement is grounded in the scripture, both the Old and New Testaments. It is
stated in terms of Christ's confrontation with the religious leaders of his day, setting forth
the two realms of the Christian's life, Caesar's and God's. This theme is reflected throughout
the paper as it explores the political attitudes of Christians through the ages, ranging from
the denial of any allegiance to society (Christ opposed to Culture), to the opposite extreme
of identifying God with the current social system. These extremes, with three intermediary
stages, are enlarged upon through the history of the Church as it pertains to Japan. Our
writer has dealt with the issues involved, and the background of the Church's position
through the ages admirably, with some feeling, seeing everything In a political relationship.
Our modern dilemma seems to be; how is the Christian going to approach the knotty issues
facing him today? Some would have him run out and join the demonstrators, while others
would tell him to go to his room and pray, and leave the world to God. The paper closes
with three suggestions for the Christian to follow, Involving understanding, analysis, and
recognition for the Japanese to act as he sees his responsibility. Then we are told to act as
responsible cttizens of our own countries.
Perhaps some would like to question his assumption, that Christianity is concerned with
politics. If he is concerned, then in what manner should he be, and to what degree? Our
paper mentioned two ways in which one could be concerned. The first is that the Christian
missionary exerts much influence through the message he brinss, and in this way political
action springs forth from the convert. This has happened in many instances in Japan.
Another is the pressure a missionary, or groups of missionaries can bring upon their own
governments as citizens, which is their right and duty. Also, just what is the role of the
missionary with regard to the national Church?
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THE JAPANESE CHRISTIAN AND RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
James M. Phillips
Because of limitations in both time and background, this paper will attempt only to suggest
an approach to some of the problems of religious freedom faced by Japanese Christians,
The viewpoint will be primarily that of the groups which have gone up to make the Nihon
Kirisuto Kyodan (the United Church of Christ in Japan), and even that coverage will be far
from comprehensive. I hope that those who do not find their viewpoints covered in this
analysis will be indulgent with the writer's limitations.

I. THE METHOD OF APPROACH TO THE PROBLRM

The categories for analysis which will be used in this paper are those of H. Richard
Niebuhr's Christ and Culture (N.Y.s Harper, 1951). In that important study, you will recall,
Niebuhr analyzed five types of relationships between Christ and culture which have
developed throughout Christian history and experience. By way of review, these five types
are the followings
(1) The "Christ against Culture" positions This is the prophetic view, expressed scripturally
in I John and Revelation, and in Christian history by such diverse writers as Tertullian and
Tolstoy, that human "culture" is totally opposed to Christ. Therefore the sole relationship
that a Christian can have to culture is to oppose it with ut any reservations.
(2) The "Christ of Culture" positions This is precisely the opposite view, suggested by the
Gnostics and Luke's Gospel, that certain aspects of human culture are indeed the complete
and full expression of Christian faith. This viewpoint was developed by Albrecht Ritschl
and can be seen, for instance, in the many varieties of "Culture-Protestantism."
(3) The "Christ above Culture" positions This is the view, contained in Matthew's Gospel
and developed by Clement of Alexandria and Thomas Aquinas, that there is a gap between
culture and faith, but that the latter is in some sense the fulfillment of the former, through a
process whereby grace fulfills but does not abolish nature.
(4) The "Christ and Culture in paradox" positions This position attempts to maintain a
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tension between the claims of faith and those of culture, viewing them neither in
complementary nor in antagonistic fashion, but as existing somehow in dynamic and
paradoxical tension. Paul's writings have furnished the Scriptural basis for this school, and
Luther may be seen as one of its chief exponents in Christian history.
(5) The "Christ transforming culture" positions This viewpoint derives from Matthew, Paul,
and the Fourth Gospel, and has found exponents in such writers as St. Augustine, Calvin,
and F. D. Maurice. They attempt to show that Christian faith does not adopt a wholly
negative or positive position toward culture, but seeks rather to transform it into something
other than what it is.
As a kind of historical footnote, H. Richard Niebuhr once commented that virtually all
readers of his book, whether they be fundamentalists or Thomists or Unitarians, tended to
find themselves within the fifth category, that of "Christ transforming culture." Needless to
say, the readers had different things in mind when they used the word "culture," and when
they thought of how it ought to be "transformed."
Furthermore, by way of analysis, we may suggest that the form of these five categories is
not exclusively Christian, but may be applied to other religions as well. In the case of Japan,
where it may be difficult to separate Shinto and Buddhist elements in traditional Japanese
religiosity, it may be possible to use these same categories to explain the relationships
between what may be called "Buddha-Kami" and culture.
For instance, the "Buddha-Kami of Culture" position would refer to the attempts of Shinto
and Buddhist exponents to view their faith as somehow embodying the fullness of Japanese
culture, and in some sense of world culture as well. The "Buddha-Kami above Culture"
position does not view culture as having a fixed nature but rather an evolving one, out of
which the fullness of the "Buddha-Kami" identity emerges. These are the two principal
relationships between religion and culture which have emerged in Japanese history. The
categories of paradox and transformation have been used also, but they are primarily
variations of emphasis of the other two basic types. Japanese culture has been able to live
with all sorts of paradoxes, but has rarely used the category of paradox itself to explain its
religious development. And religion has been such an adjunct of culture that culture has
served to transform religion rather than the other way around. The only position of the give
which is noticeably absent in traditional Japanese culture is a "Buddha-Kami against
Culture" position.
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While some things have been said that sound like this position, in truth there has been such
a close identification of religion and culture in Japan that this viewpoint is almost
inconceivable to a Japanese.
Let it also be said parenthetically that we are not forgetting the vast majority of the
Japanese people who profess agnosticism or indifference toward any religion. The
"Buddha-Kami" ethos is apt to be quite alive in them, even though in a form that might not
readily be categorized as "religious."
II. RELIGIOUS FREEDOM IN JAPAN BEFORE 1945

The Meiji, Taisho, and early Showa eras saw virtually all of the five "Christ and Culture"
positions developed among the Christians of Japan. All five were to some extent present
among the early missionaries from overseas, and also among the early Japanese Christians
themselves. (See Cyril H. Powles, "Foreign Missionaries and Japanese Culture in the Late
Nineteenth Century," in The Northeast Asia Journal of Theology, September 1969). To be
sure, the "Christ against Culture" approach was a minor motif, and found hardly any readier
acceptance in Japan than had the "Buddha-Kami against Culture" motif before it. Yet
among these many viewpoints, there were two which played an important role among the
groups which have gone to make up the Kyodan. During the Meiji era the "Christ of
Culture" position played a dominant role among some groups, especially among those in
the Kumiai tradition who believed that Japan was on the verge of becoming "a Christian
nation." But when the likelihood of this waned, most Christian groups came to adopt
variations of the "Christ transforming Culture" position.
According to Christians of the transformist persuasion, Japanese culture was recognized as
having deep and abiding values which God had bestowed upon it through creation, but
these values needed to be transformed through the grace-filled and quickening power of the
Gospel so that they could develop and grow into Christ. Hence, the Christian schools,
churches, and social work institutions were seen as the primary agents in this important
work of cultural transformation. While there were some Japanese Christians who,either in a
burst of pious jingoism or under pressure from the nationalists, were ready to affirm that
Japanese culture Just as it was embodied the goals of Christian faith, most Japanese
Christians held to the necessity of a process of transformation.
While Japanese Christians were attempting to work out their relationships between faith
and culture, the traditional Japanese religions were attempting to come to grips with the
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problem on their own terms. After a century of Catholic "Kirishitan" work had been
seemingly wiped out in the fires of persecution, the traditional religions had for over two
hundred years enjoyed a virtual "BuddhaKami of Culture" position. When efforts to prevent
the reintroduction of Christianity failed, and the Japanese government began to allow a
measure of religious freedom, the traditional religions had to reconsider their position.
Some of them never gave up the "Buddha-Kami of Culture" position, but simply waited for
a more opportune time to stress their point. But for most Japanese adherents of the
traditional religions, there evolved under the impact of the introduction of Christianity what
might be called a "Buddha-Kami above Culture" position. This viewpoint was willing to
grant to the dynamisms of modern culture a certain autonomy, but only in order that they
might become effective expressions of a new "Buddha-Kami" ethos, as yet undefined.
What happened here may be explained by way of contrast with the Hinayana or Theravadan
Buddhism of Southeast Asia, for instance, where until the 19th century societies
experienced neither cultural nor religious changes of any significant sort. The role of
Buddhism in places like Burma, Ceylon and Thailand was therefore to maintain its
sameness in perpetuity, just as the cultures of these countries maintained their sameness. It
was an unchanging "Buddha of Culture" relationship. But such has not been the case in
Northeast Asia, where the cultures of China, Korea, and Japan have been subject to
significant change, and their Mahayana Buddhists discovered that they had to keep
changing also. Thus in Japan, Shinto and Buddhist believers came to accept a measure of
cultural change, and hoped to discover a new identity as a result. This was what the
"Buddha-Kami above Culture" position amounted to. Let us see how this was exemplified
in two important documents on religious freedom from the Meiji era.
The Meiji Constitution, introduced in 1890, contained the famous Article 28, "Japanese
subjects, within the limits not prejudicial to peace and order, and not antagonistic to their
duties as subjects, shall enjoy freedom of religious belief."
On the face of it, this provision of the .Meiji Constitution seems to promise freedom of
religion, and many Japanese Christians from that day to this have accepted it as such. A few
years ago I had a conversation with a Japanese Christian scholar who had grown up in the
Meiji era, and who was reflecting on this article in the Meiji Constitution. In his opinion, it
granted all that could be asked in regard to freedom of religion. But upon closer inspection,
it is clear that the right to freedom of religion is set within the framework of specified limits,
and those limits are to be spelled out and enforced by purely administrative action. In other
words, it was left up to the administrative branch of the Japanese government to determine
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what religion was, and what the duties of Japanese subjects are which circumscribe their
religious freedom.
The same sort of thing happens in the Imperial Rescript on Education, also released in 1890,
where it is said& "Always respect the Constitution and observe the laws& should
emergency arise, offer yourselves courageously to the State, and thus guard and maintain
the prosperity of our Imperial Throne, coeval with heaven and earth." In this fashion, the
Imperial Throne was declared "coeval" -- that is, of the same age or duration - with heaven
and earth, which Shinto mythology alone could vouch for. Thus the Shinto ethos in its very
crucial political aspect was declared to be above and beyond both religion and culture.
One may trace the development of this "Buddha-Kami above Culture" position in
succeeding years, through the Meiji era conflicts over the teaching of religion in the schools,
to the pre-World War II issue about the participation of Christians in state Shinto
ceremonies.. The process was a long and involved one, and Christians often found
themselves compromised in regard to their acceptance of the government's position. (See,
for instance, Chapter 6 of John M, L. Young, The Two Empires in Japan, Tokyos Bible
Times Press, 1959.)
During this period, Japanese traditional religions were developing the implications of what
Dr. Joseph Kitagawa has called an "Immanental Theocracy." (See Joseph M. Kitagawa,
Religion in Japanese History, N.Y.i Columbia University Press, 1966.) The foundations for
this position had been laid in the Tokugawa era and before, but the imperial office in the
Meiji era finally inherited the charismatic position. Buddhist, Shinto, and even Christian
groups all had their share in developing the "Buddha-Kami above Culture" viewpoint. This
position affirmed that what Japanese culture traditionally affirmed to be the truth about man
and society was beyond the realm of religion, and lay in an area toward which the whole of
Japanese culture aspired. Its embodiment must be created afresh with each new generation
out of new materials, but in a traditional form. Symbolic of this are the Ise Shrines, for
instance, which must be rebuilt every twenty years by each new generation out of its own
resources, but always according to the ancient pattern. Furthermore, no ordinary person can
enter the inner precincts of the shrine itself but can only glimpse its rooftops from afar,
leaving it to the Imperial Family, the Prime Minister, and the Chief Priests to approach its
innermost mysteries.
Let us retrace, then, the steps taken by Japanese Christians down to 1945. In the face of the
"Buddha-Kami above Culture" position, the Christian groups which started out with a
"Christ of Culture" viewpoint patterned after that of Western Christendom gradually
developed a "Christ transforming Culture" position. Then in the 1930's, as the increasing
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pressures of Japanese nationalism and militarism came to be felt, the Christians moved to a
"Christ and Culture in paradox" position. These Christians came to feel that dialectical
theology, particularly in its Barthian form, enabled them by the use of the categories of
paradox and dialectical tension to maintain their integrity against the increasing pressures
of nationalism. (See Charles Germany, Protestant Theologies in Modern Japan, Tokyo* ISR,
1965.)
What was the significance of religious freedom in Japan, then, in the period before 1945?
For all groups it was, so to speak, an "interim ethic," For the Japanese Christian, religious
freedom even with its limitations granted him an interim period during which he could
endeavor to maintain the paradoxical claims of Christ's lordship in the midst of a society
which was also making insistent claims about its own ultimate sovereignty. For the
Japanese government, however, religious freedom merely provided an interim period in
which the various contributions of the different religious and other groups could be
garnered for the realization of a national spirit which was above religion itself, toward
which Japanese culture had been aspiring throughout all the ages.
III. RELIGIOUS FREEDOM IN JAPAN SINCE 1945

Japan's defeat in World War II spelled the collapse of the hope that the "Immanental
Theocracy" of the Japanese tradition was about to be, or had been realized. The entire
"Buddha-Kami above Culture" program was thrown into disarray for a considerable period,
and had to be reformulated, so to speak, in the face of new facts.
Meanwhile, Japan's new Constitution, promulgated in 1951, contains these stipulations in
Article 201 "Freedom of religion is guaranteed to all. No religious organization shall
receive any privileges from the State, nor exercise any political authority. No person shall
be compelled to take part in any religious acts, celebration, rite, or practice. The State and
its organs shall refrain from religious education or any other religious activity."
These provisions have given the general guidelines under which religious freedom has been
observed in Japan since 1945. On the side of the Japanese government, whatever the
practices that may have been observed on the local level, there was at the official level a
neutrality toward religion, which has made possible a greater measure of freedom of
religion than at any other time in Japanese history, or for that matter, in the history of
almost any nation.
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In the period since 1945, Japanese Christian groups -- and in particular those in the Kyodan
-- continued to maintain the "Christ and culture in paradox' position which they had
developed in the difficult period leading up to World War II. This was the case even though
many of the statements made by the church were extremely critical of the government. This
continued to be the case until October 1966. That month may be taken as a kind of turning
point, for it was then at its 25th Anniversary General Assembly in Osaka that the Kyodan,
under its newly-elected moderator, the Rev. Masahisa Suzuki, passed a "Confession of
Responsibility During World War II," which said, among other thingss "The Church, as 'the
light of the world' and as 'the salt of the earth' should not have aligned itself with the
militaristic purpose of the government [during World War II].... Now, with deep pain in our
heart we confess this sin, seeking the forgiveness of our Lord, and from the churches and
our brothers and sisters of the world, and in particular of Asian countries, and from the
people of our own country...."
In his address to the General Assembly upon this occasion, Moderator Suzuki called upon
the church to end the "parallelism" which had bedevilled the church's relations with society,
and to affirm anew the sovereignty of Christ. Put in terms of our analysis, he was calling
for a shift of emphasis away from the "Christ and Culture in paradox' position, toward a
new statement of the "Christ transforming Culture" standpoint.
Those who are familiar with the Kyodan's recent history will know that this change of
emphasis suggested by Pastor Suzuki has not been accepted without question. Apart from
those who have endeavored to follow this course, there are some who feel that such a
change means a forsaking of the church's primary responsibility in personal evangelism,
while others feel that a far more ideological course needs to be followed. It must be said
that the untimely death of Masahisa Suzuki in July 1969 has caused a hiatus in the vision
which he had for the Kyodan.
In the meantime, the gradual reassertion of the "BuddhaKami above Culture" position of
traditional Japanese religion has been taking place in Japanese society. Even though many
Christians are prepared to deal with it in the forms which they remembered in the 1930's
and 40's, the phenomena have now reappeared in quite different forms. It is said that
generals are always preparing to fight the last war. In similar fashion, Japanese Christians
may be preparing to defend themselves against "Immanental Theocracy" in the forms in
which they previously encountered this danger. But the issues of late have taken many
different shapes. Within the scope of this paper, we can do no more than to list some of the
issues that have arisen in recent years, and the basic problems for freedom of religion that
are posed by them.
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(a) The debate about "The Image of the Ideal Man" (Kitai sareru Ninaenzo) in 1965 (See
Joseph J. Spas, Christianity Encounters Japan, Tokyo, Oriens Institute, 1968, pp. 121-139),
How far can the government attempt to define "the image of the ideal man" sought by the
Japanese educational system, without engaging in subtle forms of quasi-religious
indoctrination?
(b) The controversy over February 1 as "National Foundation Day," known in prewar times
as Kigensetsu, Is there an attempt to make this day, with its close associations with Shinto
mythology and nationalistic propaganda, an occasion for quasi-religious educational efforts
at present?
(c) The Yasukuni Shrine Protection Bill (See Prof. Yoshiaki Iisaka, "The Yasukuni Shrine
Issue," Japan Harvest, Fall 1969), can it be constitutional for the government to declare the
activities of this Shinto shrine for the commemoration of the nation's war dead as
"non-religious", and therefore of national significance for all Japanese?
(d) Proposals for special status for the Ise Shrines, etc., If the Yasukuni Shrine is
nationalized, can there be any reason to deny national status to other religious institutions
such as the Ise Shrines, which perform functions which are declared to be national in
character?
(e) School textbooks and ethics courses, Is the state trying to use such prescribed school
curricula as instruments for quasireligious propagandization?
(f) The Christian Pavilion at Expo '70, Does the participation of Christian groups in this
government-sponsored exposition constitute a break in the constitutional separation of
religion and the state, and the abandonment by the churches of their prophetic responsibility
toward society?
(g) The activities of Soka Gakkai and Komeito$ Are there attempts, through constitutional
means, of religious groups to pave the way for the eventual abrogation of the constitutional
separation of religion and the state?
Rather than going further into the details of the issues listed here -- and there are many
more similar issues which have arisen, or which win come up in the future -- we shall
attempt to raise a theological query about all such issues, and then to conclude with a
practical suggestion.
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IV. A THEOLOGICAL QUERY
One of the basic theological difficulties which has been suggested by the historical analysis
given above is that Japanese Christians have not been able to come to a theological
evaluation of Japanese culture itself. In other parts of the world where there has not been a
strong religious-cultural tradition present, the existing culture has often been swept aside
and been in effect replaced by the Christian and non-Christian forces which have brought
about its transformation. It goes without saying that this has not been solely beneficial for
the people involved. In Japan, however, there has been a strong cultural tradition that has
proved highly resistant to attempts to "transform" it.
We have also seen how religious freedom has had a different significance for Japanese
Christians and for those in the Buddha-Kami tradition. For both sides, religious freedom
has been a kind of "interim ethic," a means of buying time. For Japanese Christians,
religious freedom provided them time for the attempt to transform traditional Japanese
culture into "Christian culture," or when this no longer seemed feasible, religious freedom
would make possible at least a few gaps within the web of Japanese culture in which they
could survive, and make their witness in a paradoxical way to Japanese society.
But for the Japanese Buddha-Kami tradition -- and the vast majority of Japanese, who
profess indifference to all religions are at least "latent" members of this group, in the
Tillichian sense -religious freedom has had quite another significance. It has bought time in
order to enable Japanese culture to evolve in new ways, so that new expressions of the
"Buddha-Kami above culture" could emerge.
If Japanese Christians are to come to grips with this predicament, strenuous efforts must be
made to come to a theological evaluation of Japanese culture itself. Of course there have
been many attempts to do this, but they have focussed on particular aspects of tha culture
and not on its entirety. Thus, Roman Catholics have viewed traditional Japanese culture in
Thomist fashion, as a realm of nature which has only to be infused with some elements of
supernatural grace in order to be transformed. Japanese Protestants have sometimes tended
to place a high evaluation on such Japanese ethical virtues as loyalty and industry, in the
hopes of transforming them toward new goals. If there has been a shortcoming in both
approaches, it may have been in the tendency to overlook the religious dynamics of the
culture itself, in its capacity to produce new forms of religious awareness, and new issues
for a religious ethos to unravel.
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IV. A PRACTICAL SUGGESTION

The suggestion which follows in some sense springs out of our theological query. It may be
seen as an attempt to call forth some of the best efforts of the present Japanese
constitutional tradition, in defense of religious freedom.
All too often in the post-1945 era when issues about religious freedom have arisen, church
bodies simply made them the subject of resolutions, petitions, marches, and demonstrations.
Protesting in such ways may have provided emotional outlets for their participants, but
their practical effects on public policy may have been minimal.
Is there another way? One method might be to resort to the courts in Japan, through test
cases, to find out whether specific actions which are felt to endanger religious liberty might
not be unconstitutional. For instance, when a public figure participates in an official way in
a ceremony at Yasukuni Shrine, instead of the churches being content with issuing protests,
should they not be willing to sponsor a test case in the courts that maintains that such
conduct constitutes a breach of Article 20 of the Japanese Constitution? The courts might
indeed decide against such an attempt, or manage to evade the issue, but this procedure
ought to be tried and tried again with all vigor. The history of religious freedom in the
United States, for instance, has been punctuated by decisions of the Supreme Court which
have given guidelines -- some helpful and some needing further clarification -- about
religious freedom. (For instance, see Joseph Tassman, The Supreme Court on Church and
State, N.Y.s Oxford University Press, 1962.)
We may conclude by saying that the outcome of some of these issues concerning religious
freedom may have considerable significance not only for the Japanese, but for people in
many parts of the world. Surely this is an area where theological creativity and practical
acumen in the service of a winsome faith in Jesus Christ can provide help for one of the
most pressing problems of our times.
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CRITIQUE OF
"THE JAPANESE CHRISTIAN AND RELIGIOUS FREEDOM"
Harold Sims

One of the very interesting things about this paper is the way Dr. Phillips has carried over
the familiar categories from H. Richard Niebuhrts "Christ and Culture" into the relations
between the Buddhist-Kami concepts and forces and Japanese culture. I thought it was a
particularly astute observation he made that the Buddha-Keiii groups have used the
post-war period of religious freedom as a time to recover and reformulate their "above
culture" approach.
Also, I think the practical suggestion at the end of this paper deserves very special mention
and our careful attention. I would not want Kirisuto-kyo to become "the Madalyn Murray
of Japan," making a court case out of every minor incident. But I definitely think that this
idea of taking important questions connected with religious freedom to the courts is a most
valuable and practical way of expression and action for a minority group such as
Christianity in Japanese society.
I am sure we will avoid letting our discussion turn into a condemnation of the Japanese
Christians. for not understanding or striving for religious freedom in past years, The
Japanese are not here, and perhaps it is too hard for us to understand the pressures they face.
However, I am sure any comment or experience that would help us to understand the
problem would be appreciated.
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JAPANESE CHRISTIANS AND PEACE CONSTITUTION
Bartholomew K. Takeuchi
I
The topic given to me needs to be analysed in three phases before I go on to discuss it. That
is because I think there are very important factors to be understood in this short title. The
first one is "Peace Constitution".
I believe that this "Peace Constitution" means the Japanese Constitution. But I doubt any
country that has a constitution would justify a war or its equivalent in its constitution; rather,
I think, it would appeal to peace, order and justice without an exception. In this sense, any
constitution existing could be called a peace constitution. At this point, you may rapidly
point out that the Japanese one is the only constitution in the world rightly called in that
way, because of its Article 9 which reads "Aspiring sincerely to an international peace
based on justice and order, The Japanese people forever renounce war as a sovereign right
of the nation and the threat or use of force as means of settling international disputes. 2. In
order to accomplish the aim of the preceding paragraph, land, sea, and air forces, as well as
other war potential, will never be maintained. The right of belligerency of the state will not
be recognized." Yet I do not believe a country claims in its constitution the use of forces as
means of settling international disputes but of defending itself from a threat of being
invaded or attacked from outside. In Japan, too, the problem of defending itself has been
one the main issues in the public arguments.
Secondly, it is "Japanese Christian". I would like to understand this term as meaning a
Christian in Japan who finds his way of responsibility and contributions to his immediate
neighbors following the universal ordinances taught in the Holy Scriptures. He was born in
Japan and was brought up in a _particular culture, and yet he tries to live under that
universal law.
Thirdly, it must be pointed out that since the terms "Christian" and "Peace" have a universal
meaning, the topic cannot be limited to the context of the Japanese political situation. This
is, in fact, supported by the Japanese Constitution in its Preamble; that is, "... no nation is
responsible to itself alone, but that laws of political morality are universal; and that
obedience to such laws is incumbent upon all nations who would sustain their own
sovereignty and justify their sovereign relationship with other nations."
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II
The Constitution of Japan was issued on November 3, 1946, about a year after our
surrender to the Allied Forces led by General MacArthur. The devastated and completely
defeated Japanese people at that time were so far away from a principle of
self-determination that they did not know what to do with themselves. Giving up was a
common feeling among people. However, they did not give up one thing, that is, a deep
anti-war feeling. They realised in the strongest sense that war was evil, even a so-called just
or holy war. Apart from the scholarly arguments, people were keenly aware of the fact that
there had never been a, just war supported by a national principle of self-defense. Therefore,
as a reflection of a common feeling among people, the new constitution was accepted
unanimously at the Diet, except the communist opposition, and. was welcomed
wholeheartedly by the Japanese.
In fact, Japan had been in a state of war since the beginning of the twentieth century, so at
the surrender and when the occupation took place, there could not be found a bit of desire
for rearmament, for the Japanese were completely exhausted and no one could dream of
preparing for a national war potential. This was a period when people were not threatened
by any kind of fear which was related to war, except a shortage of food. The new
constitution was, then, regarded as a fortress to protect the people and to promise them a
future paradise. It was the sole token of their hope. In August, 1946, in the special
committee to draw up the constitution, a communist leader, Sanzo Nosaka, questioned then
Prime Minister, the late Shigeru Yoshida, insisting that a defensive war to protect the nation
against imperialistic invasions was a just war. We must not, therefore, forsake all wars. To
this Yoshida answered, "Many wars in the past have been engaged in under the reason of
rightful self-defense. Whatever reasons there may be a war should not be engaged in.
Moreover, if we admit a reason of self-defense it will easily open up a wider way for total
war. So, to admit the right of self-defense is harmful itself."
However, in the early 1950s when the Korean war broke out, Japan's position in
international affairs was drastically changed. It could no longer enjoy the situation which
the new constitution might secure. Although indirectly, Japan was fully involved in that
terrible war in the Korean Peninsula. Japanese industry was reborn as a merchant of death
and boomed so that it could lay a foundation for the present thriving economy. Then the
first organization of riot police appeared and led the way to the present defense force. Japan
obviously started to rearm itself.
In July, 1949, General MacArthur declared that Japan would be an irresistable barrier
against communism. He also stressed that the Constitution of Japan did not deny its
potential right of self-defense. In March, 1951, the U.S. Security Council decided to
withdraw the ban on military weapon production in Japan. And in March, 1952, G.H.Q.
gave Japan permission for production of military goods.
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In August, 1950, the riot police, the Special Police Force Reserve was formed, and the
Police Reserve had grown into the Security Force in 1952.
As Japan's rearmament went on, a bitter argument on interpretation of the "Peace
Constitution" became a top subject of public concern. The heated debates in the Diet
between the Yoshida government and the Socialist Party, clashes between Zengakuren
students and US military police, demonstrations and strikes, all created an uneasy situation
among the people. Then the "Peace Constitution" was no longer a token of hope, but rather
a cause of opposition and antagonism. And this antagonistic situation became critical when
it was revealed that a high U.S. official suggested withdrawal of Article 9 from this "Peace
Constitution" which meant to the Japanese abolition of the constitution and at the same
time a new way to lead to another war.
Peace has to be a universal principle, and the Japanese who were blamed as a warlike
people by all the nations in the world after World War II thought that peace-loving nations
would surely support the high ideal of peace stated in the constitution. But it was apparent
that they also easily got into a war while seeking for some reasons to justify it. The
Japanese felt that they were like a child punished for beating others by being beaten.
International relationships could no longer be trusted. The very naive anti-war feeling
among the people seemed to be violated by the former Allied Powers.
As the international disputes were caused by ideological separation and oposition, so were
the arguments in Japan. The JSP and JCP were on the side of the communist countries, and
the then Yoshida government and JLP were on the US side. These two opposing political
powers, ever since, have been fighting without the slightest sign of trusting one another,
without any desire of communicating with each other, and without the least hope of
stabilizing Japan's political situation.
In such a situation, how can the young people be constructive and contribute to society? To
them, justice and order were supposed to be universal principles that all the nations had to
follow or at least to endeavor to realise without question, but the war that was going on and
the progress of Japan's rearmament were the inevitable signs that the universal principle
had never had a real power over any nation or people. Peace has become merely a beautiful
word that would justify the actions of the winner. Those who lost were always violating
peace. Those who won were the ones who love peace. This is the logic that might is
righteous not that righteousness is might. I do not think anyone could be satisfied with it.
And the young people could never be. But the churches in Japan had been staying too far
from the actual scene.
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III
Churches in Japan had a tough time during World War II. Some denominations such as
Holiness, Salvation Army, some Roman Catholics, most of Seikokai suffered from
persecutions by the government, others had to unite themselves under military control. In
any case, Christian churches were labeled unpatriotic and had to rather hide themselves
from the public, they tried to be unnoticed. When Japan forsook its destiny in 1945, and the
Allied Powers landed, it seemed to churches that, to exaggerate it, Satan's power was taken
away from shoulders of churches. The new era had begun. Freedom of faith was secured
unconditionally. Churches were free, liberated.
Although an era for churches to enjoy their freedom had come, they had a tremendous work
to be done, that is to recover from the terrible war damage. Most of the churches, especially
in urban areas, were ruins as a result of air raids. Therefore, the major and only concern of
Japanese Christians was the reconstruction of church buildings, institutions and
organizations of financial security and independence, and to revive their evangelical
ventures. It seems to me that they were too busy in working on these difficult tasks to get
involved in the socio-political situation. This attitude of the churches doing only their own
thing was a constant factor until the early 1960s. It might be said that the churches were
indifferent to socio-political affairs.
The Church, the body of Christ, has to face people in a certain society. In other words, the
Church has to be concerned with the people who surround it. Whatever it may do, people
are to be counted in its work and in its considerations and in its concern, simply because the
work of the Church, which is the extension of Christ's work on earth, is for people. And
people are always involved in social and political problems; they cannot live apart from
them. This is particularly true in contem)orary times. In all these respects, a man is a social
and political being.
Therefore, when the Church thinks of a man, it has to take into consideration the political
and social situation in which his life is going on. If it does not understand how society goes,
then, it can hardly understand him whom it wants to lave: that is, if you do not try to see a
man within a socio-political category, you cannot even love him. In this sense, when the
churches in Japan were indifferent to socio-political matters, I can hardly say that the
church loved the people but itself. I do not think that young people in churches enjoyed
such indifference. Besides, if they found unequality, injustice, disorder and violation of
peace in society, they would surely be frustrated and disappointed with the churches'
indifferent attitude to the society.
Moreover, the young people in churches who were taught about love, mercy, righteousness
and so on in sermons and at the bible study classes began to feel that there was a separation
of speech and conduct in these teachings. This feeling was aggravated by criticism made by
their friends that the churches had taught people beautiful words, but there were almost
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no positive contributions to the people. On the contrary, churches had helped reactionaries
by doing nothing. Churches, then, had become otherworldly institutions of superb
abstractness. And in such a state, Japan, in which these churches were, reached the crucial
year of 1960.
IV
Before I get into the new situation of 1960, it would be good for us to be introduced to a
full text of the Preamble to the Constitution of Japan.
"We, the Japanese people, acting through our duly elected representatives in the National
Diet, determined that we shall secure for ourselves and our posterity the fruits of peaceful
cooperation with all nations and the blessings of liberty throughout this land, and resolved
that never again shall we be visited with the horrors of war through the action of the
government, do proclaim that sovereign power resides with the people and do firmly
establish this Constitution. Government is a sacred trust of the people, the authority of
which is derived from the people, the powers of which are exercised by the representatives
of the people, and the benefits of which are enjoyed by the people. This is a universal
principle of mankind upon which this Constitution is founded. We reject and revoke all
constitutions, laws, ordinances, and rescripts in conflict herewith.
"We, the Japanese people, desire peace for all time and are deeply conscious of the high
ideals controlling human relationships and we have determined to preserve our security and
existence, trusting in the justice and faith of the peace-loving peoples of the world. We
desire to occupy an honored place in an international society striving for the preservation of
peace, and the banishment of tyranny and slavery, oppression and intolerance for all time
from the earth. We recognize that all peoples of the world have the right to live in peace,
free from fear and want.
"We believe that no nation is responsible to itself alone, but the laws of political morality
are universal; and that obedience to such laws is incumbent upon all nations who would
sustain their own sovereignty and justify their sovereign relationship with other nations.
"We, the Japanese people, pledge our national honor to accomplish these high ideals and
purposes with all our resources."
There is a very strong tone of pacifism in this Preamble, and in 1960, when revision of the
Japan-US Security Pact was proposed, it was thought by a great many people that the
pacifism of the Preamble, along with Article 9, was neglected by both the Japanese and US
governments; by Japan increasing the Self-defense Force to replace some of the US forces
and in more voluntary. commitment to the US Asian strategy, and by the US demanding
that Japan be a partner to protect East Asia from Communist infiltration.
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There was a Japan-US Security Pact even before 1960 which was concluded at San Francisco
with the Peace Treaty between Japan and the former Allied powers except Russia and other
Communisty countries. This one, the Japanese considered, was concluded without their free
consent, for Japan wanted to recover independence as soon as possible. Besides, there was the
hidden pressure of the Allied occupation forces. The Security Pact was a means to bargain on the
Peace Treaty.
The situation was changed after the Peace Treaty. The Japanese thought that now Japan could
speak up and say what it really had to say according to the principles of pacifism in the Preamble.
The Kishi government did not seem to meet the expectation of most of the Japanese, but rather it
tried to hide raw discussions between governments from the eyes and ears of the people and to
bring Japan into a situation in which it might threaten other nations in Asia by preparing stronger
land, sea and air forces. In July, 1956, Japan's National Security Council started. In April, 1957,
Prime Minister Kishi said that Nuclear weapons could be maintained but within the category of
the right of self-defense.
While the government stopped observing the Peace Constitution, especially after the revision of
the treaty, people became more and more articulate in a movement for preservation of Peace
Constitution. Around the time of the ratification of the treaty, this consciousness broke into a
mass movement, making a petition to the Diet not to ratify the treaty but to annihilate it. People,
including Zengakuren students, at that time still trusted in the so-called Parliamentary
democracy.
When the ratification was passed by the party in power alone and the petition was totally
neglected and Zengakuren students' radical actions were stopped by the Opposition parties, The
deepest feeling of defeat came to those who participated in the mass movement. The defeatism
that overshadowed the people brought on some sad results: Distrust of the Parliamentary
democracy in which people could have made their voices heard through their representatives in
the Diet, distrust of the political actions of professionals such as political parties that should work
for the people, adherence to violence as a means of realization of assertions and moreover,
indifference to the Peace Constitution that seemed to degenerate into a mere pile of beautiful
words. The young people feel that adults or people who are responsible in society say one thing
and do another or say one thing and do nothing.
The 1960s in Japan, thus, have been a period when such distrust and indifference have grown
increasingly serious and become violent actions. The University problem, the birth of Beheiren
(Beheiren stands for Citizens' League for Peace in Vietnam. This very loosely organized group
has been attracting many people who have lost their trust in any existing political powers. This
may be called the New Left.), actions of the Sokagakkai, violent, radical anti-war demonstrations
are some of its results. It must be noted that disappointment in the Peace Constitution created a
deep sense of anarchy among the young. And recognizing that Japan is now in a state of war,
anti-war actions are more meaningful than simply upholding Peace Constitution.
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V
It is difficult for us to answer the question of where Japanese Christians should be in such a
situation, especially for 1970. At the last general election, the government party won a
landslide victory and JSP had to retire far from power, while other opposition parties either
got more seats or stayed the same. This situation in the Diet may accelerate the political
complexity of the coming year and the future. It is, however, assured that the present
Japan-US Security Pact will be extended without any alteration. If no one proposes any
change or ammendment of the Pact at the Diet, then nothing will happen this June. It may
be that there will be no particular disturbance on the streets, if no one speaks up about the
treaty. This is utterly unbelievable.
The Sate-Nixon talks in Washington last November disclosed that there will be a kind of
danger for Japan that it may be more easily involved in war in Korea or in the East China
Sea area. The high universal ideals of the peace constitution seem to be denied both
nationally and internationally; the JCP has hinted that if they got power there might be
revision of the constitution, the LDP is studying its revision on more likely conditions. No
other party has been affirmative for revision, but the policy they have made public suggests
at least reconsideration of Article 9. People are not much concerned with it. The Peace Constitution gets more nominal and cannot, it seems to me, function as it was expected to do.
Christians who are supposed to receive the Prince of Peace must have something to speak
of concerning peace. But does it mean they should become a power group to uphold the
present constitution? Or should they stand for only peace of spirit? Where can Japanese
Christians locate themselves? Where should they be?
Firstly, Japanese Christians are definitly Japanese citizens. If there should be a war in which
Japan is involved, Japanese Christians would surely suffer from it. There is no distinction
between Christians and non-Christians: they are all in the same boat. Since they are
members of Japanese society, they must have a responsibility for the well-being of the
society as other people have, and consequently they mmoat-speak up and act as responsible
citizens should do. And secondly, though they share the same destiny with other citizens,
they have to be people who deeply understand what the high universal ideals mentioned in
the constitution really mean, and know how to realize them, according to the essential
teaching of Jesus. Christians are called for their prophetic function. Possible or not possible,
that is the mission in this time of history. Thirdly, they have to raise basic or radical
questions, (as college students have been doing) and at the same time they themselves have
to try to answer them, based upon the biblical principles. Fourthly, they must bring these
capacities with them, and must join the existing citizens' movements and actions or start
some new movements that may include other citizens so that they may seek to become or
form a core group in a movement to keep up a principle and direction. Fifthly, Japanese
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Christians do not have to try to uphold the constitution. Rather, they should try to live in
peace and love, which is really the ideal that the Peace Constitution wishes to realize.
Perhaps this is the most difficult condition for the mission of Christians all over the world.
I wish that if Christians who have citizenship in other than Japan agree to the ideals stated
in Peace Constitution and recognize they are universal, they would try to live in peace and
love as the Japanese try to, and would try to create a situation in their own countries that
would not threaten any other nations by preparing themselves for another war.
We have two daughters. Two Christmases ago, they told us that they wished Christmas
would come every day. My wife and I thought they were thinking of Christmas presents
and parties, so we asked them why. And girls of 8 and 6 answered "because there would be
no longer a war in Vietnam"; they were thinking of the Christmas cease fire in Vietnam.
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A Critical Review of Bartholomew K. Takeuchi's "Japanese
Christians and the Peace Constitution"
by
L. Gerald Fielder
Mr. Takeuchi's most intuitive presentation of various aspects of Japan's unique "peace"
constitution, particularly as related to Japanese Christians, stands out as a highly significant
component in the discussion of the theme of this 1970 Hayama Conference, the Christian
and Politics.
The paper approached the topic by analyzing its major aspects: the Peace Constitution itself,
the position of Japanese Christians, the universal aspects of both the terms Christian and
peace. The paper concluded with a treatment of the changing situation within Japan
regarding implementation of the Peace Constitution in the 1960's and the implications of
projected renewal of the Japan-U.S. Security Pact in 1970.
The speaker indicated that his approach to the topic would be a highly impressionistic one,
comparing it to a composition of Debussy. The writer of this review was reminded, rather,
of the nostalgic strains of the musical "Camelot," as the speaker referred emotionally and
wistfully to the idealism of the early years out of which the Peace Constitution (rather,
Article 9) emerged.
That there has been a wholesale revulsion among Japanese against the extremes of prewar
and wartime Japanese militarism needs no repetition. That liberal and highly intellectual
Japanese Christians have identified consistently with both pacifism and opposition
minorities in the Diet also is common knowledge. It would seem to this writer that neither
the author of this meaningful paper nor Christians in Japan in general have come to grips
with the fundamental tensions inherent in the application of the Law of Love and a
Christian perfectionistic ethic in the arena of real life. If the Law of Love demands
complete, perfect fulfilment in real life, than it would seem that the absolute renunciation of
war and force in the settlement of all disputes could be in order, both individually and
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socially. One could then extend unqualified praise to the authors of so secular a document
as the Constitution of the Japanese nation for recognizing and implementing so vital a
principle.
If, on the other hand, the Law of Love, central to a Christian ethic, is only with great
difficulty applicable to social institutions, and if it is to be interpreted as absolutely
applicable in an eschatological sense, than Article 9 of the Japanese Constitution comes to
exist in a dream world of its own creation, without relationship to reality around. If the
latter is the case, or even the former, a very real question is raised as to whether a sovereign
nation in this basically unrighteous and unjust international order, one governed by the
principles of power relationships, can actually renounce the use of arms even in
self-defense without destroying perhaps a key component of national sovereignty itself.
This writer does not fault Mr. Takeuchi for not approaching the topic from the point of view
of the above, fundamental principle; the choice of approach was his to make and in the
choice made he has shared insights which could not have been otherwise gained. This
writer does express his real regret that this fundamental question involved in the general
theme of this Conference was not referred to in major papers presented, and barely skirted
in the discussions which ensued.
Department of Economics
Seinan Gakuin University
Fukuoka City
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THE ISSUES IMPLIED BY THE SECURITY PACT
Alan N. Hoaglund
A number of keen observers of the Japanese scene have said that the U.S.-Japan Security
Treaty is the most important foreign policy issue the nation 'aces. Since it involves the
problem of Okinawa and reaches back to 1952 when the predecessOr document was signed,
and also forward to a future involving some kind of a Self-Defense Force, this subject is
one we clearly cannot avoid if we are to deal adequately with our theme, The Christian's
Responsibility in Political Affairs in Japan.
The aim:of the author here are threes 1) to develops the issues as I see them; 2) to show
how these issues and the feelings which they evoke for the Japanese people are related to
our Christian task here; and 3) to sensitize us to these matters so that in some measure at
least, we can "sit where they sit" and "feel as they feel". This last is not an easy task for any
of us, since it is all tooeasy for us to met to what we read in the newspapers with "Western
glasses" and see the issues as an American or a Canadian or a European does. The effort to
react to these matters pertaining to Japan's security as a Japanese would is clearly a part of
our task as missionaries. Paul wrote to the Corinthians (I Cor. 9:22) as follows: "So I
become all things to all men that I may save some of them by any means possible."
In order to see just what the Security Treaty has come to mean to the Japanese people, let us
trace the history of its developement briefly. The devasting experience of defeat for the
Japanese in World War II is still having its effect in the minds of the people, and it was out
of this mood of utter despair and ignominy that the Japanese started to rebuild. Thanks to
enlightened Occupation policies under McArthur and generous American assistance, the
nation was well started on its road to economic recovery by 1952. The Korean War had
broken out in 1950 and Japan suddenly became a valuable supply depot and base of operations. It was with these factors in mind that the Japanese and Americans approached the
signing of the 1952 Peace Treaty, finally formally ending World War II as far as the United
States and Japan were concerned.
Events in the world around Japan had forced a change in thinking regarding Japan's value
to the Free World. Instead of demanding as they did after the war that Japan never rearm
again, America and her antiCommunist allies now felt that it would not only be "all right"
for Japan to have a modest rearmament, but that it was something to be encouraged. To say
the least, this was confusing to the average Japanese. He had been told that Japan should
have a constitution with a "no war" clause in it, and he went along with this demand, since
he too never again wanted to experience the horrors of war. The leaders of the nation could
understand the change in thinking, but they could not, and perhaps did not desire to, urge
serious rearmament on the nation.
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To the idealistic people among Japan's millions, and particularly to the Left wing politicians,
America's attitude was very difficult, not to say impossible to understand. The first of many
anomalous situations occurs here, since we find that the Socialists and other lift-wing
groups had been greatly encouraged by the Occupation during the early years of that period.
Now they found themselves opposing almost the entire spectrum of American policy
especially regarding Japan's Security and rearmament.
The government knew that Japan was a desireable prise in the eyes of the Communist
powers in Asia, and they went along with the U.S. demand for a Security Treaty to be
signed in conjunction with the Peace Treaty. The Security Treaty was ratified in 1951 and
went into effect simultaneously with the Peace Treaty, Apr. 28, 1952. There were a number
of features which made it a target for nationalistic complaints, especially from the Left. For
example, the Treaty committed Japan to become a part of the U.S. defense system in Asia,
but nowhere did it commit the United States to defend Japan. This was rectified in the
successor treaty, but it did not help in getting the Treaty accepted by the elements inclined
to be suspicious of American motives. In addition, American troops and equipment could
be dispatched anywhere from Japan, and Japan had no say in the matter whatever. This
seemed to the Left that Japan had become a pawn in American hands, and they never
hesitated to say so.
On the other side of the political spectrum, there was an entirely different attitude. Big
businese was profiting from the Korean War and the procurement orders that came along
with i and was glad to cooperate. There was a willingness to cooperate born of the Occupation mentality, and it was easy for the Left to call this a toadying to Washington. It was
true that there were many ways in which Japan's and America's interests coincided during
this period. Japan needed economic stimulation and the war orders provided it; the U.S.
needed bases and procurement close to the front lines in Korea, and Japan was willing to
provide these. Thus the period of the first Security Treaty passed relatively uneventfully.
1960 however was to be a different story. The Left had learned how to struggle against the
government, the students too were mobilized, and in short, it was a year of disruption for
relations between Japan and the United States. The government had succeeded in changing
some of the disagreeable features of the first treaty, and were determined under Prime
Minister Kishits leadership to force passage of the Treaty. The average Japanese fears of
war and earnest desire for peace were played upon by the Opposition, almost two million
signatures on 17,300 separate petitions were obtained opposing the Security Treaty, and
countless demonstrations in the streets of Tokyo occurred. The situation was further
complicated by the disarray in the ranks of the Liberal Democratic Party. Kishi's opponents
within the party were not averse to his becoming so embarassed that he would have to step
_______________
1 Yanaga, Chitoshi, Big Business in Japanese Politics, (New Haven, Conn., Yale
University Press, 1968), p. 279.
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down as prime minister, and this further added to the confusion. The situation got worse
and worse, and even though the government forces were able to literally force the passage
of the Treaty through the Diet, Kishi and his forces suffered serious embarassment. The
visit of Pres. Eisenhower had to be cancelled and there was a serious parliamentary oasis,
the greatest since the end of World War II.
In the aftermath of the 1960 riots, it was clear that both sides had won a partial victory. The
government had succeeded in passing the Treaty which it felt was necessary for Japan's
defense, but equally important, was felt to be vital to the business interests for economic
reasons. The trading relationship with the United States had developed into a matter of
paramount importance to Big Business in Japan, and if the Security Treaty were not
approved, this relationship might be in jeopardy. In addition, this revised version of the
Treaty had provisions supporting economic cooperation between the two nations and this
was given a high valuation by the business interests. On the Left, there was cause for
modified rejoicing, since they had shown that they could mobilize large numbers of people
against government policy, and they had embarassed the government in a number of ways.
They had forced the cancellation of Eisenhower's visit and also succeeded in toppling Kishi
from power. The same events had different significance for both sides; the people who
participated in the demonstrations did so because they wanted to avoid being drawn into
war again, while to the Establishment, the demonstrations and struggle against the
government were a1 challenge to the governing class and to the power structure itself.
The period which followed 1960 was characterized by continued economic growth. Prime
Minister Ikeda, who succeeded Kishi emphasized a "low posture" and concentrated on
doubling the economic growth rate. Prosperity ensued for the Japanese people as a whole,
and many tended to forget the terrible moments of 1960. Former Ambassador Reischauer
comments regarding this period, that he felt the people had become more politically
experienced; the results of Japanese visiting abroad for study and research became more
obvious in that people seemed to be able to make subtle distinctions between the competing
claims in the political arena. China's explosion of a nuclear device was cause for much
concern in many quarters. The Japanese became more relaxed and more self-confident. 2
It seemed that the government's policy of quietly building up the Self-Defense Forces and
waiting for the people to accept the fact that Japan had to be defended in some way was
succeeding. Suddenly in 1965, the American bombing attacks on North Vietnam and the
increasing American involvement in the Vietnames situation made Japanese realize again
that they could be drawn into a war not of their own choosing. They feared that China
might retaliate by bombing Japan, or that somehow the fighting might spread to other parts
of the Far East, and it was this term 'Far East' which is used in the Security Treaty itself that
caused much alarm, since the precise definition is difficult to
_______________
1Ibid. p. 281
2Reisahauer, Edwin 0., "Our Dialogue With Japan" (Foreign Affairs, Jan. 1967) p. 217.
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formulate. Those in power do not want to be pinned down on this point, and the Opposition
delights in pointing to this as cause for doubting the government's sincerity. The Japanese
are nervous at the thought that they might be drawn into hostilities over such a wide area.
The climate since 1965 has been more rational, since the "unthinkable" has not happened,
and efforts toward a dying the tangle Vietnamese situation are continuing. In the meantime,
the economic situation has continued to improve for the Japanese people, and with this
change has come greatly increased self-confidence and more willingness to be involved in
the rest of the world. The heightened awarenemes of economic power has expressed itself
in a clear demand that Okinawa be returned to full Japanese control. At this writing, this has
been achieved, with the issuing of a joint communique by Prime Minister Sato and
President Nixon on Nov. 21st, 1969. In spite of this success, there remains a question in the
minds of many regarding the Security Treaty. It can be revised begin
ning in 1970, nr it can be abrogated by either side if one year's notice is given. The Treaty
has a different significance for each of Japan's political divisions, and it is clear that there is
no nation-wide concensus that the Treaty is clearly in Japan's favor.
THE TERMS OF THE TREATY ITSELF
Let us now turn to a brief consideration of the terms of the treaty itself. The full title of the
treaty is "Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security Between the U.S. of A. and Japan*.
As might be clear from such a title, the treaty envisions not just a military agreement, but
one with a broad scope. The character of the treaty can be divided into two aspects. One is
the specific military aspect, and within that category, the U.S. promises to regard an attack
on Japan as one constituting a danger to the U.S. Thus, the U.S. would be required by the
Treaty to act to meet tkis common danger. Japan's contribution to the allaince is to provide
the U.S. with facilities and areas in Japan which can be used by American land, air and sea
forces. At the present time, there are 149 facilities in Japan which are used by American
Forces. Of these, eight at actually large enough to be called bases, and the rest are of
smaller size. There are 80,000 American service-connected people in Japan, including
families. 40,000 Japanese nationals are employed at these facilities. At present, about 50 of
these facilities are in the process of being neg1tiiated and/or returned to Japan under the
Status of Forces agreement.
The second aspect of the Treaty which deserves mention is the more general aspect relating
to mutual cooperation. This term covers such matters as economic cooperation and
coordination of trade policies. It pledges both nations to cooperate in strengthening the
United Nations. Under these provisions, the two nations have engaged in a number of
economic collaboration meetings. The purpose here has a wider focus, but its aim is to
prevent misunderstandings, and to encourage the solving of disputes and potential conflicts
before they become serious.
_______________
1George, Scott, "The Security Treaty and U.S. Bases in Japan". (Tokyo: The Journal of
the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan, Mar. 5,1969
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Under this second aspect, the term security is given its widest possible meaning, and such
matters as political stability are included. The intent then is to show America's concern for
Japan's welfare, but this is an area that requires delicate diplomacy, since it is easy to
infringe on another's soverignity unintentionally. In this connection, America has pledged
that she will give "pria•consultation" in cases where she contemplates major changes in the
number of men stationed in Japan, or the amount or type of equipment to be brought into
Japan. This also means that Japan will be consulted in cases where combat operations are to
be started from Japan. There is a clear promise involved here that Japan's wishes will be
respected.
THE ISSUES INVOLVED

1) The first area of concern here is not really an issue, so much as it is a mood which
surrounds the whole subject of the Security Treaty in the minds of Japanese, of all political
persuasions. That is nationalism. When the word nationalism is mentioned, many are
inclined to think of an anti-foreign chauvinism, but the word should not be limited to such a
meaning. As Delmer Brown has shown in his excellent study of the subject, Nationalism in
Japan, the root meaning of the term is a kind of group loyalty. It involves one or more of
the following characteristics; geographical separatism, a common racial descent, a
r1ommon language, common or unique religious beliefs and a unified state. Not all oases of
nationalism have shown all these qualities, and just enumerating and analyzing the
elements will not completely explain nationalism in any case, but it is significant that Japan
has all of these elements in its national make-up, and it has also shown over the years, a
very virulent kind of nationalism. Many have assumed that since the war this nationalism
has disappeared, driven out by the horror of the wartime experience. Such is not the case.
Brown sees in the Japanese willingness during the Occupation to cooperate and make the
occupation successful, an echo of an old Japanese response to foreign stimulation and
contacts feelings of inferiority and a desire to learn as much as possible from the outsider.
They responded in this way to China in her earliest contacts and she did so again when the
West came to Japants doors in the mid-1800's. Now, having been humiliated by the West,
Japan drew together as one man and again sought for sources of strength for her people.
This time, the strength was to be in material things, and it was not to be had in an
anti-foreign spirit, but in cooperation with the rest of the nations. So, the form was quite
differeit, but the spirit of seeking the good of the nation was clearly present.
In the immediate post-war period, relationships between individua Americans and Japanese
were very good, since the Americans were so much
_______________
1Brown, Delmer, Nationalism in Japan (Berkeley & Los Angeles; University of Calif.
Press, 1955), pp. 5-U
2Ibid., pp. 251 ff.
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better than they had been pictured by the government propaganda during the war. But as the
seasoned veterans among the Occupation troops were replaced by young more
inexperienced men, incidents began to occur, and some of the Occupation troops began to
take a superior air toward the Japanese people. Brown indicates that there were more of
these incidents than many Americans suspected. In any event, there were enough that
Japanese sensitivities at being the defeated power were aroused, and some saw in the
administrative agreements drawn up guaranteeing the bases and the rights connected with
them to the American forces in 1952 as a new form of extra-territoriality.
While such feelings against the Americans stationed in Japan have been present in the
Japanese psyche, especially, those who must live in close proximity to the American bases,
another more general form of nationalism has shown itself in the Japanese drive for a better
standard of living and true political independence. The limited kind of re-armament, if
indeed that term should be used at all, which appeared in the National Police Reserve in
1950, was a sign of this drive for greater national prestige. This force was later strengthened and the name changed to the Self-Defense Force, but the feelings of the Japanese toward
this move remained mixed for at least the initial perieul. For many it evoked the feelings of
fear and concern that Japan might return to the days of militarism, but others saw it as a
necessary part of Japan's return to the family of nations. She must, they insisted begin to
prepare to defend herself and not depend on a foreign power to do it for her.
The most ironic form of nationalism which appeared during the postwar period was that
exhibited by the Left and particularly by the Communists. These groups had been much
encouraged in the immediate postwar period, and they soon found themselves using the
same technique which they had bitterly criticized the militarists for during the war, namely
nationalism. The militarists had suppressed the Leftists in the name of national unity, and
now the Communists were appealing to, the people in the same terms they had once found
so unpalatable. In the period when the peace treaty with the U.S. was being worked out, the
Communist Party spoke as follows: "We (Japanese) seek freedom, independence and peace.
We 80,000,000 Japanese do not want to become slaves of a foreign gountry. Our national
land has been covered by a network of military bases. Our industries and lives have been
d1stroyed. And our national pride has been completely trampled on..."
The policies of the Left, both Communist and non-Communist have emphasized the need
for Japan to be neutral in the conflict between tide great powers. But even this neutralism
has also been an expression of nationalism. In the non-aligned nations, each tries to play off
the great powers against each other to the advantage of the nation involved. In Japan, the
Left insists that the alliannce with the U.S. means that Japan is being "used" by one of the
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great powers and that she should throw off this set of shackles and be free. In both cases,
the idea of neutralism is related to the needs of the group involved in a nationalistic appeal.
One way of seeing the source of these nationalistic feelings,especially via a via the U.S. is
to trace the history of the post-war period in terms of Japan's dependence on the U.S.
Robert E. Ward has done this and he lists four jifferent ways in which Japan's dependence
on America has been bbvious. First, what he calls the institutional sense of dependence;
during the Occupation, the whole of Japanese society was scrutinized by the American
authorities with an eye to reshaping it along democratic lines. The experience could not
help being a humiliating one, even if the Japanese in question agreed with the reforms
which were made. Ward cites the fact that there have been suggestions that the Constitution
be re-written, not to change its fundamental nature, but just because of the nature of the
document as an imposed institution. A sort of belated declaration of independence is
involved" he says. 3
Secondly, there is the economic aspect to the relationship. America is Japan's most
important trading partner, and while Japan's trade is important to the U.S., America is much
more important in Japan's total trade pattern. In 1962 for example, 32.1% of Japan's exports
went to the U.S., while only 6.5% of US exports went to Japan. Thus we can see the origin
of the saying that "When the American economy sneezes, the Japanese economy gets
double pneumonia". The third dimension of this dependent relationship can be seen in the
international arena. During the Occupation period, all of Japan's relationships with the
outside world were handled thru SCAP, and even after Japan received her full autonomy
back and the peace treay was signed, she was still in need of a sponsor through which she
would be accepted back into the family of nations. The U.S. fulfilled this role, and did it
enthusiastically. Japan's participation in GATT and many of the UN-related institutions
were made possible through American insistence.
The fourth dimension is more intangible, but nevertheless real. It lies in the lack of balance
and equality in the relationship. It is easy to speak of interdependence, but when the trade
imbalance is of the nature it is, and when the security relationship is such that America has
almost unbleievable military power and Japan has very little, and when the recent history of
the two nations shows Japan receiving a great many things from America, and unable to
give much in return, it is hard to imagine that the relationship could be one of equals. One
way to trace this is to see the attention which Japanese give to events in the U.S. and
compare it with the way the U.S. pays
_______________
1. Ward, Robert E., "The Legacy of the Occupation" in The United States and Japan,
ed. by Herbert Passin (Englewood Cliffs.N.J.: Prentice Hall,Inc., 1966) pp. 42-44.
2 Ibid. p. 42
3 Ibid.
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attention only fitfully to Japanese affairs.
In support of this thesis, Hans Baerwald cites the visit of Prime Minister to Saigon in late
1967. He could have left Vietnam off the list of South East Asian nations he visited, but he
included it as a sign of recognition and support for the American involvement there. In
return, he hoped for support from Washington for the return of the Bonin Islands which in
due time was forthcoming. All this indicates, says Baerwald that Japay continues to be in a
"client state" relationship with the U.S. Having said this, it is nec gsary to add that the
relationship is changing, and the great er7pSwer the Japanese economy shows, the more
independent Japan will become. The younger people, who did not experience the extremes
of Japan's dependence on the U.S. no longer see the necessity of such a relationship, if in
fact they ever did. It is they who protest Sato's trips to do Washington's bidding, and to an
increasing extent the rest of the nation shares these feelings. Hence the pressure that has
built up for the return of Okinawa. Foreign Minister Aichi says that Okinawa has been a
symbol of Japan's defeat and impotence, and implies that it is high time that this was
removed. Subsequent to the appearance of the article, this problem was removed by the
Nixon-Sato communique.
While it is true that the problem of Okinawa seems on its way to an eventual solution, the
hard feelings which the U.S. engendered will not disappear so quickly. The Okinawan
people have been described as an unusually docile people, but American policies there have
succeeded in making many of them almost rabid nationalists. For the entire period since the
war, the Okinawans have been forbidden to call themselves Japanese on their passports.
Nor could they fly the Japanese flag at any time.3 Only recently has there been a relaxing
of this rule, but still Okinawan ships cannot fly the Japanese flag. The awkward part of the
Okinawan problem is that the Japanese people as a whole apparently do not accept the
Okinawans as full-fledged members of the nation. Theirs is a kind of secondclass
citizenship. Shinei Kyan, a political leader on Okinawa has said: "The past 100 years have
been a clear testimony to the fact that the Japanese Government invariably chose to
overlook, if not openly discriminate against, Okinawans, whenever it was convenient to do
so. For about 70 out of the 100 years of Japan's modernization, Okinawans were
mercilessly discriminated against and merely tolerated at best, holding Japanese citizenship
in name only." And yet, he adds,"We Okinawans are real Japanese... Japan is our mother.
Okinawa is the child. After years of separation we want to go back to our parent. Even if
our parent is cowardly and lacks the courage to take us back, our desire remains the same."
_______________
1 Baerwald, Hans, "Japans New Diplomatic Horizons-Old Style Domestic Politics"
(Asian Survey, Jan. 1968).
2 Aichi, Kiichi, "Japan's Destiny of Change" (Foreign Affairs,Oct. 1969), p. 37.
3 O1son, Lawrence, "Political Relations" in The United States & Japan (Prentic Hall,
1966), pp. 72-73.
4 Oka, Takashi. “Okinawa Mon Amour" (N.Y. Times, Apr. 6, 1969) p.92
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Another of the issues between the U.S. and Japan which has clear nationalistic overtones is
that of American military bases in Japan. They have been described as the most
controversial aspect of the American-Japanese military alliance. Prof. Robert Scalapino
says that the bases are evidence to many Japanese that the Americans are prone to seeking
military solutions to international problems. Thus, the bases carry the double weight of both
infringing on Japanese soverignity, so it is alleged, and also of destroying the Japanese hope
of solving the world's problems in peaceful Ways. To some then, the bases seem to be an
indemnity imposed by the conquering power, but to the government, they represent a cheap
method of defending the nation. The use which is made of the bases can easily be made into
a nationalistic issue. The argument is that America is using Japanese territory to fight an
"American" war. Implicit in this argument is the idea that Japan has no sympathy with the
war in Vietnam, and for many, though not all,this is true. Why should, Japan, they arse, let
herself be drawn into a situation which doesn't directly affect her welfare? Some people of
course believe that what America is doing is helping Japan, but in other cases their dislike
of being the tail that is wagged is a stronger emotion than any other. It is possible then, that
if the American presence were not so obvious in the Far East, there would be more
Japanese who would feel the need of opposing the forces of Communism.
The American bases in Japan occupy an area of approximately 140 square miles, which is
about 1 /10th of 1% of Japan's land area, but it is choice land in some oases, and several of
the bases art located near heavily populated areas. This has at least two consequences: 1) in
the case of airbases, it increases the obvious discomforts connected with the noise of jet
aircraft and 2) it makes the land seem more desireable, since such land could be developed
very profitably for civilian use. One American facility in the Tokyo area which now houses
approximately 7000 Americans, could with the use of high rise apartment units be made to
house from 150,000 to 400,000 Japanese.
It is said that the Japanese government has almost no control over the Americans who enter
Japan on military business, whereas under normal circumastances, the government would
screen out those with dangerous diseases, those who might smuggle, etc. It is further argued
that some of the equipment which is returned from Vietnam for repair in Japan has bits of
flesh adhering to it. The American government has priority over Japanese civilian
shipments
_______________
1 Scalapino, Robert A., "The United States and Japan" in The United States & The
Far East (Englewood Cliffs.,N.J.: Prentice Hall,1962),p.69
2Ibid.
3Matsuo, Reiko, "Peacemakers" in The Japan Christian Yearbook (Tokyo, 1969), p.
109.
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when using Japanese rail facilities, and this easily becomes an issue when it is ammunition
or highly explosive jet fuel. The point of citing these claims is not to try to prove or
disprove them--most of them are probably clearly provable. The point is rather that these
matters are at best minor issues and in many oases it would be hard to prove that they
constitute a clear or present danger to those who make the claims or demonstrate. It is the
nationalism and the feelings of the Japanese involved that make such matters worth
considering.
Several opinion surveys tend to show the necessity of taking the Japanese feelings on these
issues seriously. Prof. Douglas Mendel has made four surveys of Japanese opinion over the
past 10 years. In 1968, the question was, asked: "Should the Security Treaty with the U.S.
be continued?" 37% answered yes, 21% No, and 42% said Don't Know. Mendel reports that
those favoring the treaty seemed to be increasing between 1966 and 1968. However, when
the question,"Are American military bases in Japan good or bad?" was asked, the results
were seemingly contradictory. In the same 1968 poll, those answering Good were 14% and
those answering Bad were 61%, don't know 25%. While those who saw the necessity of
having the Security Treaty outnumbered those who opposed it, it was clear that a strong
majority opposed the Security Treaty if it meant having American bases in Japan. In
response to a question as follows on the status of American bases in Okinawa after
reversion, "After the return of Okinawa to Japanese control, should American bases
remain?" (1968) 18% said yes, 62% no and 20% don't know. Mendel concludes that public
opinion does not1support many of the key foreign policies of the Sato government.
It
should be noted however that one of the conclusions of the poll was that a clear majority of
those polled were strongly in favor of the reversion of Okinawa, and this is what Sato has
now achieved. The point remains that the American bases in Japan constitute an issue with
strong nationalistic overtones. Sooner or later, this matter will have to be dealt with.
We have now seen the key role played by the factor of nationalism in the various matters
relating to the Security Treaty. As Delmar Brown has said in another connection,
"Nationalism is still an important ingrIIdient in the intellectual and cultural life of the
Japanese people".
Nationalism is the climate surrounding the Security Treaty. Then
what are the specific issues which are connected with the Security Treaty?
1) THE ISSUE OF PEACE
To anyone who has lived in Japan for any length of time at all, it is axiomatic that the
Japanese at the present time continue to
_______________
1 Mendel, Douglas Jr., "Japanese Opinion On Key Foreign Policy Issues" (Asian
Survey, Aug. 1969) pp. 625-639.
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be intensely committed to the idea of peace. Even the younger generation who did not
personally experience the terrors of war feel that this is the way Japan should seek to be a
positive force in the world. Even though the government is cooperating with the U.S. in
allowing U.S. Forces to operate in and out of Japan, there continues to be unrest on this
point and it often focuses on matters which relate to atomic weapons or the military use of
atomic power. In 1966, Shigeharu Matsumoto wrote, "The determination to outlaw atomic
weapons is the strongest element in the national outlook at present" Even current
newspapers carry demands from the Opposition parties that the government pledge itself to
the three non-nuclear principles, namely the non-possession, non-production and the
disallowance of importing any nuclear weapons to Japan. Prime Minister Sato has said that
he supports these principles fully, but he hesitates to bind Japan's hand for all time on this
issue.
This determination to not participate in anything related to war has been institutionalized in
the Japanese Constitution. Article 9 states that "..."the Japanese people forever renounce
war as a soverign right of the nation and the threat or use of force as means of settling
international disputes. ...land sea and air forces as well as other war potential, will never be
maintained." There have been attempts by the Liberal Democratic Party to change this
article, but they have not been successful, and it has been determined that the maintenance
of the Self-Defense Forces do not constitute a violation of this article. In spite of this
apparently realistic compromise, the forces of the Left in Japan continually use the "peace
issue" in their political activity, and it is clear that the appeal of this point is not limited to
those who support the Opposition parties. In recent pinion polls, 91% of the people support
the "Peace Constitution".
The government and several of the important political parties recognize that there is at least
a conflict if not a contradiction in having such a constitution in the light of the present
world situation. The answer then is to look to the United Nations for the ultimate
preservation of peace in the world. Of course this statement is immediately followed by the
admission that the U.N. cannot in fact at the present time guarantee peace by itself. But it is
significant that all of these groups feel that it should be the U.N. In the recent Dec. 1969
elections, three of the parties, the LDP, the Dem. Socialists and the Komeito (Soka Gakkai)
all made statements in their official platforms along this line. Either the maintenance of
Self-Defense Forces would be "based on the principles of the U.N. Charter"(LDP) or the
UN should be 'strengthened" (Dem.Soo) or the nation should look forward to the day when
the nation's defence and security responsibilities "can be turned over to the UN"
(Komeito)3
_______________
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Another way around this dilemma is to do as the Asahi Shim bun suggests, In the 12th
volume of their series, Nippon Anzen Hosho (Japan's Security), the editors admit that Japan
is breaking the spirit of the Peace Constitution by having a Self-Defense Force, but they
suggest that Japan should have "in theory" a neutral position in the world. As a non-nuclear
power, she must depend on the nuclear power of some other nation for ultimate security,
but this should always be seen as a temporary measure. She should look forward to, and
continually work for, a world in which armaments are banned by mutal consent. She should
not be content with the military alliance with the U.S., and she should aim1at an Asia free
of nuclear confrontation and military alliances.
The position presented above probably represents a kind of middle of the road approach to
Japan's security problems. To the right Of this position is the government's insistence on the
security alliance with the U.S. To the left is the position of Japan's Socialist Party, the
Communist Party and a number of other political organizations, as well as the Komeito and
others. In short there is a strong segment of the Japanese population who are not "realistic"
as many in the West would define realism. Let us spend a moment in attempting to analyze
the thinking of the socalled Progressives in Japan. Robert Epp has done an excellent job of
presenting the kind of thinking one finds among Progressives in Japan, and I recommend
the reading of hit article in the current issue of Japan Christian Yearbook, 1969. He says
that Progressive thinking is a compound of three basic elements, nationalism, utopian
idealism and pacificism. They are strongly opposed to what the government calls realism,
since they say this is "as-is-ism" (genjitsu-shugi) and the acceptance of this means that one
will not struggle for a utopian future. They are deeply suspicious of the conservatives,
almost to the point of despairing of any hope of cooperating or modifying the government
position. This despair is rooted in the realities of the present political line-up in Japan. The
socialists have almost no hope of taking over the reins of government, so they have no real
stimulus toward an approach which would appeal to the political center. Their appeal is
always toward their own ranks, rather than to the public in general.3
Looking at their thinking from outside, it might appear to be completely negative, but Epp
insists that it is not negative, or at least from their point of view is not negative. He says
_______________
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that since their thinking is based on the principles of idealism and pacific ism and therefore
has a "good" basis, it is not just negativism. He continues with a fascinating comparison
between the thinking of the utopian progressives in Japan and that of the Old Testament
prophets. Of course, many of the Marxian leftists would reject such a connection outright,
but it nevertheless bears come reflection. Epp says, "...the way they describe the Utopia
they dream of, remind the Christian of the prophets' dreams of a time and place when the
law of God will be written in people's hearts. This dream may be articulated in language
somewhat different from Kiaig James English, but substantively it is remarkably similar to
the anti-Eetabiishment, revoluionary language of the post-Exilic prophets."
An example of the idealistic thinking mentioned above can be found in the Japan Christian
Yearbook, 1969, in an article entitled, "Peacemakers" by Reiko Matsuo. She cites the 1968
Kuraishi incident in which a member of the Diet, Mr. Kuraishi, Minister of Forestry and
Agriculture, said, "There are limits to diplomacy without armed power. You havefl to have
warships and guns. The present constitution with its dependence on the forces of others is
hopeless." He continued, "I am a Christian, but I believe that being struck on the right
cheek and turning the other is absolutely not applicable in the present circumstances." Miss
Matsuo comments as follows on this statements "When I read this in the morning paper I
was aghast, and then I felt the anger slowly rising in me ... If the truths of the Bible are to
be modified to fit human realities, it would have to be re-written from generation to
generation-Did we not become Christians because we had learned the meaning of true
peace in the cross
of Jesus? I believe that we must agonize over the problem of people who cannot turn the
left cheek when they are strucly'on the right and also over the problem of a society which is
in the same quandary."
No matter how we feel about such thinking, our first task is to understand the source of
such feelings and to respect it. One can fault it as being unrealistic, but we should all be
thankful that such idealism continues to exist in a ruthless world.
In summary, we can say that everyone in Japan is committed in some way to peace, but
there is violent disagreement on the best method to use in preserving peace. The
government's position is that Japan must have some means of defending herself including a
_______________
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Self-Defense Force, but not including any nuclear armaments. The challenge from the Left
to this policy includes a number of arguments, but one that is prominent is that of neutrality
in one form or another. It may include, depending on the political party advocating it, such
things as a treaty of friendship with Communist China and Russia, or the gradual
elimination of the Security Treaty with the U.S., or a neutral area surrounding Japan, but in
all cases, there is an emphasis on the independence of Japan and the necessity of Japan's
standing on her own feet in the era of the 70's. It is peace, but it is a peace of Japan's own
making, and therefore the nationalistic meaning is clear.
2) JAPAN'S SELF-DEFENSE FORCE
The second issue which is clearly related to the Security Treaty and which has long range
implications for Japan's security is that of the Self-Defense Force. Japan is committed to
peace, but she also has decided that she must be prepared to cope with an indirect
aggression or a small-scale direct aggression. For aggression on a larger scale, she must
rely on her security arrangement with the U.S., but the problem remains at what level
should the SDF be maintained? The parties of the Left urge the downgrading or abolishing
of the SDF, but even here, there seems to be some hesitatancy. For example the Democrat
Socialist party in the 1969 elections advocated that Japan defend herself with her own
power, always of course under the Peace Constitution, but nevertheless the "independent"
nature of the defense is emphasized. The Komeito has advoaated that the SDF be gralually
changed to a Kokudo Keibitai (National Garrison Force).
One of the strongest forces pudtng Japan toward the development of an adequate SDF is
that of national pride. The extent to which Japan relies on a foreign power for her defense is
the extent to which her independence is weakened. She is also afraid of entrusting the
safety and security of the nation to decisions which are made abroad. If such decisions are
made abroad, then perhaps other decisions, i.e. economic political, etc. will also come to be
affected to an inordinate degree. At any rate, it is clear that there is a greater willingness
than ever before in the post-war period for Japanese to speak openly about defending their
country. In the platform of the LDP, 1969 elections, the party clearly states its intention to
continue the program of training and equipping the SDF. Again the emphasis is on an
independent na~ion acting independently, and all in cooperation with the U.N. 2
_______________
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The nation as a whole then seems to be accepting the idea of a Self-Defense Force. In 1954,
58% of those questioned in an opinion poll said they were in favor of maintaining some
kind of military forces, but by 1963, the figure had risen to 76%. In June 1965, Abe Genki
was quoted by the N.Y. Times as follows: "To count on another country for vital national
defense is nothing but abject colonialism. The foundation of national defense is the firm
will to defend one's country by oneself".(Sekai to Nihon, June,1965)l This is another way
of saying that what is involved is the national self-respect.
Over the past 19 years since its inception in 1950, the SelfDefense Force has been gradually,
but steadily increased in size and capability. Nevertheless, the share of the Gross National
product devoted to defense has not risen perceptibly. This figure is still under 1%, the
lowest figure for any major nation. The corresponding figure for the U.S. is 9.8% The SDF
includes three branches, a Ground SDF, a Maritime SDF and an Air SDF and their
equipment now allows them a firepower which is greater than the old Japanese Imperial
Army at its greatest strength. The total troop strength however remains at about 0,000 men.
Great efforts have been made to keep the SDF cleaAubservient to the political authorities.
It is the fear of the power which the military had in pre-war and wartime Japan that has
haunted many in Japan. But it seems clear that this image is being erased both in the SDF
themselves and among the people themselves.
In the SDF itself, the emphasis is on a spirit of individualism, as opposed to the old spirit of
willingness to die for the Emperor. Just as the values in Japanese society have changed, so
have the values and the spirit in the military. The manuals used in training Japan's new
military leaders stress ethical principles and an avoidance of "ignor~nce and fanaticism" as
well as a ban on all political activity. Among the civilian population, the change in image
has come about by emphasizing the public service activities.of the SDF. As Newsweek
states it: 11... the SDF use every opportunity, from rescuing flood victims and trapped
mountain climbers to treating casual sightseers at its ba4es like VIPs, to win friends and
influence public opinion."
_______________
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3) JAPAN’S SECURITY & THE FUTURE
The third major issue related to the Security Treaty is that of Japan's security in long-range
terms. Should Japan forever be in a tandem relationship with the U.S. as far as defense is
conc-rned? Can she hope to do it alone? Should she? What is the proper balance between
"autonomous defense" (a phrase much in vogue recently) and "collective security"? These
are the questions which Japan will be pondering in the coming years.
Because of Japan's increased economic stature, Japan herself is beginning to think seriously
about these matters, and perhaps this is the most heartening sign in the whole picture. She
is not content to rest within the American defense perimeter, and she should not be. It is
interesting to note that the defense and security issue was listed first among the issues
debated by the various parties in the recent elections. As has been pointed out, it is not
healthy for a nation as important economically as Japan to rest on another's power for her
defense, but until that nation makes up her mind to do it herself, the situation develops from
one crisis to another. Reischauer states that it is being recognized by Japan's leaders that the
defense relationship with the U.S. is not just a convenience for the U.S., but rather one
which is in the best interests of Japan. It will promote stability in the Far East and stability
is something a trading nation like Japan needs very much. If a chaotic situation were to
develop in Southeast Asia for example, Japan would be one of the first to feel the effects of
such a development.
The question then is how should Japan proceed? She must assert her independence of the
American giant, for the sake of her own self-respect, and for the sake of her image in the
rest of Asia. But the stronger Japan becomes economically, the more hostility she will
encounter in the less developed nations. She may well inherit the combination of envy and
fear which America engenders in many parts of the world. It is clear then that the answer
for Japan is neither a continuance of the dependent relationship with the U.S., nor a fiercely
independent role for herself, vie a via the rest of Asia. It would seem that Japan's best
interests would be served by a continuation of international cooperation, and at the same
time a loosening of her ties with the U.S.
Japan's present foreign minister, Kiichi Aichi has analyzed the situation Japan finds herself
in and speculated on some of her possible courses of action. He days that Japan lost her
desire for an outward-looking policy at the end of the Second World War. She has been
content with a "little Japan" role ever
_______________
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since that time. During that period of 25 years, Japan has concentrated on economic
development, and the results have been rather spectacular, but the concomitant
development has been that Japan has been willing to rely on U.S. power for her security.
This has meant that Japan faces a situation where she may be drawn into conflicts not of
her own making, and this situation is making Japan more and more uncomfortable. It is not
that Japan has been uninterested in the rest of the world, rather the contrary, her people
have as much interest in affairs outside of Japan as any other comparable nation anywhere,
but Japanese have been uninterested in "throwing their weight around" in the rest of Asia.
They have no stomach for political adventures outside ok Japan.
As a result of these pressures, Japanese have accepted the Security Treaty as a necessary
evil. Times have changed and yet the Japanese willingness to be "little Japan" as far as the
rest 1 of the world is concerned has not shifted enough, Aichi declares. This mood has
persisted for the past 25 years, and it has brought with it unprecedented prosperity, the
longest period of unbroken peace in the last 100 years of Japan's history. It is not surprising
that Japanese are not eager to change in this respect. But change they must, or their own
prosperity itself may disappear. America and Great Britain are moving out of Asia and
something must fill this vacuum. Japan is the natural answer. With economic power has
come political power. The only question is how should Japan use it, or will she just let it
develop willy-nilly.
Aichi outlines a role for Japan wl9ich involves a continued build-up, though not spectacular,
for the SDF. She will soon be able to rely on her own forces for her national security except
in cases of nuclear attack. She must also take her aesponsibility in regional cooperation and
in technical and economic aid to the under-developed areas in Asia. The people must be
told, he says that Japan must develop a more open stance toward the rest of the world. They
must not be satisfied with a merely negative pacificism. And he assetts that they will not be
if they are led in the right dielection.
Another point of view of the conditions Japan will face in the 70's is provide by Kei
Wakaizumi, in an article entitled, "Japan Beyond 1970". He emphasizes the necessity of
Japan breaking away from her dependence on the U.S. He says it is not healthy for either
side to be tied so closely. The idea that Japan is just an appendage of the U.S. must be
changed. But he says that
_______________
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the present generation of leaders is not clear on what they should do. He likens them to
mountain climbers who are waiting for the mist which surrounds them to lift so they can
see the top of the mountain and so move in the right direction. Thus7new generation of
leaders is needed and they are forthcoming. The sector of the population born in the Showa
era now numbers 72% of the population, and it Prom this group that the new leaders will
come. He cites the election of Shintaro Ishihara to the House of Councillors in 1968 as a
harbinger of things to come. In the campaign, Ishihara who is famous as a short story writer,
used the Japanese flag very obviously in his efforts. He challenged people to rethink the
whole issue of nuclear policy, and seemed to be saying that the nation should leave the
issue of hOW and when to develop nuclear weapons to the younger generati n. He received
3,000,000 votes and ran far ahead of the field.
Wakaizumi lists three alternative policies which Japan could elect to follow in the 70's as
far as her own security is concerned. The first is to reject the Security Treaty with the U.S.
and in effect go it alone. This would probably entail the developement of a nuclear arsenal,
and might easily antagnnize many of Japanese trading partners. This, Wakaizumi says is not
a likely alternative for Japan. The second alternative is to elect to continue substantially the
same posture as she has at present. The Security Treaty would be maintained on a reduced
scale, with American bases allowed in return for protection under the so-called "nuclear
umbrella". The third possibility would be similar to #2, except that an gould take a more
active role. She would maintain the bases aSn8lthere would be a bare minimum of
Americans in Japan. In this way, Japan would make a genuine contribution to her own
defense. She would clearly have the right to say yes or no on the matter of whether or not to
contribute to a particular armed reaction or attack. As a result, her support of any given
policy would be real support, and not a kind of rubber stamp approval which is what we
have at the present. Many Japaness resent the idea that the fingers that press the buttons at
the present are American, and they say that in an emergency, it could be that Americans
would decide to attack from Japan, leaving the Japanese with no alternative but to approve,
ex post facto.
It is clear in the article that Wakaizumi favors # 3 and the reasons are not hard to find. He
believes that Japan should do it herself. In an interesting passage, he encourages the
re-writing of the Japanese constitution, mostly because it partakes of the nature of an
"imposed" document. Thus we are back to the point from which we started. The mood at
the present and the mood which is likely to continue to prevail into the 70's is one which
will have a strong nationalistic coloring. It will be a Japanese mood, and it will serve
Japan's beet interests.
_______________
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The Left in Japan fears the development of a more outward-looking Japan. They say that
Japan may easily revert to her old expansionist self. However there are several powerful
factors working against such a development. Such an expansionist Japan would hurt the
image Japan has built up during the past 25 years, of that of a peaceful nation seeking to
trade, but that is all. Japan needs this image if her trading relationships are to continue to
develop. Secondly, the opposition to such an expansionism both among the general
population and within the mass media would be strong and the government, while it does
not have to bow to the will of the opposition in crucial votes in the Diet, must be concerned
with its image in the eyes of the nation. The hope is that the opposition forces are strong
enough to awaken the nation should such a move to expansionism occur again.
As *e look toward the future, what can we expect Japan to do as far as her security
responsibilities are concerned? We can expect that the debate on what she should do will
continue for the coming years. The Left is very energetic and the emergence of the Komeito
as a major part of the forces opposing the government means that another active voice has
been added to the chorus of questions and disapproval the government faces on any action
it decides upon. Consequently, we should be able to count on the fact that whatever the
government proposes will be scrutinized thoroughly. Secondly, we can be sure that what
Japan proposes to do in the coming years will be with her own self-interest in mind. She is
no longer going to be a "client" of the U.S. She will of course be cooperative with all major
nations, especially with the U.S. for many reasons, not the least of which is trade. But she
will no longer have to ask favors, and it is unlikely that she will do that. Newsweek reports
that Sato's approach to the Nixon government on the Okinawa issue was not very
subservient. "In no uncertain terms, Sato stated that he could not continue to govern in
Tokyo unless the U.S. formally agreed to return Okinawa to Japanese rule--and t4 remove
all its nuclear weapons from the island bastion--by 1972"
As you all know the outcome
of those negotiations was that Japan's terms were met, and perhaps this is a sign of the
future course of events. Japan has become a power to be reckoned with, and she apparently
intends to use that power.
We can expect a continued build-up of the SDP, more Japanese control over American
military moves from Japan, and a loosened spirit in the relationship between the U.S. and
Japan. The two nations will continue to have many common aims and needs, and they will
cooperate in the forseeable future, but the cooperation will be a cooperation of equals.
Internally, it is harder to predict, but it is sure that the Left will continue its watchdog
activities. This should mean that the government will be less inclined, if anything to depend
on the U.S. The nationalists are on the Left as well as on the Right.
_______________
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It is possible that the LDP will be weakened at some future date and become unable to
govern except in some sort of a coalition, but even in that event, it would seem that Japan's
best interests lie in the direction of cooperation with the U.N., with other major nations, and
in some sort of reasonable national defense posture. The likelihood of her either going back
to her expansionist ideas of the 1930's or of going in the direction of complete unarmed
neutrality as the Left constantly urges seems remote indeed.
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CRITIQUE OF
THE ISSUES IMPLIED BY THE SECURITY PACT
Robert L. Ramseyer
In this paper A1 has done a magnificent job in outlining for us the historical background of
the security treaty, the various political positions which have evolved around it, and current
thinking about the security of Japan by leading Japanese. About his own position vis-a-vis
the treaty, Al seems to be saying something like this. The present security arrangements
make Japan a client state of the U.S. However the proposals of the opposition parties which
would lead Japan toward a position of unarmed neutrality are not realistic in today's power
oriented society. Japan needs to move toward the development of military strength
commensurate with her economic position so that she can maintain her own security and
her position in world politics.
This paper does not define the ways in which the Christian gospel and our Christian task in
Japan are related to this situation. How do we as Christian missionaries in Japan act in this
situation, either directly, or indirectly as our Japanese Christian friends and coworkers take
counsel with us. The paper does comment on an analysis of the situation which sees the
political opposition as being informed by a combination of nationalism, idealism, and
pacifism, a combination declared similar to that found in the post-Exilic prophets. Al also
comments on a Christian critique of Kuraishi's rejection of a New Testament ethic in world
politics saying, "No matter how we feel about such thinking, our first task is to understand
the source of such feeling and to respect it. One can fault it as being unrealistic, but we
should all be thankful that such idealism continues to exist in a ruthless world."
In our discussion we would do well to remember that our theme concerns "The Christian
Responsibility". If the world situation and the situation in Japan are as Al has defined them
for us, what does this mean for the Christian church in Japan and for us as foreign
coworkers with that church? Al says that nationalism is a major factor in Japanese attitudes.
What have Christians to say to this? Does whether or not the security treaty protects Japan
as the government says, or endangers Japan through possible involvement in a U.S. war as
the opposition maintains make any difference as far as a Christian attitude toward the treaty
is concerned? The opposition parties say the U.S. reliance on military solutions as
symbolized by bases in Japan endangers peace in Asia. They emphasize reliance on the UN
and an Asia free of nuclear confrontation. What does the Christian say about this?
Finally our discussion should be concerned with whether or not our responsibility as
Christians can rest on a careful analysis of balances of power and "realistic" approaches or
whether the Christian responsibility also includes considerations which foreign policy
analysts, military analysts, and political scientists do not normally include.
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CHRISTIANS' ATTITUDES TO STUDENT ACTIVISM
David Michell
The decade of the Sixties is running out with a good deal of shaking and. rumbling around
the world. Students have precipitated crises in many countries by their rejection of the
established systems and their burning desire to participate in the decision making. A
"student" doctor might well be excused if he came up with the diagnosis suggested by
TIME magazine that the world's students have all been infected by some contagious virus,
an ideological version of Asian flut
while tale tern, Student Po-..er may be relatively new, the protest and revolt of students is
not a new phenomenon. Youth with energy to burn have always had a penchant for activism,
and we car: see from a historical perspective hoia it has exoressed itself in recurring, cycles,
given the frustrations of subjactivs and environmental restrictions. Students in the riicidle
Ages had a reputation for favoring brawling and thieving to the pursuit of learning. In New
England, in the year of the signing of the Declarat~`on of Independence, "there was turmoil
on the Yale campus. President Thomas Clapp eras confronted by rebel students who
presented a petition for his resignation on the charge of 'senility and arbitrariness'. He
refused, and the rioting students broke furniture and smashed some 440 panes of glass.
Then two-thirds of the students quit the campus. Clapp bowed to the student pressure and
resigned."1 Of the next six presidents, three had to resign because of student pressure.
How ver, as we consider the general student situation today in the world and student
activism in Japan in particular, we are confronted with campus tensions and student
disorders that are quite a different kettle of fish from the isolated and limited disturbances
of past years. The major difference could be said to lie in the fact that in the present day,
university, society and government must reckon with organized student movements. How
may we define a student movement and student activism? Student activism may be defined
as he group activities of a student movement, which Philip Altbach defines as follows: "An
association of students inspired by aims set forth in a specific ideological doctrine, usually,
although not exclusively, political in nature. A student movement may be generated by
emotional feelings often associated with inter-generational conflicts, although it may also
be motivated by possible goals; the members of a student movement, moreover, have the
conviction that, as young intellectuals, they have a special historical mission to achieve the
goals which the older generation failed to achieve, or to correct imperfections in their
enviornment. A student movement is a combination of emotional response and intellectual
conviction."2
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I propose now to divide the rest of this paper into three sections: A. A brief history and
description of the organized student movement in Japan,
B. A delineation of the causes behind the current student unrest, and C. An attempt at a
Christian assessment of and attitude to student activism.

A. A Brief History and Description of the Organized Student Movement in Japan
The history of Japanese student movements can be divided into four stages: 1. From the
Meiji Restoration to World War I, 2. The period of the Taisho Democracy, 3. Pre-World War
II, and 4. Post-World War II. A brief word will have to suffice about each of these periods:
1. Tokyo Imperial University was founded in 1869, the year after the establishment of the
new government under Emperor Meiji. For the next forty years, Tokyo University had a
monopoly on higher posts in the government and army. The majority of its students held the
same political views the ruling government andd had a future as members of the elite
assured to them. Around this same time, Keio (1868) and Waseda (1882) and other private
institutions were established by men like Yukichi Fukuzawa, and Shigenobu Okuma, who
were inspired by the Western ideals of democracy, liberal education, and constitutional
government. These men founded their institutions in opposition to Tokyo University and to
the feudal Meiji government. Thus students in the private universities, having an ardent
interest in politics, held campus lectures and street meetings, and were not infrequently
arrested for their anti-government activities. Keio University has the dubious claim to fame
for the first student strike which took place in 1879. Sporadic small scale,
anti-establishment activism was a characteristic of this first phase which lasted till the end
of World War I when the first national association of students (Shinjin Kai, New Man
Society) was formed.
2. "The second stage in the history of the Japanese student movement took place in the
Taisho democracy (1919-1925). During this period, the opposition between national and
private universities and the manifest psychological distance between students and workers
disappeared or at least diminished. Activist students attempted to establish a common front
with the masses. They were attracted to international revolutionary ideology, particularly
Communism."3 With rapid industrialization and urbanization, came chaotic labor
conditions. New universities mushroomed-- in 1923 alone, thirty one were founded.
Radical leftist societies also flourished and both the government and the student body
feared the student political organizations and their national federation. By 1925, the
government, alarmed that the Communist Revolution might spread to Japan, passed a bill
outlawing the Gaku Ren (offspring of Shinjin Kai) and other leftist groups.
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3. With the government suppression of political grouos in 1925, university and high school
activists turned to creating unrest within their own schools while carrying on their political
activities underground. The following figures give some idea of the rapid increase in
internal riots:
Year
No. of school riots
No. of students arrested

1926 '27
7
13
29

‘28
75
120

‘29
117
292

‘30 '31
223 395
950 1,119

Within this period came the "Dark Ages" of the Student Movement, (i.e., 1925-40). What
opposition the student groups put against the growing militarism and state absolutism, was
ruthlessly crushed in bloody battles. By the year before World War II all voluntary student
groups were dissolved and all students were compelled to membership in a
government-controlled organization called Hokokudan (Patriot Student Body).
4. The first post-war student demonstration took place in October, 1945 in the Ueno Girls'
Middle School, where the students demanded the resignation of the militarist principal.
Surrounded by social and economic conditions that cried for action, and injected with the
idea of democracy that urged them to a "democratization of the campus," the early post-war
students soon launched enthusiastically into demonstrations and political movements which
took the shape before too long in a nation--wide students' organization called the
Zengakuren.
The Zengakuren is short for Zen Nippon Gakusei Jichikai Sorengo which means the
National Federation of Students' Self-Governing Associations. On September 18, 1948,
300,000 students representing the students' self- government associations of 145
universities formed themselves into a nation-wide body under the name of the Zengakuren.
From the outset the aims were both university-life orientated and political as the following
resolutions of the inaugural meeting clearly indicate: "freedom of education and defense of
campus life, opposition to any new attempts to utilize education to further fascism and
colonialism, opposition to fascism and defence of democracy." In the first ten years the
leaders of the Zengakuren were all members of the Communist Party Youth Division.
However, from 1955-58. when the world communist movement was confronted with
ideological troublesDeStalinization, the Hungarian Uprising, Moscow-Peking rift, etc., the
Japan Communist Party altered its strategy to one of non-violence, opting for the principle
of "beloved Communism," and for the advantages that would accrue from projecting a
favorable public image to the voters. On account of this, many of the hard-core student
leaders in the Zengakuren,clinging to their ideological principles with puritanical tenancity,
felt betrayed by the Communist Party atld left-it, taking the controlling power of the student
movement into their own hands. In no time, many other antiJapan Communist Party
(Anti-JCP) off-shoot factions emerged. This was the beginning of twenty splits and

reunions, not to mention the numerous minifactions within these splits. It was this new left
group, claiming itself to be the original Mainstream Zengakuren, which was largely
responsible for
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triggering the 1960 Peace Treaty struggle. The Chairman of the Zengakuren said at that
time: "We believed that if we students put up a bitter struggle to the end, even if we had to
do it all by ourselves, we would be able to prevent for certain the signing of the Security
Pact."
You will all be aware of the continuing evolution and the flux of the Zengakuren. Up until
one year or so ago, four main factions were clearly discernible. The smallest group, called
Kakumaru, maintain they are true to the original Zengakuren. A second group was called
Sampa(meaning 3 factions), and it is this group which made up the main body of activist
studenta opposed to the Japan Communist Party group. Other names by which it goes are:
Anti-JCP faction; Han-Nikkyoe, and Han-Yeyogi. The third group calling itself Zengakuren
is the Pre-JCP group, called variously Minsei, Yoyogi, nor Nikkyee. The fourth group is
known as non-Sect radicals, and apart from these 4 groups there are the
"non-pori"(non-political) students who while not actively members of these groups, often
tend to give their backing, given the right stimulus. From the spring of 1969, the Sampa and
Non Sect radicals combined on a campus-by-campus basis for opposing either the
riot-police or the Pro-JCP group under the name of Zenkoku Zenkyootoo (Nationwide
All-Campus Joint Struggle Committee). On some occasions the Kakumaru also have come
in under this umbrella. By the end of '69 the campus Zenkyootoe groups have largely lost
the support of the students in general on account of their actions having become so extreme.
A very brief note will have to suffice on the characteristics of the main rival Zengakuren
groups: "The Anti-JCP factiens(Zenkyootoo) make it a rule to issue advance warning of
their intended clashes with the police,
and of their plans to barricade campus buildings. Armed with wooden staves, helmeted and
masked, they charge violently at tight police cordons. Their extremely uncompromising
conduct is designed to keep bright the enthusiasm of a few, not to strengthen their solidarity
with students as a whole, They care nothing fat the slander and ridicule heaped upon them.
And the general body of students is in fact more impressed by their uncompromising
idealism, than it is by the cold political calculation which characterises the actions of the
Pro-JCP faction".4 "The activities of the Pro-JCP group are strictly under the Party's control.
The JCP, as the long established advocate of Marxism, naturally assigns the primary
revolutionary role to the working class. It demands that students, being floating petit
bourgeois, should obey these rules which it, the progressive representative of the revolution
lays down for them."5 Pro-JCP students are seldom arrested. They are carrying out a very
subtle pattern of action whereby their nonviolence and positive program on campus and in
society is being thrown into very advantageous relief, in contrast to the destructiveness and
irresponsibility of their Zenkyootoe rivals.

As of Spring, 1969, over 500 of the 830 student self-government associations belonged to
one of the four groups of the Zengakuren. The Pro-JCP faction controlled about 659 while
396 were uAdor the control of the AntiJCP faction. Between them they could mobilize
about 70,000 students throughout the nation. The rapid build-up during 1969 of universities
in
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dispute as seen in local campus disorders is clearly evident from a look at the records of the
number of universities in dispute in the years following the 1960 Peace Treaty struggles:
Year
No. of Universities

1961 '62
6
10

'63
9

‘64 '65
13 50

'69
107

on strike.
By the fall of 1969, however, the focus of the unrest had moved beyond the local campuses
to wider national objectives. The reversion of Okinawa and the abrogation of the Peace
Treaty became their dominant rallying cries and with 1970 in view, the radical leftist
factions made overtures to various peace and anti-war groups in an effort to form a neo-left
coalition to give a joint front to their opposition.
However, as 1969 draws to a close there is evidence that the present movement may have
passed its peak. The signing of the University Normalization Bill, very tight police security
measures, and the inevitable calcification of the radicalization process leading to isolation
and factionalization, have all had an influence on the local and national activities. There is
an ostensible return to order on the campuses (though some fifty are still reporting strikes),
and a lull in the political activism but there is bound to be a resurgence next Spring. 'Iichiya
Shimbori has a very keen observation to make on the apparent cycle observable in Japanese
and other student movements. "Campus based issues, particularly those involving threats to
academic or political freedom, frequently stimulate wide-spread participation in student
movements. The leaders of such groups are inevitably led to see wider, more radical
national objectives. As they build a national movement, they lose contact with their local
bases of support. Inevitably, therefore, the national movement declines and fractionates,
and a period of relative weakness and passivity eventuates. This may ir} turn be followed
by a new cycle involving new generations of students. 6"

B. A Delineation of the Causes behind the Current Student Unrest
I would like to suggest some of these under the headings of internal, external, and
subjective factors.
1. Internal With the very rapid growth in the number of universities and the student
population (fifty universities and colleges pre-war compared with 852 now with over 112
million students) has come a whole crop of impossible inequalities within the universities,
and these have undoubtedly given legitimate cause for dissatisfaction. To list a few: gross
overcrowding resulting in "mass production educ,-tion" (professor uses mike, students use
opera glasses!) Nihon University is a case in point with its 70,000 students jammed into

thirteen concrete-capsule campuses, termed "affectionately" the "Department Store
University." The crisis there was
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furthered by a multi-million yen embezzeling racket. The pressure towards overcrowding
istremend.ous, coming in part from the fact of the 4100,000 students who clamour for the
150,000 places available in universities each year, while on the other hand there are the
money-minded capitalists who have made education into Big Business--more students,
more fees.
A second cause for dissatisfaction is the feudalistic administrative structure and control
operating within the universities. Professors are appointed by personal favoritism rather
than by ability, and the so-called university autonomy amounts to nothing more than the
direct control of the university by a council of professors who in turn are under the control
of the government since the Education Ministry holds the purse.
Study curricula which are unrelated to what students really want to learn and largely
irrelevant to present day needs in society is another internal factor of considerable moment.
Some of the following have also been the start of the trouble: opposition to tuition fee
increase, campus relocation, exclusion from any participation in faculty appointments,
control of Student Association buildings and hostels, proximity of a U. S. Air Base, etc.,
etc.
2. External The post-war student movement has always been political in nature, so it is not
surprising that political events have a big influence on student activism. We have already
noticed the development from local problems to national issues. The two political events
looming large in the student orbit are the Mutual Security Pact whose present tenure lasts
till June 23, 1970, and the Reversion of Okinawa to Japan. The majority of Japanese
students with their leftist leanings are bent on a showdown with the present government
which has called for an extension of the Treaty for a considerably long period. Social
conditions in Japan, in comparison to other Asian countries, could hardly be considered a
sufficiently provocative cause for protest. However, Vietnam and Japan's complicity with
U.S. involvement is a cause round which many students are readily rallying.
3. Subjective
a. Existential revolt: In the face of an almost total absence in the University of meaningful
communication and an atmosphere conducive to the search for truth--world discovery and
self discovery--students have come to an impasse and are demanding answers to the most
basic questions: What is a university? What is truth? What am I? and What is the meaning
of life?, etc. Behind their search is a combination of idealism, humanitarian concern, and a
desperate bewilderment. Robert Bartel writing of campus tensions puts it this way: "A great
many students are disillusioned at the gap between social and political ideas and the actual
conditions that they experience and know. They have been taught to be critical and
analytical
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in their judgments, and they often consider themselves catalytic agents in the process of
social reform. There is a strong humanitarian impulse and a concurrent impatience with
institutions that seem to perpetuate injustice, inequality, or simply unresponsiveness to
human needs. Keniston remarks, 'They have the outrageous temerity to insist that
individuals and societies live by the values they preach.'"7 In existential revolt they are
hitting out against "the stifling effects of a highly structured, bureaucratic, and technically
complex society, of which the college or university is a microcosmic representation. They
are intensely interested in personal relationships
This personalistic outlook violently
resists manipulation, domination, or arbitrary authoritarian constraint, whi students tend to
see both in the university and in society at large mss. Students are articulating and then
beginning to fight against the depersonalizing and alienation that technical innovation has
foisted on society. Today's youth knowing instinctively there must be meaning, are
searching for selfhood and identity, by means of protest. As one slogan has it: "We've got to
create purpose by protest." A German professor of sociology put it this way: "the students'
sense of alienation is a new form of the old sense of sin, in the sense of being withdrawn
from God's love; the young middle-class, generation, surrounded by the hypocracies and
frustrations of social democracy, feel compelled to purify themselves by perpetual
protest."9
b. Marxist Orientation: Here in Japan, while the radical left are but a very small minority,
the leftist sympathizers form a much greater proportion than in the West. With the post-war
vacuum of national values and goals, the student class have found in Marx's diagnosis of
and remedy for society, the nearest thing to bridge the gap between the actual and the ideal.
The following statistics show the strong Marxist influence in the thinking of the majority of
students. In a survey of university students, over 90% expressed interest in Marxism, with
56% choosing Marxism as the system of ideas to which they feel sympathetic. This does
not mean they are all Communists but it does mean that they espouse to some degree the
Marxist fundamentals that the hard-core radicals have dedicated their lives to vindicate, viz.,
1) Capitalism which the present government and the University as its tool represent, ii)
Imperialism which USA represents, and iii)all class systems within society, must all be
destroyed by revolution. Mao, Marx, Marcuse, and Gke Guevara, by their lives and
writings are the chief inspiration for the ultra-leftists. In Japan, an additional reason for the
violent anti-establishment crusade of the ultra-leftists is their disenchantment with the
wishy-washy opposition of the existing 'leftist political pYrties'--Hocislfstsy,.Communists,
etc.. Seething hot from the crucible, as the "catalysts of change," to use Marcuse's term, the
radicals are determined to act as the political force by "direct democratic action" in
contra-distinction to the nominal democracy of the government. The leftist political parties,
they feel, have betrayed their obligation to Marxism to bring about the downfall of the
capitalist system, and instead
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are meekly acquiescing to the self-centered desires of the voters, for the good life as
expressed in the popular philosophy of "my home-ism" (Mai Homu Shugi). The activists
see themselves as the genuine revolutionary force to oppose the government under whom
democracy has faded to become merely a perfunctory routine in its twenty years of political
monopoly. The students claim that the way the state is exercising its powers is simply a
political form of violence (forcing through the Diet bills like the university Normalization
Bill, attempting to nationalize Yasukuni Shrine in contradiction to the Constitutiofn, etc.)
which the radicals insist must be met by the fully justified violence of their own particular
brandMolotov cocktails, guerilla raids, rocks, staves, etc.
C. An Attempt at 1) An Assessment of and 2) Christians' Attitude to Student Activism
1. Assessment of Student Activism: It would be altogether naive to write off all current
student activism as bad and the work of professional agitators perpetrating a Communist
plot. True, one cannot discount that professionals with vested political interests are at
work~but this can hardly explain the whole phenomenon. Youth are asking the right
questions, but they are not getting the answers. Their protest is their way of telling it like it
is -- like they think it is. We should credit them with pure motives and goals. An attitude of
cold indifference or harsh repression is a most inappropriate response if we hope to gain
mutual trust and get on their wave-length.
The potential for renewal which is within the student activism could release a vast
movement for good in society. As we assess the factors behind the student unrest, I believe
we must recognize the following positive elements in the current movement: a., the
Protestant-like spirit of self-denial and burning passion for the righting of wrongs and
injustices in university and political spheres.
b. The rightness and the value of their desire to participate in what is shaping their present
ducation and future life in society. Some one has compared the present repressive measures
to student participation to the control exercised over the natives by the colonizers of an
earlier generation. The healthy nationalism that eventually emerged was the very thing that
was needed to bring the new nations to self-determination. Although students are in the gap
between being under the authority of parents and exercising adult responsibility, as Clark
Kerr has pointed out, they realize that spoon-feeding, inactiofa, non-involvement is what is
hindering them from self-discovery, and from finding out what the real problems are so that
they can come up with the answers. The older generation has been too slow to acknowledge
the competence of today's youth.
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c. the validity of their existential revolt against an education that can give no life-and-world
view. The anguished cries of the inner spiritual consciousness of youth are tacit evidence
that man cannot live by bread alone, but he needs every word that comes from the mouth of
God. Harold Lindsell interprets it this way. "The spiritual crisis that lies at the heart of
campus ferment has to do with the loss of authority, of a fixed point of reference from
which men can get their bearings. The campus is the place where this problem cannot be
dodged, where the struggle is never ending, where the battle is won or lost."10 Dissatisfied
and disillusioned with a secular life-and-world view that is not giving adequate integration
or meaning to their life, the radicals are demanding the destruction of the whole system as
the only viable solution.
2. Christians' Attitude to Student Activism: Since the current student activism is
ideologically wedded to Marxism and its concommitant methodology, the question of the
Christian's attitude to student activism essentially becomes the issue of what the Christian's
responsibility is in regard to politics. The question becomes clearer if we put it this way -how far and how one should be involved as a Christian.
Brian Bayston in an article on 'Christianity, Politics and Dissent' refers to the generally
adopted stances of Christians in regard to their attitude to political involvement,
"The pietist and charismatic emphasis of an earlier evangelicalism repudiated
institutional factors in religion, and so regarded Christianity and politics as
irrelevant to each other, the former being concerned exclusively with the interior
life of mystical experience and the latter with the temporal affairs of a world ruled
by the powers of darkness. The political and social emphasis of modern ecumenism
so affirmethe world that the old error of institutional religion which identified the
church and the state has been transformed into a new error which identifies the task
of the church with the implementation of a specific political program. These
attitudes reflect a onesided emphasis on a definite yet different element in the
teaching of the Bible: one option is that of the 'enclave', a 'view of the church and its
mission as limited to the select redeemed people of God' and the other option is that
of 'everyman', a 'maudlin kind of openness without either a call to co:runitment or a
concern for spiritual depth.' When both emphases are held in tension and
transcended into obedience to the will of God, there is found the balance the Bible
seeks to inculcate: the truth lies at both extremes, for the church is to save men by
preaching a gospel which calls them out of the world and to make men by teaching
those who are called, to be light to a dark, and salt to a decaying world." 11
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What is the duty of a Christian in relation to the political life of his country, how should he
act in these revolutionary times? There appear to me to be four positions being adopted by
Christians. One is characterized by indifference to all things political, the kind of person
"who is convinced that his heavenly citizenship precludes his participation (by voting or in
any other way) in the affairs of an earthly government."1 The second position is that of the
radicals, whose view is one of revolutionary dissent to the political order. As Alan Kreider
remarks: They hold that "only by a fundamental and violent change in the very fabric of the
social order can the economic inequalities and social injustices be eradicated."13 The third
group, Kreider terms the reactionaries who, suspicious of any change, and fearful of the
ranting revolutionaries, stand solidly and stolidly for the preservation of the status quo. The
fourth position stands for a critical evaluation in the light of Scripture of the society and
government, combined with responsible expression in terms of what Bayston terms
'therapeutic dissent'.
In considering student activism we face the crucial issue of whether our responsibility as
Christians is to side with the radicals by championing the cause of revolution, albeit
bolstere4y a theology of revolution, or whether on the other hand, our responsibility is to
bring about the transformation of society's wrongs by other means. Positively these means
are the preaching of the gospel to save men, and the teaching of the "divinely revealed
standards of human justice, as the only basis for a stable society, and therefore, the criteria
by which the world will finally be judged; and the Christian's energetic promotion and
support of just laws as the formal hallmark of a good society,"14 This will require a tender
conscience in community as well as in one's private life, and this will undoubtedly require
the Christian to protest.
"It ill behoves a protestant to protest against protest, for there is an obedience which
must disobey. Christians are citizens of heaven, and have eyes lifted beyond history
to the world which D, R. Davies called the world we have forgotten. An implication
of this is that Christians will not see the present political task as an end in itself: as a
matter of history Christians have best served this world when their hearts were set
on another. A further implication is that Christian protest against unjust laws will be
concerned to protest against laws which treat men as less than fully human (as only
the Christian doctrine of man made in the image of God knows) and also with laws
which hinder the proclamation of the gospel of salvation (without which, as the
Christian doctrine of sin avers, men are without hope in this
world). Another implication is that this world is to be judged, and until judgment,
good and evil like wheat and tares must grow together: we do not succeed in
abolishing evils, but only in modifying them and changing their form. As Stevick
has said: 'the best kind of community is that which recognizes and cherishes
informed dissent',"15
.
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What can be said in regard to the view that the Christian's responsibility is for revolutionary
dissent? I believe the revolutionary stance and program adopted by some Christians today
is doomed to fail. It appears to be based in part on the Marxist materialistic foundation, and
in part on a humanistic interpretation of Christ as a social reformer whose primary mission
was to demolish the corrupt political order of his day. The evidence of Scripture is that
Christ's central objective was the regeneration of the individual by His substitutionary
atonement and through recreated individuals the changing of society, not vice-versa.
Bayston's observation is worthy of comment here:
"There is a strand of New Testament teaching which may be invoked. In the
Apocalypse, we read about the beast from the sea which received power from the
dragon. The primary reference is to the Roman state of John's day, but it points
beyond the particular to the general: to the state as an instrument of Satan. Against a
demonic state, Christians may revolt: but the onus to be discharged is heavy in
order to find a given state demonic. It will have become a state that is not a state:
one which persecutes the church, and is destructive to the family: one which makes
order into disorder and justice into injustice. Against such Christians may revolt, but
they should not despise Christians who choose to suffer. Furthermore, as Jacques
Ellul has pointed out, 'All the revolutions, advocated both by Communism and by
Fascism, are superficial modifications, which change nothing in the real problem of
our day.' Yet the apparent anti-revolutionary stance of Christians in matters of
politics goes with the revolutionary effects in politics of the stance of Christians in
matters of faith and morals. 'Every Christian,' says Ellul, who has received the Holy
Spirit is now a prophet of the Return of Christ, and by this very fact he has a
revolutionary mission in politics.' They are revolutionaries of necessity not of
choices thus the apostles turned the world upside down."16
This, however, is a far cry from the tune of an activist disciple of Marcuse: "resistance,
disruption, subversion of the existing order and even violence are justified .... because they
break the chain of ordered repression and create more space in the society for genuine
consideration of rational alternatives.n'?
I would like to sum up this contrast between the revolutionary and therapeutic dissent by
making four observations. Bayston concludes that the Biblical answer in contrast to the
revolutionary's is more radical, more pessimistic, and in another sense, more optimistic. It
is more radical because it requires the revolutionary transformation of the individual, since
the root problem is man's sinful nature. History and
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individual experience bear testimony to the Biblical diagnosis of the sinfulness and
self-centeredness of man's nature. Alan Kreider sums up the radicals' solution as follows:
"The problem of revolutions from the Christian vantage-point is not that they are too
radical but that they are not radical enough. They are an attempt to eradicate violent societies by violent means. They are based on over-optimistic estimates of human goodness and
perfectibility. The problem with violent revolutions is not that they change too much, but
that they change too little. Socialist Utopias have not changed the nature of man. Czech and
Soviet workers are still as selfishly concerned about their pay-checks as are their
unregenerate counterparts in the West."18
We must preach the gospel as the power that zeroes in on root causes, not just the visible
symptoms. It must be a message addressed to the whole man and which changes the whole
man. The church must be a body of changed individuals that is demonstrating all the time -demonstrating true brotherly love to all people, all races, all classes.
Bayston’s second point is
"that while the remedy of revolt is based on pessimism it is not pessimistic enough.
Revolutiah is a drastic remedy for the ills of mankind, but the cross of Christ was
yet more tragic. Revolutionaries are often utopian, believing that a new system
agret undreamed of will arise unaffected by 'the contagion world's slow stain ' of sin.
Only the eschatological hope of judgment and a new heaven and new earth are
equal to the real facts of the human predicament. And note, thirdly, by way of
caution, that in practice revolutionary protest will make use of therapeutic protest,
and for Christians to enter under this unequal yoke is a false step, for the
world-and-life views are at enmity with each other. And note, fourthly, that the
revolutionary optimism of a new world after revolttion is not equal to the Christian
optimism, based on a doctrine of the providence of God, a God who works by
process, who took at least six days in the work of creation, who awaited the fullness
of time to send his Son into the world for our redemption, and who takes a lifetime
to prepare believers for heaven. God worked by process when He reformed the
church in the 16th century, reformed to be reformed continuously and continually;
and he may if the return of Christ is not yet, work by process through a creative
minority to reform the structures of society, perhaps not in our lifetimes as the
revolutionaries seek, but perhaps over many years and lives. As for us Christians,
we shall be joyous'''~though He, nay, rather, because He sends us into the world as
sheep in the midst of wolves."19
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In relation to the student activists in Japan it is a challenge to us to show the inadequacy of
radicalist solutions and preach the gospel as the answer to changing man's nature, and to
relate the whole gospel to the believer's immediate social and political environment. In this
connection Mr. Ariga of KGK has made the following positive suggestions:l"There is a
need to listen to the thinking and understanding of youth in regard to political problems; 2.
we need to give directions to Japanese Christians to have an interest in politics as
Christians; 3. it is necessary to make a place whereby young Christians can study and talk
over these problems; and 4. the necessity of establishing a social ethic from a Christian
point of view. If the Bible is the standard of faith and life, and if in our risily living, a
distinction can be made between the sphere of the individual, home, society, community,
national life, and culture, etc., then there should be established an independent Christian
ethic that is appropriate to these diverse aspects of life. Especially do I feel the need for
delineating a Christian Social ethic within the framework of structurized society as soon as
possible. On this point, I feel strongly the necessity of not only Japanese but also
missionaries getting together to meet the need."20
I would like to close with a brief sketch of one student radical whose activist pilgrimage
reveals his desperate search for life's meaning. It is an indictment of our failure to make the
Lord Jesus Christ a live option for the questing youth of this land. Kohei Oku was born in
Tokyo in 1943. From the time he was a second year High School student he became
progressively involved in the student struggle activities. T'Eien in his second year at
university, he received injuries and was hospitalized for ten days as a result of a
police-student clash at Haneda airport. Nine days after release from the hospital, at the age
of twenty-one, in hopeless despair over a life that was a combination of frustrations in love,
God, and the student struggle, he ended his life by taking sleeping pills.
Junrr Fukashiro has written the following about Kohei Oku from studies by Hiroo Suzuki, a
researcher into the student movement: "During Oku's wartime childhood in Tokyo his home
was destroyed in an American air raid and he was obliged to move to a rural town in
Saitama Prefecture, where, as a boy from Tokyo, he was treated as an outsider. For eleven
years after his second year in primary school, compelling family reasons separatecxim from
his mother. This background reveals that he alternated between grief in solitude and elation
in the student movement. One of his Junior Hich School teachers still says, "I have never
seen such an unselfish student with so strong a sense of justice as Oku.' After entering High
School, Oku began attending a Catholic church. His diary at that time read, 'I am bent on a
quest for Jesus Christ. I have decided one thing. I want to be a pastor. I think there are three
ways in which I might conduct myself beautifully$ to commit suicide, to enter a monastery,
to become a pastor.'" 21

"I am come that they might have life and that they might have it more abundantly."

John 10:10
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Critique of
"Christians' attitude to Student Activism"
V. I. Goring
Only the last section of this paper deals directly with the theme, and so most of my
comments are on that part. One comment,however,should be made on section B. In
outlining the causes of student unrest,MM'r michell does not I feel, stress sufficiently the
students' desire to participate in decision making.Incidently, this demand has very wide
implications for the decision making process in both the church and society.
Turning to the main theme, the author suggests that the crucial problem is "how far and
how one should should be involved as a Christian" in politics. Against the view of the
radical students who believe that the social structure must be changed by revolution, mr
Michell suggests that "The eviaence of Scripture is that Christ's central objective was the
regeneration of the individual----, and through recreatea individuals the changing of society,
not vice versa." But this is a false antithesis. !WWr Michell's espousal of "therapeutic
dissent" shows that he too believes that a christian's duty is to change what is unjust in
society. The student activist does not speak of regeneration through Christ, but he too
believes that only changed men can change society. 3ut he also claims that a corrupt society
corrupts its members, and ne who sees this corruption must seek to change society so that
that corrupting influence is destroyed. iie does not claim to be able to build a perfect society,
but only a better one. For this step he believes a revolution is necessary.
This raises the issue "When can a Christian revolt?" The author seems to suggest in reply
that only when a state is demonic may a christian revolt. This position is based on the Book
of Revelation, but in truth nowhere in the N.T. is the course of revolution ever urged. r'or
this we must turn to the o.T., and there long before an unjust state enters the demonic stage
revolution is urged; and historically Christians have followed the old rather than the New
Testament in tnis. Toe basic issue becomes whether or not the activists are right in claiming
that this society has become so corrupt that it can be changed only by a revolution. They
believe this because they believe society to be very very corrupt. If we saw society as they
do we too might insist on the necessity of a revolution. We need their insights into the
injustices of-society quite as much as they need to understand what God has done for us in
Jesus Christ.
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Summary Comments Addison
P. Soltau
There can be no doubt that the papers presented here have been well presented and reflect
time spent in study and research with attention to the problems selected for our attention. If
we have not been stimulated in our thinking the fault must lie in some other area than with
those responsible for these papers.
I would also like to point out that a gathering of sixty or more missionaries to discuss a
topic as this nxp¢,-: is not without its own importance. By their very presence and
participation in such a conference, they have demonstrated, contrary to oft repeated
allegations, that Christians are interested in and have a concern for social and political
issues. The choice of topic, the presentation of position papers and the earnest discussion
present strong evidence that Christians do have a concern to relate the Word of God to the
issues of the day found not only in the world of theology, but in the market place as well.
These remarks lead me to make three comments about this conference to serve as both a
general critique and a summary of what has already transpired.
1. In discussion of the topic, "The Christian's Responsibility in Political Affairs in Japan",
how much time has been given to hear the Word of God speak? How honestly have we
attempted to let the Word of God speak in these few hours together? Ultimately the worth
of any Hayama conference will be judged by this criterion. We have heard both Old and
New Testament papers based upon studies related to our topic and both dealt in broad
outline with the subject. However, if we are to speak about the Christian's responsibility in
political affairs then it is only right that our discussions should be based on the light which
the Scriptures give. I would therefore question if there was sufficient attention given to
statement of the Biblioal principles, and following and perhaps equally as important, a
wrestling with these principles bringing them to bear on our topic. Failure is too often
risked by ignoring or overlooking what the Scriptures teach.
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2. In our failure to give due attention to God's Word we may have also missed what is
probably essential to our understanding of the problem. The Christian is to recognize that
he does have a responsibility in political affairs. He must also recognize that this
responsibility can be carried out consistently as he brings the teaching of the Word of God
to bear on these issues as he meets them. However much we may desire pat answers to
difficult problems we find no simple answer which would be applicable to our topic. Oscar
Cullman has pointed out some of the tensions which do exist in the Hew Testament
regarding the state. There is a chronological tension, between the "already fulfilled" and the
"not yet completed", a tension which cannot be lessened or escaped from. Because of this
tension, the Christian can neither affirm nor deny the world. He is to regard the state in the
same light, recognizing its place in God's order, but also remembering that this place may
be usurpped. The Christian's attitude to the state will varry accordingly. A study of history
might reveal that all too often Christians have chosen either to renounce their responsibility
by escaping, or have picked up a brick to destroy. A third alternative might better describe
the Christian's duty to the state in political affairs, that of the use of every lawful means to
bring pressure on a government which has overstepped its God-given boundaries.
The point has been made that it is the Christian who is able to "ascribe a higher dignity to
the State - even the heathen state - than the non-Christian can do. For this reason he remains
in principle critical towards it, watching always to see that at no point the state, moves from
its God-appointed order. "Because, on the basis of God's revelation, he knows the place of
the state with the divine order, the Christian will also be more keenly sensitive than any
other citizen when the state falls away from God's order." Thus because the Christian is
sensitive in this realm as well as in others, he will always be critical and always be using
those means which are open to him within the law, to correct and change that which is
contrary to God's order. The role of the Christian as set forth in Scripture would seem to be
neither that of resignation with an accompanying indifference
to political issues, nor the opposite, ie., going to the barricades. He must do all within his
legal rights to bring about change where change is called for. The suggestion made by Dr.
Phillips near the conclusion of his paper regarding the bringing of test oases into court to
discover whether Article 20 of the Constitution is being correctly interpreted is an example
of one of several ways for the principle suggested above to be applied.
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This third alternative is probably the least attractive. It means refusing to allow one's selfish
interests to dictate the kind of action one is to take. It is easier to retreat from the scene of
battle than it is to stay and fight. It is also easier to give vent to one's emotions and to wage
open warfare of a kind than it is to utilize the means usually provided by the law for such a
situation.
2. My third and concluding observation has to do with the meaning of terms which have
been used during this conference. While the subject received some attention, the terms
"radical" and "revolutionary" were used too often without precise definition and this too led
to some confusion.
I would like to suggest that a radical is first of all one who has been born anew by the grace
of God through Jesus Christ His Son, so that it may be said of him, his life has been radically changed. Because the Holy Spirit of God has applied the atoning work of Christ to an
individual, his life is changed radically and irrevocably so that he stands in a new relation
to God and to his brother. This is the most radical change which can take place in a man's
life. It will also be the basis for and exercise of one's Christian responsibility.
Implied in this is, of course, a total committment to an involement in this world, not in the
narrow sense, but in the broader meaning of the term. By his very committment to Christ
the Christian is also committed to bringing Christ and His Word to bear in every part of life
both private and public. I recall to your minds the words of John Calvin from the Institutes
(111,7,2) "In tota vita negotium oum Dec." ie., All of life is business with God.
The
question we must ask ourselves and others who profess to be Christians is does the stance
we take in regard to political affairs and involvement reflect in true measure the change
which has been brought into our life by Christ Jesus. Is it from that radical change we
attempt to bring about change in other areas?
I close with one further reference to the words of Oscar Cullman found in his book, The
State in the New Testament. He speaks of Paul's words in I Tim. 2:1,2 which refer
unreservedly to a positive relationzhip between Christians and the State, that is the prayer
which the Christian is to make for the State and those who stand at its head. This must hold
true even at the point where the State reveals itself as the beast from the Abyss. In fact, this
positive relationship may never, indeed cannot be broken. Even in times when the
Christians were being most cruelly persecuted by the State this prayer did not cease to be
voiced. Because the Christian never renounces the State as an institution he will always
pray for it.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Extra copies of the Hayama Seminar books for the years 1965 to 1970 are still available
and may be ordered from:
Carl C. Beck
1-17 Honan 2 Chome Suginami Ku Tokyo 166
The theme of the 1971 seminar will be:
"The Churchts Role in Urbanized Japan: The
Christian Witness in Transitional Society."
The seminar will meet again at Amagi Sanso
on January 5 to 7, 1971. Those wishing to
have their names placed on the announcement
mailing list should inform:
Laurie Seaman
826 Kaizuka Cho
Chiba Shi
Tel. 0472-31-1226
Committee members for the 1971 seminar are: Joe R. Gooden, Chairman Laurie Seaman,
Secretary James Atwood, Treasurer Calvin Parker, Arrangements Carl C. Beck, Editor
Philip Kinley
Marion Moorhead Harvey Smit

